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TTTThhhhiiiinnnnkkkk ooooffff iiiitttt tttthhhhiiiissss wwwwaaaayyyy............ will return
with the November/December issue

I’ve gotten many letters asking when Think of it this way,
John Silveira’s popular column, will return. The answer is
next issue, and it’s going to be a doozy. Silveira has been
researching, thinking about, and writing an article titled, The
Coming American Dictatorship, for nearly a year. It is long,
so it will appear in installments. If you’ve read John
Silveira’s Critical Thinking pieces in past issues, you know
how thorough, accurate, and insightful they are. This
upcoming article is profoundly disturbing; it will make you
want to spit.

1497 pages in the BBBBHHHHMMMM CD-ROM
and it’s the fastest on the planet

Everyone seems to like the CD-ROM containing all the
issues from our last four years. I recently got a copy of the
CD-ROM put out by Science News, which is my second
favorite magazine, and I was delighted to see that it was
built along the same line as ours. Ours is faster to access,
however. In fact, our CD-ROM is faster to access than any I
have ever used.

The BHM CD-ROM contains 1497 pages of information,
much of it in color. It is truly an outstanding achievement
for the staff of this magazine and for the writers whose arti-
cles are contained on it. If you want to give someone an
excellent gift—even yourself—I’ll give you my personal
money-back guarantee that you will like it.

EEEEnnnndddd ooooffff tttthhhheeee WWWWoooorrrrlllldddd Special
features $10 anthologies

Our End of the World Specials have also proved popular.
Of the nearly 40 books we placed at half-price last issue,
about half sold out. The remainder are listed on page 98 of
this issue. These are sold on a “till they’re sold out basis.”

This issue’s End of the World Special involves all our
anthologies. We’ve reduced them to $10 each (see ad on
page 93). Buy as few or as many as you want. It’s the lowest
price we’ve put on them in our 11-year history, and it’s not
tied to you having to buy more than one anthology. The sale
will last until the next issue comes out, which will be
October 15. No other coupons or discounts apply to this
sale.

With the half-price book sale of last issue, and the $10
anthology sale of this issue, we’ve run out of spectacular
sales to offer you, so next issue we don’t know what we’ll
do. If any reader has a new idea, let me know. As long as it
doesn’t bankrupt us, I’ll give just about anything a try.

Little Annie becomes a BHM editor
Many of you will remember my little daughter, Annie,

who wrote her first column for the magazine at age 7, then
became our teen editor for a number of years before drop-
ping out of public site the last couple of years. How time
goes by. While BHM has been maturing into the fine maga-
zine it is today, Annie has been maturing into a pretty lady
of 18 years and exceptional intelligence. The other day she
registered to vote as a Libertarian, and I hired her as an asso-
ciate editor for the magazine.

With her years of working for and observing the develop-
ment of BHM, she is a perfect fit. Although there is a lot of
pressure on her to go to college, with a scholarship and grant
money awaiting her, she’s decided instead to spend the next
year or so continuing to absorb the fine points of how this
great magazine is created. With her intelligence, computer
and writing skills, and Libertarian leanings, I think she’ll be
a significant asset to Backwoods Home Magazine.

Joke in classifieds
My apologies to the wheelchair-bound ice hockey players

who were pictured in a newspaper clipping sent to me
recently, along with a classified ad page from BHM’s issue
No. 63. The BHM ad page contained a poorly chosen joke
that read: “Only in America...are there handicap parking
places in front of a skating rink.”

An anonymous handwritten note that accompanied the
clipping read, “We accept your apology in advance.”

Ouch! You deserve my apology. — Dave ∆
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Can America be saved
from stupid people

There are a lot of taboos, that is, things we’re not sup-
posed to talk about, in modern society. If we do talk about
them we are labeled a racist or worse. One of those things is
the topic of stupid people. But the topic can no longer be
ignored, because for the first time in history stupid people
have more political power than anyone else, and the conse-
quence of allowing them all that power now looms like the
shadow of doom over America.

To explain, a brief review of economic and political histo-
ry is necessary: In the old days, and by old I mean from
about the mid-17th century back, most people lived a bare
subsistence existence. They spent their lives toiling to feed
themselves and their families, then died young. All political
and economic power was in the hands of an elite, usually a
combination of clergy and aristocracy who were often the
same people. Only this ruling elite was educated, and their
power was typically inherited, entailing the power of life
and death over poor people, who comprised 90% or more of
the population. Poor people, for the most part, acquiesced in
this situation, accepting that aristocrats and clergy somehow
belonged in their elevated positions and that it was the
poor’s lot to be miserable, especially since the ruling elite
assured them that heavenly reward awaited them in the
afterlife. It was a great con game played by the aristocracy
and clergy for hundreds of years, and it was enforced with
the torture and execution of anyone who didn’t go along.

But beginning in the early 17th century, advances in
knowledge, in particular scientific knowledge, began a
renaissance of thought, at first among a few enlightened
clergy and aristocrats, that said one didn’t have to live a
subsistence living, that one could better one’s life through
the application of this new technology, that one could grow
more food, heal the sick, and in general understand and har-
ness the natural world so that everyone, not just an elite,
could enjoy life.

Gradually this revolutionary idea took hold and techno-
logical advance turned into economic and political advance,
and by the middle of the 18th century a significant portion
of the world’s civilized population, at least in western
Europe, thought that every person had the right to a better
life on this earth. Much of the aristocracy and most of the
clergy fought bitterly against this idea, since it meant the
loss of their power over poor people. But it won out any-
way, with a few isolated pockets of aristocrats and clergy
maintaining power over the very poorest places.

In historical hindsight we refer to this time that ushered in
a better life for everyone as the Age of Enlightenment. It
spanned just about all of the 17th and 18th centuries and, in
the latter half of the 18th century, led directly to America’s

founding with its wonderfully enlightened Constitution that
guaranteed the average person the right to seek happiness
on this earth, in this life. This is important, because a lot of
stupid people think America sprang into existence suddenly,
out of a few people’s heads. It did not. It was the result of a
long process of people gradually becoming aware that this
life was worth enjoying and pursuing happiness in. Early
Americans like Jefferson were the product of this process
and they wrote the best of it into America’s Constitution.

It is also important to understand that most of the ideas
that came out of the Age of Enlightenment were the product
of the minds of a small portion of the population, namely
some thinkers who were weary of seeing the majority of
mankind living in misery. The new philosophy of that era
had one goal: to make life better for the greatest number of
people. Only gradually did these ideas take hold among the
majority of people.

America’s founders were God-fearing men, and it was
generally accepted that the idea of being happy in this life,
rather than waiting for the next, was in accordance with
God’s laws. In a nutshell, earthly misery was out, earthly
happiness in, God approved of it, and so America was born.

The 19th and 20th century thus became the proving
ground of how best to implement this new philosophy of
pursuing earthly happiness. Two implementation systems
emerged, as we all know: the welfare state of socialism,
whose premise is that all wealth should be divided up
among everyone evenly, and capitalism, whose premise is
that individuals should be given maximum freedom to pur-
sue their own happiness. The new country of America
turned out to be the major proving ground for the latter, and
history teaches us that the failed experiments of commu-
nism and socialism in various countries in the 20th century,
coupled with the enormous success of America’s
capitalism, showed that America’s capitalism, though not
perfect, worked best.

That brings us to the present time, and you’d think we’d
all be basking in the glow of the success of the
Enlightenment. But enter the modern politician, a knave
with a smooth voice who sees profit and political power in
pitting the poor and stupid against those who have found a
bit of success in the American capitalist system, and enter
the appeal to the stupid that all they have to do is vote good-
ies for themselves and they will be delivered by the knave
politician. And you have the unraveling of the America cap-
italist system just as the world has achieved it.

How unfortunate. The stupid have no idea how humanity
got this far, how we went from a subsistence economy to
America’s system of bounty and relative happiness for near-
ly everyone. They only see the knave politician soliciting
their greed and laziness. They can’t understand the great
struggle that produced America, but they readily grasp the
concept of voting themselves unearned goodies.

And they now read this commentary and ask themselves,
“What the hell is he talking about?” ∆    —— Dave Duffy
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By Jackie Clay

R
ight now I’m sitting in a
south-facing huge, sunny
window, looking through
our own private valley to a

larger mountain valley below and the
pine covered mountains beyond. There
isn’t another house in sight. Only
snowy slopes, gorgeous rock outcrop-
pings on the sides of the little valley,
pines, and an eagle soaring overhead.

Our new home is a modest 1,000
square feet, but it’s well-built, has
pretty red fir floors, a huge kitchen,
and views to die for out each huge
window, even out through the large
front porch across the whole front of
the house.

Now, a lot of you know that we had
originally planned to build our home-
stead in Alaska. We’d found 320 acres
of remote paradise north of the Alaska

Highway between two rivers that we
could afford. It had no cabin, and 40
acres of tough scrub second-growth
brush had to be cleared in two years’
time in order to get a title. It was a
great little place, in a mountain valley
with tremendous views of the Alaska
Range right out the door.

We thought we had our ranch in
New Mexico sold. We had a contract
and down payment, and we made
preparations to go. Blood testing had
been done on the animals. My oldest
son, Bill, had bought plane tickets to
fly down and help us drive, and we
had money down on a tractor and
equipment a friend wanted to sell. The
works. Then our buyer dropped out.

And we lost our Alaska homestead
because the owner was in a hurry to
sell because of the clearing clause on
his land.

So we again advertised our place,
taking up valuable time. As we knew
we wanted remoteness, we watched
the spring turn to summer. And we
searched for another place.

We’d seen some interesting places
advertised in British Columbia, and
we found more of what we could
afford and the wilderness we needed.
So we really investigated several dif-
ferent areas and stumbled on another
great place.

This one was 160 acres of wilder-
ness, right on a salmon/trout river,
with a glacier run-off stream right past
the little cabin. There was wildlife
galore. We saw huge bull moose, wolf
tracks on our beach, and deer tracks
everywhere. Folks around said we’d
also have grizz visitors, as well as
black bears.
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DDeeaalliinngg  wwiitthh  bbuurreeaauuccrraaccyy
As we again had our ranch sold, we

travelled up to Canada, checked out
our place and talked to Canadian
Immigration at the border regarding
our immigration as Resident Aliens.
We were told that although the normal
procedure is to require immigrants to
have their Immigrant Visa in hand
when they move up, they would allow
us to enter, provided we had our
“papers in the system” and had our
letter of receipt from the Canadian
Consulate General’s office in Buffalo.

We did. Let me tell you a little about
Canadian Immigration, so someone
does not have to go through what we
did. Neither Bob nor I have had so
much as a parking ticket in our lives.
He worked for the Department of
State in Embassy Service, as well as
having served in Vietnam for three
years, the Army after that, and a life-
time of security work. We both have
an income, and were to pay cash for
our homestead.

We thought we would be good
immigration candidates. Both of us
had Canadian grandparents, uncles
and aunts, although we have no living
relatives there now that we know of.

To immigrate to Canada, you must
fill out lengthy forms for your visa,

indicating income (Canada wants no
welfare immigrants), health (Canada
wants no immigrants with health prob-
lems that may cost the government),
and employment (Canada does not
want immigrants who will either not
find work easily or will infringe on
Canadian workers’ employment).
Included with this form are: a current
passport (not required of visitors, but
required for immigrants), Criminal
Clearance by the FBI (our local sheriff
took our fingerprints and we submit-
ted them to the FBI with the appropri-
ate fee), and supporting documents

such as birth certificates, etc. The fee
for our family entering under a busi-
ness classification (as I am a writer)
was $1,200.

After your papers are in the “works”
you will be required to submit to a
physical examination, which is given
only in certain larger U.S. cities,
requiring travel and another fee for the
exam, which also includes chest X-
rays.

The time the entire process takes,
before your Immigrant Visa is in your
hands, can take up to a year or more.
This is where we screwed up.
Believing the folks at the border cross-
ing Immigration Office, we hit the
border with a 26-foot U-Haul truck, a
16-foot stock trailer with four horses
and a cow (all multiple-blood tested—
I think we have the “healthiest” ani-
mals in the U.S.) on the 29th of
December.

To make a long, sad story short, we
were told that we had received “erro-
neous information from someone” and
that under no circumstances could we
enter Canada until we had our
Immigrant Visa and Right of Landing
Permit (another $1,200 fee) in hand.

There we were, with not much cash
on hand, being politely escorted out of
Canada by the head Immigration offi-
cer, our ranch in New Mexico sold,
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criteria for a homestead.



the money sent on to British
Columbia, and a trailer load of live-
stock getting awfully tired of being
stuffed in a jostling trailer.

As a last hope, Bob, remembering
how long our contract had taken to get
to us from B.C. with Fed-Ex, took a
long gamble and called our realtor in
B.C. to see if the cashier’s check we’d
sent via Express Mail, six days earlier,
had cleared. While he was on the
phone in the U.S. Customs Office, our
vehicles were sniffed by narc and
explosives dogs and gone through by
Customs Officers. I sat with my son,
Bill, explaining why we were kicked
out of Canada.

OOuurr  ffiirrsstt  bbrreeaakk
Two days to the new year, nowhere

to go, it was the worst day of all of our
lives. If, indeed, our down payment
check had been received and cashed,
we’d be locked into our B.C. home-
stead, and we had no way to get to it
for nearly a year. And we had little
money to do anything in the States.

Then, in what we think was an act of
God, Bob came back from the phone
with the news that the check had not
yet been received by the title company
in B.C., after six days, despite Express
Mail’s claims for three-day delivery.
We at least had a chance. Bob was

able to gain assurance that the title
company would send the check back
to us in Montana at my son, Javid’s,
address (Without an address of our
own, we had become non-people.).

To make another long story short, I
called a realtor friend, Pat Byrne, in
Missoula, Montana, who works with
Mar-West Properties. Pat had shown
us a neat mining claim a year ago and
we knew he knew what we were look-
ing for. 

Not only did Pat spend hours on the
Internet contacting realtors and prop-
erty owners for us, but he insisted that
we unload our trail-weary livestock at
his farm out of town.

Pat searched far and wide and so did
we. I looked through so many real
estate magazines that I was about
brain-dead. We knew Montana from
when we had lived there six years ago,
so we knew areas we liked and ones
we wanted to steer clear of. It made
the process quicker, but it was still
frustrating.

We kept on looking at places, get-
ting stuck in several four-foot deep
snow drifts on remote mountainsides.
Found one place, but couldn’t feasibly
get our livestock and hay in. Found
another, but it was in a rather built-up
subdivision, the log house needed

major repair, and it was $30,000 more
than we could afford.

WWee  ffiinndd  oouurr  hhoommee
Then, as my son Bill and I stood at a

pay phone in the tiny town of Avon
with a new snowfall pelting us, we
struck pay dirt. A new listing (three-
days old) had just come in; a house on
a remote 20 acres up in the mountains.
We immediately took off to the listing
realtor’s office to get a look at photos
and pick up a map.

The photos looked okay, nothing
spectacular, but we were getting des-
perate. Nothing was turning up and
Bill had to fly out soon to get back to
his job. The realtor could not show the
place until the following day and it
was late in the day, but we wanted a
look. So, following a sketchy map
with the realtor’s words, “You’ll never
find it,” ringing in our ears, we tore for
Wolf Creek, then Craig, and the
mountain road beyond.

I read the map and Bill drove up the
winding trail. Then we came on a trail
that was not on the map and took it
“up.” Stopping on a rocky ledge, we
got out to look over the country, and
there, just below, we spotted the
place—our place. Sometimes you just
know.
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By Jackie Clay

(As she and her family looked for their new back-
woods home in Montana, Jackie Clay kept a day-
by-day diary of events, chronicling a search that
ultimately led to the discovery of the new home-
stead “not too near” Wolf Creek, Montana.)

January 22, 2000

O
ldest son Bill’s truck blew
the transfer case in Idaho,
so instead of being at
work, he was able to save

our lives by driving a 26-foot U-Haul
truck 2,000 feet up a rough mountain
trail, ice covered in spots, to our new
homestead. We were scared out of our
wits when he suddenly stopped going
up and started sliding out of control,
down. Luckily, he only dropped into a
slight ditch, which he was able to back
out of. With a set of chains, he cruised
uneventfully up to within ½ mile of
our place. Had to ferry our goods in
one pickup load at a time, as there’s a
steep, icy hill at the beginning of our
drive. Didn’t fancy a U-Haul wreck.
Luckily a new neighbor two miles
away helped out. His wonderful wife
even cooked dinner for us all, which
we gratefully wolfed down at 9 p.m.

January 23rd
Drove to Missoula, where we were

living at Motel 6. (Believe me that
gets old, quick.) Bob’s pinched nerve
in his hip was killing him after the
unloading, so he rested while Bill and
I took his transfer case to a shop for
parts and repair.

We didn’t close on the new home-
stead until the 26th, so to repay Bill’s
kindness, we took our truck to the
west coast, near Seattle, to pick up the
travel trailer he was to have picked up
for his boss in Minnesota. Bill and I
left Missoula at 9 p.m. and got back

the next evening, just in time to go out
and feed our horses.

January 24th
Bill and I rested up with Bob and

my son David, picking up some steel
fence posts and wire. It was sure great
to be rid of the U-Haul, which was
gathering $40 a day in storage fees.

January 25th
Bill got his transfer case, and I took

him to Idaho where he slipped it
together. Lucky he’s a mechanic. The
extra labor would have been costly. In
an hour, the truck was heading east.

Fed the horses again. I didn’t like
the way our old Morgan stallion was
losing weight. The younger horses
were eating his feed after gobbling
theirs, and there was no way to sepa-
rate them.

January 26th
Bill left for Minnesota with the trav-

el trailer in tow and we left for our
closing in Helena. We closed unevent-
fully and headed to our new home-
stead. It was cold, especially at night,
and the only heat was from the wood
space heater and wood kitchen range.
With no one living there, the pipes
could easily freeze. We quickly lit
both fires and warmed the place up,
but we couldn’t stay as we had to feed
the horses...back in Missoula. So we
left in the dark, in a snow storm, to
drive three hours over an icy
McDonald Pass.

January 27th
We bid farewell to Motel 6 for the

last time. What a relief. Stopping first
to feed the horses, we went to our new
home. It’s funny how foreign one’s
new home seems at first. Maybe we
were just too weary. There we were,
home at last...but all our possessions

were packed away in the little
bunkhouse. Boxes and boxes, stacked
to the ceiling. And we couldn’t find
anything.

Luckily the sofa and mattresses were
on the front porch, so we had some-
thing to sit on and sleep on. Bob and I
are too old for the “sleeping on the
floor” routine.

We only could find one kerosene
lamp, so it was pretty dark after 6
p.m., but we were so tired that we
went to bed.

January 28th
Our horses and cow were still at our

friend’s, Pat Byrne, in Missoula, so we
had to get out and feed them (He
didn’t live at his farm.). But the father
of the folks we had bought the place
from was due to haul in two 250-gal-
lon loads of water from his place to
fill our storage tank, since the spring,
our only water source, had frozen after
his daughter and son-in-law split up
and moved away.

He arrived, water on board, and we
learned where to refill the in-ground
poly tank. After the second trip, we
left to feed the horses. Imagine having
to drive six hours to feed livestock
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A Diary of homestead progress and life

Jackie rough-tills the tomato bed
behind her new house.



every day. That had to stop or we’d get
nothing done.

January 29th
We hooked onto the stock trailer,

drove to Missoula and spent half an
hour slant-loading the horses and cow,
then drove four hours over icy roads
(really scary) home. But at least we
were on “our” mountain. We had to
chain up the 4x4 before we attempted
our road, as we knew we’d never
make it otherwise. We were slow, but
we made it.

But, as there was no fence on the
place, we had to camp out with the
critters. The cow was easy. She was
halter-broke and we pounded in a steel
fence post in nearby lush grass,
snapped a 15-foot picket chain on her
halter, and dropped the ring on the
other end over the fence post. Instant,
happily picketed cow.

The horses weren’t so easy. The old
stallion was used to standing tied to
the trailer, as was one of the younger
horses. So we tied one on each side
and let the other two loose in the trail-
er. It worked fine, except for hauling
water in five-gallon buckets. That was
a chore.

January 30th
We spent the day driving steel fence

posts into frozen ground to make a
small horse pasture. It went pretty
good but I smashed my finger between
pounder and post (you know, doing
what the “CAUTION!” sticker tells
you not to do). It was kind of funny. I
had just finished telling David never
to hold the driver, except by the han-
dles. It was a pretty ugly, painful
three-corner tear “with the guts hang-
ing out,” as David says. But Bob was
in no shape to drive posts, and it had
to get done, so I wrapped it and went
at it again.

We were sure happy not to have to
drive six hours to feed the stock.

January 31st
We again spent the day driving steel

fence posts, then managed to string a
wire around the pasture. While we
were resting, we watched three mule

deer grazing in our little valley. They
seemed to know we were no threat.
We hunt, but never shoot near the
house.

It was good to again be starting to
cook and eat meals. As I found a few
kitchen boxes, I could expand my
menu. Even canned soup and stew
tasted so good after fast food.

February 1st
We went into Helena and signed up

with Cellular One, as we are about six
miles from either electricity or phone
service, and because of my writing I
need to be in contact with the outside.
Luckily, we are in an area with good
reception.

We also went to a pole mill and
bought a load of jack legs and rails for
the fencing in front of our house. Jack
leg fence is that pretty western fence
with Xs instead of fence posts. It’s
sturdy and long-lasting, too.

February 2nd
We finished our little horse pasture,

having to use jack leg fencing where
the gate hangs, as there is a lot of rock
there. There’s only two wires, but we
know our horses will stay in.

The deer are back. I know I’ll fight
them out of my garden and new fruit
trees, but I like to see them around.

We spent the rest of the day hauling
boxes out of the bunkhouse. David
found some of his favorite toys; I
found my cast iron frying pans and
finally found my Dutch oven.

In the afternoon, we went to
Cascade, 20 miles away, where the
volunteer fire department has a
metered water dispenser. You pull up
under the fire hose (without nozzle),
open your water tank on the truck bed,

deposit four quarters and your tank is
filled in five minutes. I read how to
start the water, not how to stop it. The
tank was full and Bob said stop. I
pushed the red button. The water kept
coming. I pushed it again and again.
The water was gushing over the side
of the truck, down the street. Then
David tried it. And it stopped. “You
have to hold it two seconds, Mom,” he
said, pointing to tiny print below the
instructions. Live and learn.

February 3rd
All those boxes we’d been emptying

had amounted to quite a pile, even
knocked flat. Those, coupled with run-
of-the-mill trash from around the
place, made a trip to the community
dumpster necessary. With the open
winter, so far, burning boxes outside
would have created a fire hazard. We
figured we’d go to the dumpster, then
go on north to Great Falls to get a gate
for the horse pasture and a stock tank
so we could eliminate all those trips
from the bathtub to the horses with a
five-gallon bucket.

On the way down we blew the lower
radiator hose with a whoosh of steam.
Not fun, for sure. Bob pulled the hose
and we taped the two-inch slit with
lots of duct tape and limped toward
the nearest town with an auto supply,
20 miles away. We had four gallons of
antifreeze mix with us, but we had to
stop every four miles to cool off and
refill the radiator. Luckily, the road
runs along the beautiful Missouri
River and there are lots of fishing
access pull-offs.

Montana still has lots of great folks.
We were at a cooling off stop, with
eight miles yet to go, and a friendly
man stopped, brought us to his shop
and home ½ mile away, took Bob to
town, and helped him put the new
hose back on.

February 4th
We went to Great Falls, about 50

miles north, to a ranch supply store
and bought the gate for our little horse
pasture, a water tank, feed, and some
supplies and groceries. Like all the
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I paced out our new garden spot
on the side hill, out the back door.
It’ll be hard to go from over an
acre of garden down to a third of
an acre, but the soil looks good
and I believe we can raise all of
our vegetables.



other remote places we’ve lived, when
you go to the city you do all you can
there because it’s too far to go often.

February 5th
We hung our new gate and put the

water tank into place, leaving only a
quarter of the tank in the pasture. This
keeps the tank cleaner and also allows
our old stallion, who is allowed free
roaming privileges, access to the
water. We kept him out of the pasture
so he could have free-choice access to
senior horse pellets to build up his
weight. His appetite suffered with the
hauling, so we let him eat just about
all he will eat.

One at a time, we introduced our
horses to their temporary pasture. It is
small, but we started on the larger 10-
acre pasture fence the same day. All
seemed to love being done “camping
out.” Sort of how we felt seeing Motel
6 in our rear view mirror.

February 6th
Finally able to rest on Sunday. We

took David down to fish in the
Missouri. It was unseasonably
warm—50° and the trout were spawn-
ing. But, unfortunately, it was windy
and the fish were just not biting. We
did have a nice day, though. It was
great, just getting back to normal life.
On the way home, we swung by the
fire hall and picked up a load of water
for the horse tank. Hurray! No more
five-gallon buckets.

February 7th
Bob had called a propane company

in Lincoln, who our neighbor used. It
was the one company who would
bring a 500-gallon tank up and make
delivery during the winter. They were
not afraid to chain up and come up the
mountain. The owner drove up and
scoped out the place and made
arrangements to come up the follow-
ing Wednesday, weather permitting.

That night, I got up, and while up I
shone a flashlight out to check on
Rosie, the heifer, still on a picket. The
horses might chase and play with her.
There was no Rosie and 2 a.m found
me out in the dark with a flashlight,

trying to think where she could have
gone. I walked up and down rocky
mountain sides, praying for a sign of
that cow. Then there were two glow-
ing eyes from up near a rock face.
Rosie? Or a cougar? I walked closer.
Yep, it was Rosie. I spent an hour
dragging her back home. How she
slipped her picket chain off the post,
I’ll never know.

February 9th
We got propane. Translated, this

means a bright light in the kitchen and
David’s bedroom, hot water (a bath),
and the use of a gas range for quick
meals. The workmen also needed a
power source for their pipe threader,
so the day before we dug out our gen-
erator and found the spark plug bro-
ken. Another quick trip to the auto
parts store.

February 10th
Bob and Mr. Day, our neighbor,

went after a load of big round hay
bales with his truck and flatbed. I
stayed home and unpacked 12 more
boxes. What an unending job. But
each one is like Christmas. We had
unloaded most of the U-Haul in the
dark and I was unable to place the
boxes where I could find the most
“necessary” ones. So much for pre-
paredness.

February 11th
Our firewood was running low and

we remarked to Mr. Day that he sure
had a nice load of wood on his truck,
parked in his yard. He said his son,
Jesse, cut firewood for spending
money. Luckily, the man who he cut
that load for ran short of money and
didn’t take it. Jesse and his father even
delivered, saving us a whole day. In
Montana, the winter can change in an
instant and one does not run low of
firewood.

February 12th
I paced out our new garden spot on

the side hill, out the back door. It’ll be
hard to go from over an acre of garden
down to a third of an acre, but the soil
looks good and I believe we can raise
all of our vegetables.

In the afternoon we worked on the
new jack leg fence. It began to look
good. Unpacked more boxes. I found
my word processor. I could begin
writing. We had the generator going,
as needed.

February 13th
Hauled water for the house. There’s

an underground poly tank that holds
500 gallons, but there’s no way to tell
how full it is.

I made beef stew for lunch, using
home-canned beef chunks, a pint of
carrots, a pint of potatoes, three small
cans of tomato sauce, and a diced
fresh onion. How good that tasted.

I think all of us get a little compla-
cent about the joy of daily living. We
learned that with the heartbreak of los-
ing our Canadian homestead and
being without a home for three weeks.
Two of our children had been adopted
from India, and we know there are
many folks in the world much worse
off than we’ve ever been. But I know
we appreciate many of the simple
things we took for granted much more
today than six months ago. ∆
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www.LightingForYourHome.com
Ordering on the web has never been easier!

STERLING
FUR CO.

11268 BWH Frick Rd.
Sterling, OH 44276
(330) 939-3763

We carry all types of traps from mouse,
bear, snares, books, & vidoes.
Send 50¢ for catalog.

10" x 12" x 30"
Safeguard Live Trap $36.90

$5.90 postage



In Self Defense

Mike Izumi 's book takes
you through the core
legal, ethical and tactical
principles of home defense
and defense on the street
by the law-abiding armed
citizen. Life-saving reading
for any person who ever
anticipates facing a lethal
attack.

THE AYOOB FILES:
THE BOOK

More than a dozen heart-
stopping gunfight recon-
structions dissected, showing
the perceptions of the sur-
vivors and analyzing the tac-
tics and warning signals. Do
what police survival instruc-
tors do: learn to win a lethal
encounter by studying in
detail what happened in the
actual, documented gun-
fights analyzed in The Ayoob
Files.

GUN PROOF YOUR
CHILDREn!

Keep children safe from
unauthorized guns—in their
hands or those of others.
Discusses gun locks, meth-
ods of storage, and safety
training. Also includes
an introduction to the hand-
gun for the novice. Real
world handgun safety, how
to shoot, when to fire in self-
defense, and gun/ammo/
holster choices are dis-
cussed.

IN THE GRAVEST
EXTREME:

A best sel ler widely
acclaimed by cops, lawyers,
and judges as the ultimate
guide to the use of a gun's
deadly force for self-protec-
tion. Lawyers have said they
learned more about self-
defense law from this book
than they did in law school.
Protect yourself against
criminal violence without
being crucif ied for i t in
court.

STRESSFIRE

Stress and adrenaline affect
the mind and body ruining
conventional shooting tech-
niques. New techniques feed
off stress to make you
perform better under stress.
This is the only combat
shooting method with a
flowing, martial arts oriented
system of techniques, yet it's
the easiest and quickest of
the “modern techniques” to
master.

StressFire II

Control of the 12-ga.
shotgun in the most rapid
fire. Includes speed reloads
that don't fail under stress,
proven jam-response tech-
niques, keys to selecting a
good shotgun, accessories
that work—and those that
don't, use of other gauges,
and how to control the most
destructive, but toughest to
handle, of all close-range
antipersonnel weapons.

130 pgs, illust., softcover. $11.95 198 pgs, illust., softcover. $14.95 149 pgs, FULLY illust., softcover. $11.95

197 pgs, illust., softcover. $11.95 47 pgs, illust., softcover. $4.95

105 pgs, illust., softcover. $14.95

To order call toll free:

1-800-624-90491-800-624-9049
Fax: 1-603-226-3554 E-mail: ayoob@ibm.net

Website: http://www.ayoob.com

The Truth about
self PROTECTION

This book presents a positive
look at the use of guns for
self defense. It includes how
to survive both the emotion-
al aftermath and the legal
system if you must defend
yourself and the lives of
loved ones with the use of
deadly force. Contains infor-
mation never published
before outside of police
circles.

420 pgs, illust., softcover. $7.99
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C
an you use lethal force in
self-defense against a
rapist? The answer, of
course, is yes. Deadly force

is permissible only in a situation of
“immediate, otherwise unavoidable
danger of death or great bodily harm.”
No victim of rape has ever submitted
unless the attacker clearly or implicit-
ly gave her (or, sometimes, him) the
choice of compliance or “immediate,
otherwise unavoidable danger of death
or great bodily harm.” These concepts
mesh rather clearly.

Where people get in trouble is
employing the force too early or too
late. The misogynist police officials
who don’t like to issue concealed
handgun permits to women fear that
they’ll “get hysterical” and “shoot
some guy for patting them on the
butt.” Obviously, such an action
would not justify responding with a
firearm. At the same time, once the
attack is over and the suspect is mak-
ing his escape, the law frowns on
killing the offender after the danger
has ended. While there is a limited
window for use of deadly force
against a fleeing felon per the
Supreme Court’s decision in Garner v.
Tennessee, there are certain specific,
situational factors that have to be in
place. That’s a “fine-point” topic we
don’t have room to address here at the
moment.

Consider the case of People of
California v. Inez Garcia. Some years
ago, Ms. Garcia was raped in an apart-
ment by multiple attackers. After they
had left, the hysterical victim armed
herself with a .22 rifle and staggered
into the street. She soon encountered a
couple of the perpetrators. When one

of them reached for his knife, she shot
him dead. She was criminally charged.

Her first defense lawyer used an
impaired capability defense: she was
temporarily out of her mind, she was
hysterical, yada yada. She was con-
victed. Juries don’t like the idea of
people getting hysterical and killing
people they aren’t supposed to kill,
and the jurors don’t like to leave such
defendants walking around loose.

She won her appeal, though, and
won her freedom in her next trial. This
time, her new lawyer pleaded straight-
up self-defense. She didn’t hunt down
the rapist and kill him for revenge, it
was explained, which is why she
didn’t shoot the other rapist with him;
rather, she defended herself when he
went for his knife. The jury agreed,
acquitting her.

It’s most clear-cut when the attacker
is shot during the actual assault. In a
Los Angeles case, the rapist grabbed a
woman on the street and was forcing
her to the ground and attempting the
rape when she drew her miniature
Freedom Arms .22 Magnum, shoved
the muzzle into his chest, and inflicted
a swiftly-fatal contact wound. The
sympathetic District Attorney’s office
ruled the shooting itself a justifiable
homicide, and allowed her to plead
guilty to a misdemeanor with no time
served for illegally carrying a con-
cealed and loaded handgun.

Of course, the victim doesn’t need to
wait for the rape to begin, either. One
of my graduates faced a rapist who
had broken into her home while she
was at work. She drew her licensed
SIG .380 and ordered him to halt. He
came toward her. She shot him in the
wrist. He disobeyed her command
again, and this time she shot him in

the center of the chest, ending the
matter decisively. He died from the
wound. The grand jury refused to
indict her, effectively ruling the death
a justifiable homicide.

Another of my female graduates
wasn’t able to get to her gun when an
evening of drinking with a man she
liked enough to bring home turned
into date rape. She managed to get out
of his arms on a pretext, and grabbed
her Smith & Wesson .22 revolver. She
ordered him to leave. He lunged at her
in a rage, obviously about to take the
gun and turn it against her, and she
emptied it into him. He staggered into
an outside hall and died. This, too,
was ruled a justifiable homicide.
Neither of these killings resulted in a
lawsuit.

A couple of one-armed sexual
predators who didn’t understand reali-
ty are still alive. One attempted to
rape at gunpoint an electrologist who
had her father’s S&W .44 Magnum in
her purse. She shot it out with him.
His one shot with his .25 auto missed.
She got him two for two in the gun
arm with her Dirty Harry commemo-
rative model, leaving him with only
one functional upper limb. The shoot-
ing, of course, was ruled justifiable. A
female paramedic in the Great Lakes

Massad Ayoob

Ayoob on Firearms:
Against a rapist





By Massad Ayoob

T
here is an old saying in the
world of the gun. It goes
back as far as I know to the
legendary firearms expert

Elmer Keith, and it may go back far-
ther than that. The saying is, “Beware
the man with only one gun. He proba-
bly knows how to use it.”

I write this a few hours after coming
home from the “state shoot” spon-
sored by the New Hampshire Police
Officers’ Association. I had an experi-
ence today that reminded me of a
theme that runs constantly through
Backwoods Home Magazine, the prin-
ciple that sometimes, inexpensive
things work as well as expensive
things … and perhaps, even better.

The course of fire was the old PPC,
but speeded up and otherwise adrena-
line-enhanced. The times were cut by
a half to a third from the old stan-
dards. Three of the ten six-shot
sequences that used to be two-handed
now had to be fired with one hand
only, at ranges from seven to fifteen
yards.

Target guns were not allowed. No
recoil compensators, optical sights, or

laser dot projectors were permitted.
Custom barrels, target sight ribs, and
other target gun enhancements were
all forbidden. The rules demanded that
the officer compete with his or her on-
duty service handgun. Those fortunate
enough to be allowed to carry single
action semiautomatics like the
famously match-winning Colt .45
weren’t allowed to use those guns;
they were seen as an unfair advantage.

I shot the gun my department issued
me: A Ruger P90 semiautomatic pis-
tol, with a Sentry Solutions finish and
IWI night sights and full power 230
grain .45 caliber ammunition. The
rules said we would draw from the
duty holster with all safety devices
fastened, so I had to release two safety
straps and rock the gun in a certain
direction to clear my “snatch-resist-
ant” Safariland SS-III duty holster
every time I drew. Fair enough.

To make a long story short, I won
the match. The experience reinforced
some lessons for me, lessons that will
come as no surprise to those who
understand the tenets of Backwoods
Home Magazine.

TTTThhhheeee gggguuuunnnn yyyyoooouuuu hhhhaaaavvvveeee............
Had policy been up to me, the gun I

carry on duty might likely be the
superb, $3600 Colt 10mm pistol Mark
Morris crafted for me as a
“CarryComp.” As its name implies, it
has a built-in recoil compensator that
is so efficient the gun feels like it’s fir-
ing light target loads when it’s pump-
ing out ammo that is somewhere
between .357 Magnum and .41
Magnum in downrange punch. Mark
made this pistol so accurate it can put
every shot into about an inch at 25
yards, and into four inches at 100
yards. It’s about like having a .40 cal-
iber carbine that you can wear on your
hip and hide under a shirt in plain

clothes. Two weeks before the state
shoot, I won a metallic silhouette
match (40 to 100 yards) in the “open
sight big bore” category with this
combat handgun, against long-barrel,
super-accurate hunting handguns.

Unfortunately, the regs don’t author-
ize me to wear that gun to work at my
police department. I carry the issue
Ruger .45. It’s as ruggedly reliable as
my Jeep, and as reassuringly powerful
in its way. However, it’s not a “race
gun” any more than the Jeep is a “race
car.”

The Ruger is a cheap gun, cost-wise.
It’s an excellent gun, engineering-
wise. One of the men who was likely
to beat me tanked when his much
more expensive gun misfired repeated-
ly. Mine went off every time I pulled
the trigger. The guy who placed sec-
ond, nine points behind me, had
another much more expensive brand
that’s famous for its accuracy.
Fortunately, the Ruger .45 is also
famous for its accuracy, and in both
cases, for good reason. I would expect
his Beretta 9mm and my Ruger .45 to
deliver groups about the same size
from the vise-like mechanical grip of
a machine rest.

FFFFaaaammmmiiiilllliiiiaaaarrrriiiittttyyyy ffffaaaaccccttttoooorrrr
If you’ve been in the backwoods for

long, you have noticed that there’s a
high likelihood that the local guy who
always gets his deer the first day of
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SSSShhhhooooooootttt wwwwhhhhaaaatttt yyyyoooouuuu’’’’rrrreeee uuuusssseeeedddd ttttoooo

Author can carry this Morris
custom Colt 10mm off duty,

but not in uniform.

Author’s issue P90 is an
accurate pistol. In this practice run, it

delivered a 298 out of 300 possible with
30 rounds of Federal .45 hollow points.



hunting season uses an inexpensive
.30/30 rifle with iron sights, not a
$4,000 custom-made whiz-bang rifle
with high-tech sights that resemble the
Hubble telescope for astronomers. The
reason is, he has had it for years…
he’s used to it…he practices with
it…and, in the “zen sportsman” sense,
he has “become one with the gun.”

LLLLoooonnnngggg rrrraaaannnnggggeeee ffffaaaaccccttttoooorrrr
This was the first match in almost 20

years in our state where cops had to
shoot at 50 yards—and for 24 of the
60 required shots. Long range shoot-
ing fell out of favor because it was
tough to teach to people, and because
since cops were losing fights in close
it seemed incumbent upon all of us
police trainers to shore up the weak
points. We only get so many hours
with our people.

Still, I applaud NHPOA for putting
in this element. A few years ago in our
state, a psycho with a rifle murdered
two state troopers, a judge, and a pub-
lisher and wounded three more cops in
a long term running gun battle before
he was killed by a rifle bullet. There
was some significant long range work
there. I practiced with my P90 out to
100 yards after that, and knowing
where a .45 bullet landed on its vary-
ing points of trajectory at long range

helped me greatly in this match. I was
told that I won it at the 50-yard line.

How does this touch on the private
citizen who lives rurally? For one
thing, the handgun on your belt or in
your vehicle may be the only thing
that keeps a deer hit by a car from run-
ning off on three legs to die in agony,

when you can end its pain with a hun-
dred-yard mercy bullet.

This column has a short space, so let
me finish up.

• Lesson 1: It doesn’t matter how
much your good gun costs, so
long as it is a good gun.

• Lesson 2: Know how to shoot at
a distance. You might have to.

• Lesson 3: Every moment you
spend practicing with the tool
you’re most likely to have with
you when you need it is a
moment that will be more valu-
able than time spent with the
expensive gun that makes you
look and feel good when you
perform, but probably won’t be
there when you need it.

Will these lessons do you any good?
History tells us they’ll do us all some
good. But I can say this much. Today,
at the state shoot, these lessons all
worked for me. ∆
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Ayoob wins big-bore iron sight pistol class at 40 to 100 yards in NRA Hunter
Pistol match with 10mm carry pistol two weeks before state shoot for cops.





By Don Fallick

M
any people think they
can’t play music because
they’ve never learned to
read music. Actually,

written music is a relatively recent
European invention. But people all
over the world have been playing
musical instruments together for thou-
sands of years. Long before the
Greeks learned to write, the Biblical
King David invited all the musicians
of the land to drop into his court and
jam with him, and the Chinese even
had professional orchestras.

Anyone who loves music can start a
band. You can, even if you can’t read a
note of music, and have never played

any musical
i n s t r u m e n t .
Homemade, jug
band instruments
generally require
little training to

play. Some jug bands, like The Nitty-
Gritty Dirt Band, have become quite
well-known, even famous. But most
are just ordinary folks who like to
make music, or at least joyous noise,
together. Putting together a group of
musicians is the hard part because
many people think they cannot play
music and are not willing to risk look-
ing foolish. The following instructions
may help allay your and their fears.

TThhee  mmuussiicc
Most music follows a pattern. Learn

the pattern, and playing the music is
easy. There is usually a leader who
gets everyone going together. The
leader may or may not play the lead
instrument. This is the instrument that
plays the melody. It needs to be loud
enough to be heard over the other
instruments. Guitars, banjos, fiddles,
and mandolins are good lead instru-
ments. These do require skill to play
well, so make sure you have at least
one real musician in the band. But the
rest of the band can be complete ama-
teurs.

A rhythm instrument accompanies
the lead, playing chords to match the
melody notes, and keeping the rhythm
of the piece going. Guitars, harmoni-

cas, and Autoharps make
good rhythm instruments.
Harmonicas and Autoharps
generally require no training
to play, because there are no

wrong notes on the
i n s t r u m e n t .
Literally any note

you make can fit in and sound good.
The Autoharp has one advantage over
all other jug band instruments: you
can follow along on guitar music,
pressing the corresponding key every
time you see a chord name (such as
G7), while continuing to strum the
rhythm with a pick. This allows you to
follow written music, even if you can’t
read a note. 

A percussion instrument, such as
drums, bones, or washboard, keeps the
beat. If you can keep time, you can
play a washboard. Just scrub or tap the
metal surface, with metal thimbles on
your fingers, in time to the beat. I have
seen washboards made of metal,
wood, even glass. Each had its own,
distinctive tone. Some boards have a
wooden frame that holds the metal or
glass surface, allowing you to play
two different-sounding surfaces at the
same time. 

A bass plays the bass line, usually
scales or broken chords, one note at a
time to give energy to the piece. Jug
band basses have only one string, and
are easy to play. While you can play a
washtub bass or Brownie bass with a
bow from written music, neither bow
nor sheet music is necessary. If you
can hum or whistle a simple bass line,
you can probably pluck it on a wash-
tub or Brownie bass.

Fill-in instruments like harmoni-
cas, juice harps, spoons, kazoos,
combs, or fire-hose nozzles play brief
riffs to accent particular parts of the
piece. If you can hum, you can play
the comb or kazoo. Spoons and juice
harps are even easier to play. All you
have to do is open and close your
mouth or grimace.
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SSttaarrtt  aa

jjuugg  bbaanndd
ffoorr  $$110000  oorr  lleessss    

Washtub bass

Lash end of string 
to broomstick.

broomstick

Cotton clothesline
will work, but not as
well as a light weight
musical bass string.

Notch end of
broomst ick
to fit loosely
over washtub
flange.

Fasten eyebolt
to bottom of
washtub with
4 nuts and 2
washers.

(washtub may be
round or square)

Run a board or
pole through both
washtub handles.

To play, stand on the ends of the board,
and pull on the broomstick with the left
hand, changing string tension to simulate
different strings. Fret with the left hand,
and pluck or bow with the right hand.



Vocalists can also sing lead,
harmony, rhythm, or fill-in. Every jug
band needs at least one good vocalist.
Several would be better. Usually, the
instrumentalists double as vocalists.
Considering the funky nature of the
instruments, perfect voices are not
required. If you like to sing, there’s a
spot for you in a jug band.

Jug band music is different from
other kinds because it is usually
played more for the fun of the per-
formers than for the enjoyment of an
audience. The instruments are played
by ear. They are easy to learn and
most players learn several, taking
turns doubling on kazoo, washboard,
etc. as needed. A complete jug band
should have at least one lead instru-
ment, plus a bass, a rhythm or 
harmony instrument, percussion, and a
fill-in or two. Usually, the band plays
a verse or two together, then each of
the players will take a solo. The
bass or percussion normally
accompany the soloists to
help keep the beat. 
Then the whole band
plays together in a
grand finale.

Don’t worry if
your music
doesn’t sound
exactly like the
recorded versions
of your favorite
songs. Every
band and per-
former creates
his or her own ver-
sion. Yours will reflect the makeup of
your band, plus your own unique
musical taste and that of your fellow
band members. Nevertheless, you may
want to study your favorite recordings
for hints on how to dress up your
tunes. Pay attention to the melody
line, the bass line, and the rhythm.
Where does the performer insert fill-
ins? Is the vocalist the lead, or is some
instrument? Where and how often do
vocal segments seem to take over,
with the instruments in the back-
ground? You need not copy these

things, but knowing them can help
you decide how to play the piece.

Jug bands were invented by poor
folks who wanted to duplicate the
sounds of real instruments as much as
possible, without investing lots of
money or spending lots of time learn-
ing to play them. Thus, the jug and
fire-hose nozzle takes the place of tra-
ditional brass, kazoos and recorders
replace woodwinds, washboards or
bones make do for drums, etc. Study
your favorite recordings with an eye to
replacing the instruments with their
jug band equivalents. Is the lead
played on a clarinet? Replace it with a

kazoo or comb.
Is there a
t w e l v e -
s t r i n g
guitar?

Substitute an autoharp.
Does the piece contain a great drum
solo? Let your washboard or bones
player do it.

Country music, folk music, and jazz
are probably the most popular types of
music among jug bands, but a good
one can play virtually any kind of
music. A perennial favorite of Jim
Kweskin’s is a piece called Coney
Island Washboard, which is actually a
Charleston. The Nitty-Gritty Dirt Band
does it with washboard and kazoo
solos. But my most memorable expe-

rience with a jug band was a beautiful
rendition of Lara’s Theme from
Doctor Zhivago, with a haunting solo
on the musical saw.

TThhee  iinnssttrruummeennttss
The specific make-up of each jug

band is unique. They may contain real
instruments like guitars, banjos, and
fiddles, as well as cheap, homemade
and improvised instruments. A wash-
tub bass is an improvised instrument,
while a Brownie bass is a homemade
instrument created from scratch. Here
is a brief review of instruments often
found in jug bands. Prices quoted are
for new instruments. Used instruments

in good condition can often be
purchased in pawn shops for half-

price or less, but take an expe-
rienced musician with you

when you shop.
Autoharp. A great

rhythm and solo
instrument, very easy

to play, yet cheaper to
purchase than a guitar or

other real instrument.
Hold it in your lap

or on a table
and strum the

strings with a
pick. Or play cross-

handed, “Appalachian
style,” held over your left
shoulder. Press the chord

buttons with the left
hand and pick the strings

with finger picks on the
right fingers and thumb. Let the

thumb strum the rhythm in the bass
octave, while the four fingers pick out
the melody, harmony, counter-melody,
and counter-harmony in the upper
octaves. The picking need not be
exact; the chord buttons damp out all
but the right notes. It’s easy to do, and
it looks and sounds really impressive.
Cost: about $250.

Banjo. With its twangy sound and
loud volume, a banjo is a perfect lead
instrument for a jug band. Banjos are
expensive and difficult to learn to play
well. On the other hand, banjo players
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will probably be
willing to play with
your band, as gigs for
banjo players are not as
frequent as they are for
other real musicians. Cost: $300 or
more.

Bones. Hold two dried bones stick-
ing out between the fingers of each
hand, one bone between the index and
middle fingers, the other between the
middle and ring fingers, so that most
of the bones’ lengths protrude. Bang
on legs rhythmically to produce a
rapid clicking, like castanets. In the
old days they used real bones; today,
you can buy plastic bones at some
music stores, or use spoons. Good per-
cussion instrument. Cost: $0.

Brownie bass. This is a homemade
string bass with one string that is
hooked to a lever. Pulling on the lever
changes the string tension, thus chang-
ing the pitch. It requires basic wood-
working skills to manufacture but is 

very easy to
play. It
makes an
e x c e l l e n t
bass or
r h y t h m

instrument. Cost: $30
for bass string (for an
upright bass).
Comb-and-tissue-

paper. This is an impro-
vised kazoo. Tissue paper is

the stiff kind used to wrap
men’s shirts, not Kleenex. Stretch

a hunk of any thin, stiff paper against
a comb, place the other side of the
comb against your lips, and HUM.
High notes work better than low ones.
Absolutely anybody can play a comb.
A good fill-in instrument, it has two
problems: it is not loud, and tissue
paper dissolves when it gets wet, so
you have to keep replacing it. Having
several comb players play together
solves the volume problem. Cost: $0.

Dulcimer. Also called mountain dul-
cimer, this instrument has three or
four strings, but only one or two are
fretted. Traditionally it is strummed
with a feather while the fretted string
is “noted” with a short dowel. It’s a
good solo instrument. This can be
homemade or purchased. Cost: $200.

Fiddle. This is a terrific lead and
solo instrument, but it takes years to

learn to
play. Cost: $400

and up. Good ones cost a
fortune.

Fire-hose nozzle.
Play it like a trumpet.
It has an amazingly
mellow tone, but limit-

ed range. It’s a good fill-
in instrument and can play

some leads, but it requires
some practice to learn. Cost: $0.

Guitar. Steel-string, acoustic, and
twelve-string guitars go best with tra-
ditional jug band music. Nylon-string,
classical guitars just aren’t loud
enough to compete with kettle drums
and washboards. Electric guitars don’t
seem to fit with the funky nature of
homemade and improvised instru-
ments. Cost: $150 and up.

Harmonica. No jug band is com-
plete without a good mouth harp play-
er. Harmonicas are excellent for fill-
in, but you need a different harp for
each key the band plays in. Most har-
monica players make do with one in
C, one in G, and one in D. If your
band plays lots of songs in some other
key, you’ll have to buy another har-
monica in that key or sit out the song.
Cost: $12 each and
up.

Jug. The
i n s t r u m e n t
that gave the
jug band its
name. Make
t u b a - s t y l e
“ m o u t h
sounds” with
lips into the
open neck of a
jug. The jug pro-
vides amplifica-
tion; your lips
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about 1 foot

wood grain runs th
is w

aydrill ¼" hole 
for bass string

tie string to
screw eye

drill 3/8" hole
through center 
of cam

groove 
for string

cam/lever:
carve from a
single piece 
of hardwood

Use a 5/16" bolt
for pivot. Do 
not fasten too 
tightly.

Neck passes all the way
through the body with-
out touching the front
or back. Make it out of
hardwood or clear 2x4
pine or fir.

Glue on 1/8" plywood for
front and back of body.

Use hardwood or
1x12" pine for
frame (sides) of box.

Cut “f” holes

¾" piece of dowel

Make bridge out of
thin hardwood or bone
and glue in place.

Tailpiece is the
end of the neck.

Rounded corners
are not necessary,
but they look nice.

Brownie bass

Use lightest weight
bass string.

Sewer pipe
tom-tom

Use the “bell”
end of a plas-
tic sewer pipe.

Cut leather drumhead
6" larger than pipe.

Punch holes along edge
of leather drumhead
and lace onto pipe with
wet rawhide lacing.

finishing nails



make the notes. Works best with low
notes. Cost: $0.

Juice harp or Jew’s harp. Despite
the name, it is not related to any
kind of harp, has no strings,
and is not even faintly
Jewish. Clamp the frame
between your teeth and flip
the twanger. Grimacing
changes the tone. Looks
weird. Sounds extremely
weird. Good for rhythm
and fill-in. Cost:
about $10.

Kazoo. Sounds like
a comb-and-tissue-
paper, but much loud-
er and even easier to
play. Hold the large
end in your lips and hum. Good lead,
harmony, or fill-in instrument. Cost:
$2.

Kettle drum. No relation to the
orchestral instrument of the same
name. The jug band kettle drum is a
real kettle, turned upside down and
played with drumsticks or the special
gizmos that drummers call brushes.
Different kettles and saucepans pro-
duce different tones. Cost: $5 for
drum sticks or $20 for a pair of brush-
es. 

Mandolin. Four pairs of strings,
tuned like a fiddle, but this instrument
has frets like a guitar and is played
with a pick. Good lead, rhythm, or fill-
in instrument, it’s easier to learn than
either the guitar or the fiddle. Old-
fashioned, round-back mandolins,
affectionately called “tater bugs” by
aficionados, are popular with jug
bands because of their weird looks.
They sound just like the modern, flat
kind, but are more difficult to hold
onto. Cost: $200 and up.

Piano. This is a traditional jug band
instrument, but don’t buy one just for
your band. Cost, $0 if you already
own a piano and know how to play it.

Recorder. This is an old-fashioned,
wooden flute that’s easy to learn.
Cheap, plastic ones, sold in every
music store, sound nearly as good and
are just as easy to play. Good harmo-

ny, fill-in, or solo instrument, but a bit
quiet for a jug band. Having two or
more play together or in harmony

compensates for the low volume.
Cost: $10.

Saw. Play it with a bow like a
fiddle. Hold the saw vertically,
bend it to put tension on the
saw blade, and bow the back

of the saw, changing the bend
to alter the pitch. It produces

a weird, high-pitched
tone, something like

whistling (but not very
much like it). It requires a

lot of practice and skill but
makes a good lead and solo

instrument, but it’s expen-
sive, as fiddle bows are

not cheap and neither
are super-flexible, musical-quality
saws. Ordinary saws don’t work near-
ly as well. Cost: $150 & up, plus $35
or more for the bow.

Spoons. These are musical spoons,
as opposed to spoons used for percus-
sion. Open your mouth in a little “O”
and press an ordinary soup spoon
against your cheek, convex side out.
Bang on convex part with another
spoon, a butter knife handle, etc.
Opening your mouth raises the
pitch; closing your mouth lowers it.
Cute for a solo, or you can use it in
place of a juice harp. Cost: $0.

Tambourine. A good per-
cussion instrument, if you
don’t have a washboard play-
er. Cost: $15.

Tom-tom. This is the
oldest form of drum.
Make one from anything
hollow. Discarded bell
ends of plastic sewer
pipe from a construction
site are perfect. Play it
with your hands or with
drumsticks. Cost: $10
to $25.

Ukulele. This is easier to learn than
any other member of the guitar family,
as it has only four strings. It’s usually
strummed in chords and makes a good
rhythm instrument. It’s nearly always

played by ear and has a funky sound.
Cheap ukuleles are not worth buying.
They don’t stay in tune, the neck
warps, the wood cracks, etc. Cost: $75
for one worth playing.

Washboard. Sit in a chair with the
washboard between your knees. Put
metal thimbles on your fingers and
scrub or tap the washboard to produce
very complex rhythms easily. Makes
an incredible amount of noise. No jug
band should be without one. Cost: $5
used at yard sales. New washboards
are available from Lehman’s
Hardware, Kidron, OH. Metal thim-
bles are hard to find, and must be the
right size, or they slip off your fingers.

Washtub bass. Made from a wash-
tub, a broomstick, a board, and a light-
gauge, upright-bass string, plus a few
nuts and bolts, a washtub bass is very
easy and cheap to make and easy to
play. It makes a good bass or rhythm
instrument. Play it by fretting the
string like an upright bass, changing
the string tension when you would
play a different string on a real bass.
Can be plucked or bowed. Every jug
band needs one for looks if nothing
else. If you have a washtub bass, a

kazoo, a washboard, and a saw,
you are guaranteed an audi-
ence. Cost: $10.

RReeccoorrddiinnggss
Over the years,

many groups have
recorded jug band

music, but there are not too
many records containing

only jug band music. I do
not personally know of

any that have been released
on CD, but you can often
find vinyl record albums in
used-record stores. Look
for anything by The

Memphis Jug Band ,
Gus Cannon and the

Jug Stompers, or Jim Kweskin and the
Jug Band. Early records by The Nitty-
Gritty Dirt Band such as Ricochet
contain lots of good jug band tunes. ∆
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Musical spoon
and knife

Musical saw



By Tom R.Kovach

C
ertain plants with tender
bulbs (plants with fleshy
storage structures such as
bulbs, corms, tubers, and

roots) are valuable additions for home
gardeners to use in their perennial bor-
der, cutting garden, or as bedding
plants. Because they are of a tender
nature, these plants require special
attention. If they are not brought in
where the winters are cold they will
freeze and die. Therefore, special pro-
tection, such as digging and bringing
the fleshy storage structure into a
warmer winter storage area, is a
necessity.

Experts say that most tender materi-
als should be dug after the foliage
dries up or is killed by frost. An
exception is the hymenocallis (ismene
or Peruvian daffodil), which should be
dug before frost damages the plant.

Digging: For all structures like
dahlias, cannas, and other materials,
the roots should be loosened gently
with a spade or fork. Dig several inch-
es back from the base of the plants so
that the roots are not cut off. With
dahlias or other large plants, loosen
the soil on all sides of the plant before
lifting the clump of roots and soil.
Always avoid cutting, breaking, or
skinning the fleshy structure. Diseases
enter through cuts and bruises very
quickly and can cause rotting in stor-
age.

Cleaning: It is best to wash some
plants gently with a hose (dahlias, for
example). One technique is to put
hardware cloth or a large mesh screen
across the top of a large garbage can
and set the clump of dahlias or cannas
on the hardware cloth or screen and
wash the soil into the garbage can.
This eliminates mess, and the soil and
water can be returned to the garden so
it is not completely wasted. Another

technique to reuse the soil is to place
it on your compost pile.

Gladiolus corms are best left
unwashed and allowed to dry. After
drying, the soil may be gently
removed.

Curing: For most species the curing
period should be quite short (dahlias,
cannas, calla, and caladium, for exam-
ple)—about one to three days,
depending on temperature. It should
be done in a room or area away from
direct sunlight or drying winds. Long-
term curing for gladiolus, oxalis, and
tigridia should be about three weeks.
In the case of gladiolus, the old corm
and cormels should be removed.
Drying and curing temperatures for
these should be 60 to 70 degrees F in a
dry, well-ventilated area.

Pest management: Before storing
corms, inspect for insects or diseases.
Dust with an insecticide-fungicide
mixture labeled for that specific plant.

Storing: Labeling stored plant mate-
rial is very important. With gladiolus
and similar material, this is done easi-
ly by placing the corm in a small
paper bag which has been properly
labeled. Larger materials, such as
dahlias or canna can be dealt with in
several ways. One way that works
quite well is to write directly on the
fleshy root with a felt marking pen. If
this is done on large clumps the culti-
var name should be written on several
roots rather than on just one, because
in storage sometimes a root is broken
off the main clump.

“Tree labels” of the wood-and-wire
type work very well for labeling.
Always write the cultivar name and/or
other important identifying character-
istics on the label and also record
them in a notebook. You do not want
to lose a favorite or prized plant
because of poor labeling.

Remember to check the stored bulbs,
tubers, and roots periodically during

the storage season. Remove any dam-
aged or rotting material. When tuber-
ous roots like dahlias have some rot
occurring, cut back until you reach
clean, white, fleshy tissue again.
Remember: these structures are living
plants and as such may need attention
and care even during their dormant
period. ∆∆

By Tom R.Kovach

W
hen the danger of frost
comes around we have
to make plans on how
best to keep our vegeta-

bles growing in the garden. When
temperatures fall to around 28 or 32
degrees, we can protect our vegetables
by covering them.

A rule of thumb for storing vegeta-
bles is:

• warm dry for squash and pump-
kins

• cool dry for onions, dry peas and
beans

• cool moist for root crops, pota-
toes and apples.

MMMMoooorrrreeee ttttiiiippppssss
Winter squash and pumpkins:

Before harvesting, make sure they are
mature. If the skin resists the thumb-
nail at the stem end, they are mature.
Also, as the fruit matures, it loses its
shiny appearance and becomes dull.
Cure at 75 to 85 degrees F for two
weeks and then store at 40 to 50
degrees F. Storage can be done in the
basement in a dry, well-ventilated
spot. They should keep for four to six
months.

Onions: When the tops of onions
break over naturally, the onion is
mature. Cure them in a dry airy spot a
week or two before putting them in
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SSSSttttoooorrrriiiinnnngggg tttteeeennnnddddeeeerrrr bbbbuuuullllbbbbssss

SSSSttttoooorrrriiiinnnngggg
vvvveeeeggggeeeettttaaaabbbblllleeeessss





By Charles A. Sanders

E
very day around the home
place brings with it many
new experiences. The num-
ber of projects, chores,

repairs, and other tasks often seem
endless. With those jobs come little
problems or inconveniences which
homesteaders often take delight in
solving, working out, or working
around.

In fact, homesteaders are notorious
for coming up with innovative ideas
for making the workload easier. A bit
of time spent in the workshop can
result in a lot of time saved when
working. Little conveniences and con-
trivances here and there go a long way
towards increasing the productivity
and enjoyment on the small farm and
homestead. Here are a few simple
projects that I have found to be very
helpful on our own place.

FFeenncciinngg  bbooxx
If you have fence around or on your

property, then you need some type of
toolbox for toting all the necessary
fencing tools needed to do construc-
tion or make repairs. In the photo-
graph, my own fencing toolbox is
shown. It seems that every such tool-

toter I’ve ever seen is of a different
size, of different materials, or of a dif-
ferent style. What that says to me is
that the maker of the box simply used
what he had on hand and on his mind
to make the box that would best suit
his own purposes.

The box shown was simply made of
scrap plywood. The handle came from
a broken rake handle. The box was
loosely designed to hold containers
and tools needed for fencing jobs
around our place. The measurements
were made so that some common con-
tainers would fit in the box. On one
end, you can see the bottom two-thirds
or so of a plastic anti-freeze jug. It’s
handy for holding spike nails, balls of
string, spools of wire, and so on. In
the center and opposite end of the box,
I partitioned off the main box to
accommodate the cut off sections of
plastic oil bottles. They are very handy
for holding various lengths of fence
staples, nails, pencils, small tools, etc.
The containers were created very
quickly and easily by clamping a
guide board to the table of my band-
saw and cutting off the top quarter or
so of each bottle. The resulting con-
tainers were cut cleanly and uniform-
ly.

PPaarrttss  ccoonnttaaiinneerrss
Incidentally, in my workshop, I have

constructed shelves and filled them
with several of the plastic containers
described above. They contain nuts,
bolts, screws and nails of various or
graduated sizes as well as other hard-
ware. Those particular containers are
made from the white or gray plastic
oil bottles and labeled with a black
permanent marker to easily identify
the contents. They have greatly helped
to organize the workshop collection of
hardware and fasteners. Consider ask-
ing your friends to save their oil bot-

tles for a while and you will soon have
a good supply to work with. For larger
parts, consider using those used anti-
freeze jugs. They come in a shape
similar to the oil bottles, only larger.
They may be cut in the same manner
as the oil bottles and labeled to indi-
cate the contents.

TToooollsshheedd  ssttoorraaggee
ccoonnttaaiinneerr

In our toolshed, we needed a place
to secure some medications, fluids,
wasp spray, and the few toxic chemi-
cals that we use around the place. That
was easily accomplished by using
some scrap 1x4’s and creating some
shelves between the studs of the build-
ing. Next, I added a door made from a
piece of plywood, attaching it with
some used hinges. A hasp completed
the project and provided some security
from young inquiring minds.
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HHOOMMEESSTTEEAADD  HHEELLPPEERRSSHHOOMMEESSTTEEAADD  HHEELLPPEERRSS

If you have much fence at all, you
need a good fencing box. This one

was made from scraps.

Lockable shelf constructed 
between wall studs in the toolshed



GGaarrddeenn  ttooooll  bbooxx
In the garden, we often find a few

odd minutes to do some weeding here
or there. What we couldn’t always
find were the hand tools. That prob-
lem was remedied by recycling an old
mailbox which provided a convenient
and dry spot to store garden hand
tools. A coat of paint and some letter-
ing, and the box was put in place.
Since we pass the box whenever we
enter or leave the garden, it’s a simple
matter to keep the tools where they
belong and find them there when we
need them.

IInn  tthhee  cchhiicckkeenn  hhoouussee
Over in the chicken house, recycling

again came in handy. When the struc-
ture was built, I used a door I had got-
ten free from an old house that was
being demolished. As is often the
case, when using any old or recycled
materials, measurements are often odd
and unique. The door was not a stan-
dard size, so I simply constructed the
door opening to fit the door. With a
saber saw, I removed the door’s ply-
wood panel (saving it for later proj-
ects) and added chicken wire in its
place. This provided added ventilation
during the summer. The opening is
covered with clear plastic during the
cold winter months.

In the photograph, you can see
through the chicken wire, the five-gal-
lon buckets, which we made into good
nest boxes. I traced the inside bucket
edge onto a scrap board and cut the
crescent shape with the saber saw. It
was added to the bucket with small
nails and helps to keep straw and eggs
in the nest box. A friend did the same
thing more simply by merely cutting
off the suitable portion of the bucket
lid and using the remainder in the
same way I did the wooden wedge.

BBoottttllee--ccaallff  ffeeeeddeerr
In our area, and most areas where

dairy operations exist, the seasonal
abundance of male dairy calves cre-
ates a good opportunity for the home-
steader or small farmer to acquire
some good animals at very reasonable
prices. This past season, some of the
neighboring Amish farmers were
almost giving calves away. It was
common to pick up calves under a
week old for $10 to $30. Regardless of
how you end up with your animals,
the feeding of more than a couple of
calves is quite a chore.

Another project that came from the
scrap pile helped us to solve the prob-
lem of feeding four hungry and lively
bottle-calves at the same time. As you
can see in the photograph, the bottle
holder allows one person to feed all

four calves at once. Again, the project
depends upon the materials which you
have on hand, but do try to get at least
a foot or so between the bottles. In our
experience, the top board is necessary
to hold the bottles in place. Hungry
calves can get pretty aggressive as
they empty the bottles. The board is
just a scrap of 1x4 and is attached
with an old hinge on one end and a
springloaded hook and eye on the
other. The kids really enjoyed feeding
those calves and rapidly became a
help at feeding time.

HHeeaatteedd  ppaaiinntt  ssttoorraaggee
I needed a way to keep paints,

stains, caulking, and other such com-
pounds from freezing during the cold
of winter. After experimenting by try-
ing to add rigid foam insulation to a
wooden cabinet, I was left scratching
my head in frustration. Then, I decid-
ed that I could solve the problem by
recycling an old refrigerator and mak-
ing it into a heated storage cabinet.
After all, it was large enough to hold
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“Screen door” made by cutting out
wood panel and adding chicken wire.

5-gallon bucket nest boxes. The pole
in front of the nests provides 
a landing spot for the hens.

This old mailbox is posted at the
entrance of our garden, keeping 

hand tools ready at all times.

Bottle-calf feeder. Four calves 
can be pretty frisky, so hang on.



just about all of my paints and such, it
already had electrical power to it, and
best of all it was already insulated.

The wiring was pretty simple for
this project. After removing the neces-
sary panels, the socket holding the lit-
tle appliance bulb was wired directly
to the power cord. This made the light
socket “hot” all the time. Basically,
the switch was just removed from the
circuit. I soon found that an appliance
bulb created far too much heat in the
cabinet. So I journeyed to the local
hardware emporium and purchased a
screw-in device that creates a standard
plug-in receptacle from a light bulb
socket. Then, I plugged in an ordinary
night-light. With a standard 7-watt
bulb, the heat generated is sufficient to
keep the paints and fluids from freez-
ing. Experiment with your own to see
what works for you. Something in the
7-25 watt range should be sufficient. If
you are uncomfortable working with
electrical appliances, try to bribe,
coerce, or otherwise enlist the help of
a knowledgeable friend. The main
shelves should provide plenty of room

for your freezable fluids, and spray
paint cans fit nicely in the door
shelves. A friend who does some
welding says that the heated cabinet
should work well to store welding
rods in, providing uniform heat and a
good dry environment.

CChheesstt  ffrreeeezzeerr  ffeeeedd  bbiinn
Once those calves we were bottle-

feeding got big enough to go on grain,
we needed a good, dry, critter-proof
place to store feed. After thinking
about it for a bit, I decided that an old
dead chest freezer would fill the bill. I
merely removed the light, bin dividers
and any hardware that might snag on a
feed sack, then set the new feed bin in
place. It has been serving nicely now
for several years and can keep about
500 pounds of feed clean, dry, and
vermin-free.

I’d say that projects like these result
from three primary motivators. First,
we never seem to have enough money

to run out and buy all the things we
need—if the item we need exists in
the first place. Second, the desire to
recycle and reuse potentially discarded
items helps us all in the end. Third,
homesteaders are doers. I enjoy trying
to sort out and solve these little prob-
lems that pop up. If you enjoy doing
that, I’d bet that you have your own
list of problem-solvers and work-
savers that you have come up with
over the years. ∆
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This old refrigerator is now a heated
storage locker for paints, etc. A small

light provides enough heat in the 
insulated compartment to keep paint

and other fluids from freezing.

3740 BW Brooklake Rd. NE • Salem, OR 97303
www.farmwholesale.com

GROW YOUR OWN FOOD

With an Affordable
Farm Wholesale Greenhouse

• DOUBLE-WALLED panels keep heating costs low.
• Grow organic vegetables for yourself or to sell.
• Double UV inhibitor protects plants and 

adds durability.
• Constructed with STEEL-CORE PVC to hold up 

in snow and strong wind.
• Choose from 5 models.  Shipped UPS.
Call for a FREE sample and catalog   

1-800-825-1925

MAKE YOUR OWN
SUMMER SAUSAGE AND

SALAMI AT HOME.
WE HAVE EVERYTHING YOU NEED

TO PROCESS YOUR MEAT INTO
DELICIOUS SAUSAGE RIGHT IN

YOUR OWN HOME.

COMPLETE KITS STARTING
AT $13.95

CALL FOR CATALOG

Butcher & Packer Supply Company
P.O. Box 07468
1468 Gratiot Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48207

Call 1-800-521-3188   Fax 1-313-567-8938

www.butcher-packer.com 

To talk with other 
self-reliant people,

visit the

Readers’ Forum
at:

www.backwoodshome.com



By Tom R.Kovach

H
aving the best vegetable
garden in the village might
put food on the table and
make some money at the

market, but it also can cause some
problems. Or so it was with my grand-
father, the mayor of a small village in
Hungary, then a part of the Austrian-
Hungarian Empire.

My father told me Grandfather grew
some of the best potatoes, cabbage,
and carrots in the area. But one sum-
mer he ran into problems. Someone
was stealing his produce. Not just
stealing it, but also digging some of
the plants up and leaving them to
spoil.

Besides his huge vegetable garden,
my grandfather had the duties of
mayor, taking care of local disputes
and such. He also had some cows,
horses, and hay fields to care for. My
grandmother helped and so did some
of the children who were older, but for
the most part the work fell on my
grandfather and he was none too
pleased to see his hard work being
ruined by thieves and vandals.

One of the people taking vegetables
was an old man who lived in a little
shack and no means of support, other
than odd jobs. What little money he
made, he spent on drink. My father
did not begrudge him the few vegeta-
bles he took, but he felt bad that the
old man was spending the money he
made from the vegetable garden on
liquor.

He also knew that the old man was
not a vandal. He took whatever veg-
etables he got out of the garden to
either eat or sell. Someone else was
tearing up the garden.

He got an idea. One day he told my
grandmother, “I think I’ll hire the old
man who’s taking my vegetables as a
night watchman for our garden. I’m
too busy to stay up watching it.”

My grandmother shook her head,
“But can we afford it?”

“I won’t pay him too much. And
what we save from his keeping our
vegetables from being taken or ruined
will more than make up for what I pay
him.”

My grandmother agreed. “And
maybe a job will change him.”

My grandfather smiled, “That’s what
I was thinking. In fact I think this will
work out very well.”

When he first approached the old
man about a job watching the veg-
etable garden, his eyes got big and he
looked frightened. No doubt he was
afraid my grandfather knew he was
taking some of the vegetables. But he
agreed to the job.

The very first night on the job the
old man caught the ones who were
ripping up the garden. They were two
young boys whose father had died in
war and were being raised by their
widowed mother. They were an unruly
lot and not much older than my father.
My grandfather felt sorry for them but
knew that he must do something. Not
only were they wrecking his garden
but, since he was mayor, he must also
mete out some sort of justice.

“I’ll tell you what,” he told the two
wild brothers, “I will show you how
hard it is to grow a nice, big garden,
but I will also show you how enjoy-
able it can be.”

The boys had no choice but to work
in grandfather’s garden. But he also
taught them how to garden. How to
plant the seeds, how to carefully water
everything. He even taught them how
to care for fruit trees.

At first the boys were angry and
spiteful. But they changed their minds
when grandfather also paid them a
small amount for their labors. Then he
let them take fruit and vegetables
home to their widowed mother. Soon
the boys were anxious to come to

work. They felt proud of what they
were learning and my grandfather
took his mules over to their mother’s
small plot of land and helped them
plant their own garden.

Meanwhile, the old man my grand-
father had hired to watch over the gar-
den was still on the job. Now that he
had to “work” at night, he did not care
to drink so much during the day. And,
as with the two boys, my grandfather
gave the old man produce to take
home each day for his own use. And a
change came over him. He started to
feel proud that he had a job and he
started to take care of himself. In fact,
he took some of the money my grand-
father paid him and bought himself a
new white shirt. The next Sunday he
showed up in church, clean-shaven,
with his new shirt proudly buttoned
up, and he was sober.

With the boys helping him in the
garden, my grandfather made the gar-
den even bigger, thereby having more
vegetables to sell and therefore having
more money from the sale of the pro-
duce. With this he helped the boys buy
seed and fruit trees for their own lot.
Before long they were doing very well
in their own garden and selling pro-
duce to help their widowed mother.

With the extra money my grandfa-
ther decided to fix up a nice clean
room in one of his outbuildings where
the old man could live safely and
comfortably. He still paid him to work
for him, but by now he didn’t need a
night watchman for the garden.
Instead he paid him for odd jobs so
that he could always have some of his
own money.

He began eating his meals with my
grandfather and grandmother and their
family. In fact he stayed with them
until he passed away. He also gave up
drinking for good.

So with just a few extra cents, my
grandfather helped the two boys and
the old man help themselves, and he
changed the lives of a lot of people
including my grandfather’s and my
father’s, who told the story to me. ∆
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By Janet Leake

W
hy not? Whether you’re
experienced or inexpe-
rienced, whatever your
situation, you already

know why you want to homeschool
your kids through high school. Now,
what about how?

We have been homeschooling our
three sons since the eldest, now a
sophomore at a neighboring state uni-
versity, was in the seventh grade. So
you can see that most of our experi-
ence is with the adolescent years. We
have a ninth and an eleventh grader
still at home.

First of all, relax. Teenagers are
just young people. They need
your experience, judgment, and
guidance, but if you had a good
relationship with your kids when
they were elementary school age,
there is no reason that the advent
of hormone surges makes you any
less responsible for them. With a little
tolerance and patience—on both
sides—you can continue your good
relationship.

Ignore the people that say “You’re
not going to try to homeschool in high
school, are you?” as if you were
embarking on some wild rafting trip.
Homeschooling is fun, and it’s even
more fun with older kids. They can do
more, think more, persevere in long-
term projects, and even help with the
driving on long field trips. Removed
from the most damaging parts of peer
pressure, they’re a lot easier to get
along with than when they went to
public school.

Be assured about your abilities.
Homeschooling is growing at such a

fast rate that you may have trouble
choosing from among the multitude of
programs and curricula. Nor do you
have to turn your home into a chem-
istry lab or invest in football tackling
dummies to do an adequate job.

Warning: Nothing in homeschool-
ing takes as long as it does in a class
of 25 to 35. If you take a realistic look
at how much class time is spent actu-
ally presenting, learning, and practic-
ing material in a public school day,

it’s about as much
time as

our
h i g h
s c h o o l
h o m e s c h o o l e r s
spend every day—maybe
two to four hours. When you don’t
have morning announcements, home-
room, lunch money collection, hall
passes, late slips, pep rallies, dressing,
showering, and redressing in PE,
assemblies, and standing in line,
you’ve got the serious time left. In
homeschool, you don’t waste time.
Most high schoolers have other inter-
ests than schoolwork, and efficient
homeschooling allows them time to
sew, read, paint, and build computers,
tree houses, or birdhouses.

The “relaxed homeschooler” attitude
seems to work best for our family, and
I recommend it for high schoolers.
Choose your battles—win the war.
Does it really matter if they start
promptly at 7:30 on algebra, or do
their coursework in a certain order, as
long as it gets done?

Expectations
First, do your homework. You need

to take a took at what you expect of
your students and yourself. Are you

planning on college for them?
Technical school? Degree at
home program? If you’re consid-
ering doing your own, fairly free-
form program and having your
student take the GED exam, check
into the rules in your state. In our
state, people taking the GED must
have been out of high school for
one year, which would have led to

a long delay in our eldest starting
college.

What do you want them to achieve
in their teen years? What are your
goals for them, and what are they will-
ing to take on? You’ll certainly want
input from the student, but don’t take
it too much to heart if his or her cur-
rent goal is either “I dunno” or some-
thing contrary to anything you would
wish. People have time to change their
minds at this age. You just need to
show them the possibilities. I suggest
writing down your goals rather specif-
ically for the semester, the year, and
the program. Not that they won’t
change, but it gives you a framework.
The really important goals will come
to the fore very soon.

HOMESCHOOLING
through high school



Get a copy of almost any home-
schooling magazine from a home-
schooler or the library, or put the word
“Homeschool” into a search engine,
and you’ll have more mail-in offers
and websites than you can look at.
Websites can give you a good
overview, and many curriculum pub-
lishers will send out samples upon
request. Homeschooling has become
big business and the number of home-
schoolers is growing at about 15 per-
cent a year. Wade through the hype,
talk to other homeschoolers, and use
your own judgement. If you’re not
comfortable with a program, no matter
how highly recommended, don’t buy
it.

Government rules
I’ve been sounding a little free and

easy about other government rules for
homeschooling because I live in
Wisconsin where we have an easy-to-
get-along-with system. Our only
requirement is to file a form with the
state giving the gender and grade level
or age of the children being home-
schooled, promising to give 180 days
of instruction, and assuring them that
we’re not homeschooling to escape
giving the children any schooling at
all.

Other states are much different. The
problem is that every child not attend-
ing the public school means that much
less money going from the state to the
school district. Of course, we pay
exactly the same property tax to pay
for general education as anyone. Look
carefully into the rules in your state.
There are a lot of websites for this.

Join the Homeschool Legal Defense
Fund. It’s not expensive, and it is
worth it just as an insurance policy
and to help others who may need it.
You, too, may need it. High schoolers
are more noticeable homeschoolers,
especially after they start to drive or
go to part-time work. They may not be
doing anything but meeting you at the
library, but their age is against them.

A teen out of school is often seen as
“guilty” until proven innocent.

Make sure that your proposed pro-
gram meets the requirements for grad-
uation in your state, if that is one of
the rules in your state.

After making sure that your basic
curriculum covers the subjects you
feel, or your state feels, are must-
haves, you will find shortfalls in every
curriculum. If it is your stated goal
that no child leaves your home with-
out having learned to read music, or
do electric wiring, or bake a loaf of
bread, you will probably have to find
additions to your curriculum that will
help organize these lessons. I’ve
found that a well-meaning idea that I
should do something about gym class,
for instance, doesn’t get much done
compared to a written plan.

When you’re new to homeschooling,
you tend to follow curricula slavishly.
Sometimes disappointment follows, or
the kids hate it, or you hate it, or you
don’t think it goes fast enough or slow
enough. Don’t worry too much if you
have to change and start over. Every
curriculum falls short or needs addi-
tions and subtractions. It may have
sounded great in the sales blurb, and
your neighbor loves it for her kids,
who also do all the housework and
never complain about taking care of
the baby. But if it doesn’t work for
your family after an honest try, sell it
for half price at a book fair or on the
net and get something you enjoy. It’s
disappointing to have high hopes for a
program and have to make a change,
but no one is going to be seriously
hurt educationally if you work to
make the change a positive one.

Saving money
Homeschooling in high school will

certainly cost money. High school
programs are not cheap. Higher price
does not necessarily mean better mate-
rial, or more complete material. But
neither do you want to give your chil-
dren a bargain basement education.
Our family has been pleased with the

American School, which is a very tra-
ditional correspondence program. It
costs about $30 per month per student.

There are lots of ways to save on
enrichment materials, too. You can go
out online and check eBay, then go to
some of the used homeschool material
websites. Use your library. More than
50 percent of books loaned by public
libraries on any given day are checked
out to homeschoolers. Libraries stock
or can get things like CDs, videos, and
reference books that you should not
buy, but you certainly should use. You
may not be able to get basic curricu-
lum in a timely fashion from the
library, so don’t count on it, but isn’t
it wonderful to have the PBS docu-
mentary, The Civil War, available
without paying $156 for the set?

One caveat on libraries: Be aware
that what is being read or recommend-
ed in public high schools for teen
reading might not be what you want
them to read. The emphasis in teen lit-
erature now is on so-called “reality,”
but most homeschooler’s reality is not
divorce, death, abuse, and addiction.
Your teens are probably much more
sensitive than they would want you to
know. Be careful what you require
them to read. Read it yourself, first, so
that you can assign it with a whole
heart. I’m not saying that teens should
be kept unaware of problems in our
society, but they don’t need their
noses rubbed in it.

If you have a specific college or
group of colleges in mind, you might
be able to get a recommended reading
list from them that states what they
hope or expect high school graduates
to have read by the time they get to
college.

Homeschoolers and jobs
One of the problems with teens is

their tremendous physical energy.
They also can use an awful lot of
money. Solve both of these problems
and add to your school with useful
work. Even if all they’re doing is flip-
ping burgers, they can learn econom-
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ics, punctuality, getting along with
others, and money management.
Because your homeschooled teen can
work hours that other high schoolers
can’t (if you’re a little flexible), they
can often get employment even in
areas where jobs are scarce. My mid-
dle son, for instance, is lucky enough
to work 12 hours a week at a local
woodworking shop. He had learned
the basics from his Dad, but this is a
great shop class with pay.

Moderation is important here. Keep
an eye on the energy level of the
young person. A week or two of feel-
ing tired, simply from the stress of
starting a new job and wanting to do
well, is to be expected. But if they’re
not getting assignments done in a
timely fashion and are sleeping in six
days out of seven, it might be time for
a change. Remember who is in charge
here, and make school work, not paid
work, the number one priority.

Volunteerism is another useful out-
let for the homeschooled teen’s ener-
gy. Animal welfare societies, chil-
dren’s organizations, hospitals, and
libraries all need volunteer help and a
responsible, energetic teenager can
learn a great deal. Follow the teen’s
interests here. Don’t volunteer your
son or daughter for a job they’ll hate.

Socialization
Many people imagine homeschool-

ers never talk to anyone but their par-
ents. I suppose that there are families
or situations like this, but it’s not true
of most of us. One of the artificialities
of public school is the segregation by
age. This does not reflect the real
world. Homeschoolers, having more,
not less, experience talking to people
of all ages, just naturally seem to be
comfortable with talking to people in
general, which is a great bonus for the
future.

Work towards independence and
self-discipline in school work. Be
available for questions or suggestions,
but don’t do the work for them.
You’ve already been through this,

remember? It’s their turn now. I usual-
ly keep a notebook for each student,
and I write out assignments the
evening or the week before. Here’s a
typical day.

American Literature—pages 278-
290, answer questions 1-6 in
study guide mentally, skip ques-
tions 7 and 8. Come talk to me
about how you think this essay
applies to life now.

Algebra I—pages 175-177, what-
ever Dad said as far as the prob-
lems on 177-178. Please use
graph paper.

General Psychology—pages 234-
238, answer quiz question on
bottom of 248, then set up the
fishbowls for the experiment we
discussed yesterday. You’ll need
a separate notebook for this—get
one from the closet.

Have you finished the trip plan for
the Civil War sites in Illinois?
No, you may not use TripMaker.
Please see me—I want this writ-
ten out, with maps, as we’re
going to need them Friday.

Simon has to work at 4:00—would
you drive him?

This student also did a load of laun-
dry, took out the trash, tore down a

snowmobile carburetor and repaired it,
talked on the phone with a friend for
an hour and a half, and worked at his
paying job from 4:30 to 7:00.
Reasonably productive, except for the
phone time.

One more thing to remember. Lots
of homeschoolers say, if you’re not
learning something, you’re not teach-
ing. There are lots of opportunities for
you, also, to learn something in high
school homeschooling.

Here are just a very few of the many
resources available that can help you
get started in homeschooling:

PPPPrrrraaaaccccttttiiiiccccaaaallll HHHHoooommmmeeeesssscccchhhhoooooooolllliiiinnnngggg
C/O Home Life
PO Box 1190
Fenton MO 63026-1190

AAAAmmmmeeeerrrriiiiccccaaaannnn SSSScccchhhhoooooooollll
2200 East 170th
St. Lansing, IL 50438-6001

CCCChhhhaaaallllkkkk DDDDuuuusssstttt CCCCoooommmmppppaaaannnnyyyy
1-800-588-7564
www.chalkdust.com

TTTTuuuuddddoooorrrr PPPPuuuubbbblllliiiisssshhhhiiiinnnngggg
www.home2school.com

EEEEaaaagggglllleeee CCCChhhhrrrriiiissssttttiiiiaaaannnn SSSScccchhhhoooooooollll
1-888-324-5348
www.eaglechristian.org ∆
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More than 90,000 people look to Backwoods Home Magazine for
self-reliance information. Our new 16-page Energy Works section

features articles on solar, wind, hydro, and more.

If your interest is energy, this magazine will open up a
whole new world for you.

Call 1-800-835-2418
www.backwoodshome.com
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By Stephen Heckeroth

This project is located on a four-
acre parcel outside Albion, California,
three miles east of the Pacific Ocean
on a ridge above the fog. The home is
a six-story, passive-solar water tower,
planted between redwoods on three
sides, yet open to the sun on the south
side.

For many years, the clients had been
visiting Mendocino, a historic coastal

mill town dating back to a time when
water was pumped by the wind and
stored in tanks located on towers for
gravity pressurization. They fell in
love with the old towers and in 1979
went looking for someone to design
and build a tower for their family’s
land on Caspar Point. The land at this
site was best served by an earth-
bermed structure, so the tower waited
until a more suitable site was found.
Construction began in 1993.

The owners asked for a house with
very specific proportions based on
their favorite towers located in the
town of Mendocino, CA. They want-
ed privacy on every floor, room for
3,000 books and a collection of
American oak furniture. Their wishes
further included that the house be nat-
urally heated, lit and ventilated, and
have as many spaces for reading and
dining as possible. The house should
be practical enough to serve their
needs, and whimsical enough to make
them smile. Function and fun.

The design response to the client
and the site was to nestle the 2,000-
square-foot six-story tower and its
350-square-foot attached green-
house/sun space into the earth on
three sides and expose it to the south
where a large clearing permitted good
solar access. The tower house is heat-
ed by the sun and cooled by natural
ventilation. Roof-integrated flat-plate
solar collectors provide the domestic
hot water. The pumps for the ground
floor’s solar-driven hydronic (radiant)
heating system are powered by inte-
grated photovoltaic (PV, or solar-elec-
tric) modules. The height of the tower
is mitigated by redwood trees on the
north, east, and west.

Energy efficient
building techniques

The basic concepts and systems in
solar design are orientation to the sun
and wind, earth coupling to take
advantage of the earth’s (ground’s)
more constant temperature, thermal
mass to absorb, store and radiate heat,
and an insulating envelope to keep
heat in or out.

The tower is oriented towards the
south for solar gain. A sun
space/greenhouse on the ground floor
captures solar heat which naturally
rises through the house, warming all
levels.

Fifty yards of concrete were used in
the foundation and below-grade walls
for both its structural and thermal
properties. The concrete provides
thermal mass. The winter sun and a
small wood stove are the only sources
of heat necessary for the tower house.
Overhangs prevent the high summer
sun from overheating the tower. When
windows are opened, the house works
as a cooling tower. Hot air venting out

AAAAbbbboooovvvveeee:::: Re-sawn redwood
from the local area was used
throughout the house.

LLLLeeeefffftttt:::: The finished tower house
sits quietly in the redwoods.
Note how the overhangs prevent
direct sunlight from entering
the house during summer.

RRRRiiiigggghhhhtttt:::: The greenhouse/sun space
is a good place to relax
and breathe oxygen-rich air.

A passive solar-heated tower house
Integrates thermal mass, radiant floors, solar-heated water, natural ventilation, and solar-electricity.
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the hatch on the roof deck, in turn,
pulls cool air into the lower floors.

The fact that the first floor is buried
on three sides takes advantage of the
earth’s more constant 60°F. This tends
to cool the house in the summer and
helps warm it in the winter.

The R-values associated with fiber-
glass insulation don’t take into
account plumbing, wiring, and fram-
ing members, which lower the overall
insulation value. For this reason, rigid
insulation was used. R-19 rigid foam
insulation was wrapped around the
entire structure above and below
grade. This helps maintain a comfort-
able temperature by slowing the
escape of heat captured in the thermal
mass, and making it available to the
interior space. R-11 foam insulation
was used underneath the slab to pre-
vent heat in the radiant floor from
conducting itself into the ground.

Photovoltaic (PV) panels are mount-
ed above flat-plate collectors on either
side of the sun space/greenhouse.
These supply the needed electricity to
run the pumps for the lower solar-
heated radiant floor.

Another set of flat-plate collectors is
integrated into the shed roofs of the
fourth and fifth floors. These use ther-
mosiphon circulation to move heat
into a hot water tank immediately
below the roof deck.

Screened windows open on two
sides of every room to allow ventila-
tion without using fans or blowers.
The light provided by these windows
limits the need for electrical lighting
until after sundown. Skylights have
been added to two locations that
might be otherwise dark. One is above
the landing on the stairway up to the
second floor. The other is a 6-foot by
12-foot triple-glazed translucent roof

over the east end of the ground floor
that makes the basement the brightest
room in the house.

Resource-efficient
materials

The house is built with a combina-
tion of concrete and wood. The 50
yards of concrete required to support
a 50-foot tower house would usually
be buried under the ground, particu-
larly on the West Coast where few
people have a basement. By designing
the foundation to form retaining
walls, the structural concrete serves
the multiple functions of foundation,
thermal mass, and earth connection. It
also provides 300 square feet of com-
fortable living space at almost no
extra cost.

The above-grade structure is built of
the same material that surrounds it.
The redwood beams were made from
recycled, re-sawn timbers, as was
much of the framework. The redwood
trim was milled onsite from salvaged
lumber. Tongue and groove, tight-
grain, locally-milled Douglas Fir 2x6
serves as flooring on each level and
the ceiling of the floor beneath. This
construction technique exposes the
beautiful redwood beams while
decreasing the overall height of the
structure by approximately one foot
per floor. It also saves several steps in
finishing and trimming the ceiling and
allows the heat to move slowly up
from one floor to the next.

All the windows were purchased at
a great cost savings from a salvage
yard that deals in high-quality insulat-
ed glass units. The house design
accommodated the fit of the windows
that were available.

Runoff from the roofs is collected in
a reflecting pond immediately to the
south of the house. This pond is used
to irrigate terrace gardens further
down the south slope.

Appliances were chosen for their
low energy use and quiet operation.
All lighting is full-spectrum capsule
fluorescents which require one quarter
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Right: Overhangs
shade out the
summer sun but
allow full use of
the winter sun.



of the energy of incandescent light
bulbs. Low-flow plumbing fixtures
were used to minimize water usage.

Many of the Mendocino water tow-
ers that the home imitates have sur-

vived over 100 years on much less
substantial foundations. This home
should last at least as long.

A healthful living and
working environment

The owners enjoy a quiet and natur-
al living environment. Their warmth
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Left: The top soil from the
building site was carefully
separated and saved for a
garden site

Right: Foam insulation and
wire mesh are added. The
hydronic heat pipes were
tied to the mesh prior to

the pour of concrete.

Left, above, & right:
The foundation for
the tower serves as
structural and
thermal mass and
provides 300 square
feet of comfortable
living space.

Above: The entire outside of the
house is wrapped in an insulating
envelope.

Right: The first and
second floors under construction

Right: The finished
passive solar
tower house
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comes from the solar gain properties
of the structure and the naturally ris-
ing heat that results. Ventilation is
achieved by the opening and closing
of windows. The location of two win-
dows on every floor also helps in
keeping the owner’s book collection

mold-free. There is no noise from
mechanical fans. The owners can
enjoy their morning drink on the east
side deck, and their evening beverage
on its twin on the west side. A hinged
baseboard can be opened to allow
heat from the greenhouse to rise up

and warm cold feet. The Douglas Fir
floors/ceilings, redwood trim, and
beams are sealed with water-based
products. Vegetables can be grown
year-round in the greenhouse/sun
space.
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Right: A
view of

the dining
area from

the
kitchen

Right: A skylight hatch
at the top of the ladder stays open

during hot days to vent warm air.
Regular stairs reach all levels.

Right: A fence serves as a wind break
in the vegetable garden.

Above: A translucent roof floods
the ground floor with light.

Right: There are places
to sit and write or eat

on different levels.

Left: The
north side
of the
tower house.
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TRACE Inverter SALE

WE Don’t just sell solar, WE LIVE IT!

DR3624 Modified Sinewave: 24VDC/120VAC/60HZ/70amp
charger@$1079.00 Tiger SeriesTS512SB: 500watt MFS/12

or 24VDC/120VAC/60HZ output/15amp charger @$362.00

FREE SHIPPING CONTINENTAL U.S.

Call for further information on current special offers and free catalog.
Kyocera KC120(120watt)@$547.00 KC80@$365.00 KC60@$275.00

US Solar US64(64watt)@$277.00 US42(42watt)@$190.00
Siemens SR50@$267.00 SP75@$371.00 SR100@$481.00

Call about our sale on Surrett Batteries and Battery interconnect sale.

“We manufacture polypropylene battery enclosures”
“Solar Discount”

is an Authorized Dealer for
high-quality

Siemens Solar products.

Package Systems • Inverters • Pumps
Generators • PV Panels • Accessories

Solar Discount
P.O. Box 986

Mayer, AZ 86333

Phone: (520)632-4209 Order: (877)632-4219
Website: www.solardiscount.com

• Solar Design Services
• InSteel Walls
• Unisolar® Photovoltaic Roofing
• Trace Inverters & Controllers
• Deep Cycle Storage Batteries
• Serving northern California

Products and Services forProducts and Services for
Sustainable LivingSustainable Living

Homestead Enterprises
30151 Navarro Ridge

Albion, CA 95410
Phone/Fax: 707-937-0338

e-mail: solar@renewables.com

DIESEL GENERATORS
5KW to 85KW

• We feature Isuzu and Lombardini diesels and
Marathon and Stamford Newage generators.

• Limited quantities of propane or natural gas Ford
powered units are available upon special order.
• Please write, e-mail <power@eGens.com> or
visit us on the web at http://www.eGens.com

and/or call for our FREE BROCHURE.

1-800-311-1776
8440 C. Belvedere Ave., Sacramento, CA 95826

TUBAN INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS CO. INC.
SACRAMENTO • MOUNTAIN VIEW • FRESNO

HOMESTEAD
ENTERPRISES

www.renewables.com
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By Michael Hackleman

(Rob Harlan is a general and solar contractor
with 25 years of experience with solar water
heating systems in Mendocino County,
California. Rob primarily designs and installs
photovoltaic systems today.)

Mh: Rob, will you give a brief his-
tory of the last 30 years of solar-
water heating system design and
implementation?

Rob: Solar-water heating systems
got a real boost in the 1970s when tax
credits were offered by state and fed-
eral programs to help folks make the
investment. These systems were
intended primarily for domestic hot

water, i.e., showers, dishwashing,
cooking, and clotheswashing. They
were also popular for heating the
water in pools and hot tubs. This
movement slowed to a snail’s pace
when the tax credits ran out.

Mh: As I recall, a lot of manufac-
turers also disappeared when the tax
credits went away. Of course, some
of these systems were poorly
designed, used cheap components, or
lacked adequate protection against
freezing, overheating, or corrosion. I
know that you’ve upgraded solar
water heating systems over the years,
or older systems from homes and
businesses in favor of newer designs.

What’s your experience of the design
and hardware from 30 years ago?

Rob: Some designs were indeed
flawed—poorly implemented, overly
complex, or incorporating untested
ideas. Still, even good designs require
some maintenance. The lack of
knowledgeable service personnel and
parts crippled some systems. The
solar collectors from these systems
are actually pretty rugged and often
find their way back into new installa-
tions sold “as is” or used. Today’s
manufacturers of solar water heating
systems and components have bene-
fited from the lessons learned long
ago. Things are back to a steady pace,

7Solar Water Heating System Designs
for domestic hot water, radiant floor heating, hot tubs, and pools — in any climate

An interview with Rob Harlan of Mendocino Solar Services
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Drawing: Norm Ehrlich,
Six Rivers Solar

Fig. 1: Solar water-heating systems will handle
multiple heating sources and various applications.



with a variety of manufactured sys-
tem types. Most offer good reliability,
are warranted, and generally follow
time-tested designs.

Mh: There are a few parts that are
basic to most solar water heating sys-
tems (Fig. 2): collector(s), storage
tank, heat transfer medium, and inter-
connecting plumbing. The collector
intercepts the sun’s rays and converts
it into heat which is transferred to the
storage tank using a fluid such as
water or antifreeze. An expansion
tank is used in closed systems to
accommodate the slight changes in
volume that result when water or
antifreeze is heated and expands. If
glycol (a non-toxic antifreeze liquid)
is used, a heat exchanger is needed to
transfer the heat from the collector to
the water that will exit the faucet. A
T&P (temperature and pressure) relief
valve is a common safety device
found at the top of water heaters. If
the water gets hotter than it should or
the system builds up too much pres-
sure, this valve will open, releasing
water until the temperature or pres-
sure drops to safer levels. The sim-
plest control system disables the
backup heating system (gas or elec-
tricity) during daylight hours, giving

the sun a chance to heat all of the
water in the storage tank.

Rob: And—on active systems, a
controller turns a pump on and off as
solar heat is available. Let’s define a
few terms used to describe these sys-
tems—active vs passive, open vs
closed. An active system is one that
uses pumps to move the heat about. A
passive system is one that contains
no pumps, relying instead on natural
convection, conduction, or radiation
to move heat. An open system means
the water circulating through the col-
lector is the same water you’ll use in
a shower (Fig. 3). A closed system
circulates the separate heated fluid
from the collector through a small
loop that includes a heat exchanger,
usually located in the storage tank
(Fig. 4).

Mh: I understand why some people
choose passive over active designs.
Pumps, controls, relays, and motor-
ized valves all require electricity.
Electricity is a very specialized and
sophisticated form of energy. Folks
who live in the country beyond the
grid know what a luxury electricity is.
We know it’s a luxury because it’s
expensive to make. And very expen-
sive to make a lot of it. It’s a shock

for folks who have lived
most of their life with
utility power to move
beyond the grid. A pas-

sive solar heating design for making
domestic hot water or warming a
home requires little or no electricity
to operate. Fewer parts, less to go
wrong, less to take bites out of your
pocketbook. With passive, it’s all in
the design. Considered experimental
in the 1970s, passive solar heating has
proven itself worldwide in a wide
range of climates. Speaking of cli-
mates, why would someone choose a
closed system over an open one?

Rob: Freezing protection. If the
water in the collector freezes, it will
burst a tube or header. It’s messy, it
dumps your hot water, and it must be
repaired. You don’t have to live in a
place with hard freezes. Water in a
collector open to a clear sky can actu-
ally freeze when the ambient air tem-
perature is as high as 40 degrees F.
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Fig. 2: (above) Block diagram of a solar water-
heating system

Fig. 3: (right, above) An open system

Fig. 4: (right) A closed system

1. Integral collector/storage
2. Thermosiphon
3. Three-season
4. Drain-back
5. Drain-down
6. Re-circulation
7. Active closed-loop

Seven types of solar
water-heating systems

Drawings
by

Michael
Hackleman

unless
otherwise

noted.

STORAGE
TANK

WATER
HEATED BY
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IS THE SAME AS
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IN HOUSEHOLD

WATER OR GLYCOL

COLD WATER IN



This condition is called night sky
radiation.

Mh: Incidently, there are two rea-
sons why water that freezes will burst
its plastic, metal, glass, or stone con-
tainer. Actually, they
are simply properties of
water. One, water is
virtually incompress-
ible. Two, water
expands slightly as it
changes from a liquid
to a solid. Water immo-
bile inside a small tube or
pipe and exposed to a freeze,
then, will begin to expand as it
becomes ice. Unable to compress
itself, it makes a bigger volume by
breaking whatever contains it.

Rob: True. It’s actually the differ-
ent strategies used to combat the
potential of freezing that define the
major types of systems and their rela-
tive complexity. I’ve categorized
existing systems into seven types:
integral collector/storage, ther-
mosiphon, three-season, drain-back,
drain-down, re-circulation, and active
closed-loop.

Mh: Will you describe them all,
first generally and then assess their
merits and liabilities from your own
experience?

Rob: I would be glad to. I must say
first that my experience with solar hot
water is limited to my service area
(coastal northern California) which is
a fairly benign climate with occasion-
al light freezes. I ask your readers to
keep this in mind as I speak of vari-
ous systems.

1. The integral collector/storage
is the simplest and historically oldest
type of solar water heating system.
Paint a tank black, put it in a big
crate, insulate it on all sides except
the one covered by glass or plastic,
and point it at the sun. Water in the
tank is heated directly by the sun and
stored in the same unit. In the trade,
this is also know as a breadbox-type
system. An example of a manufac-
tured unit of this type is the

Servamatic™. Produced in the 1970s,
many are still operational today. The
same principle can be seen in today’s
ProgressiveTube™ unit (Fig. 5).
These are also in-line units, posi-

tioned between the well and the
shower. You get as much hot water as
they collect and store.

Mh: This is a popular design in
homebuilt units, too. Simple, cheap,
and often made with recycled materi-
als. I once took a shower at a ranch I
was visiting from water heated in a
long thin 20-gallon tank inside an
old, big refrigerator with a transpar-
ent cover pointed south. I had a long,
hot shower in the cold night air. Good
experience.

Rob: I have very rarely had to serv-
ice an integral collector/storage type

system, which is a testament of their
durability.

2. The thermosiphon system is
another solar water heating method
(Fig. 6). Sunlight strikes tubes and

fins inside a collector box through
which water or glycol is

circulating. The inlet and
outlet of the collector are
plumbed, respectively, to
the inlet and outlet of the
storage tank. If we were
talking about electricity
and polarity, we’d say

the collector is in parallel
with the storage tank. Still, it

forms a loop. The heated fluid moves
from the collector to the storage tank
and back to the collector through a
process called thermosiphon. This is
a natural convective action. If you
plumbed this as an open system, the
storage tank could be your own water
heater.

Mh: I’d like to elaborate on a few
things you’ve said. Thermosiphon
results when water heated in the col-
lector expands and rises, pushing
cooler water in the rest of the loop
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Fig. 5: (above) An integral
collector/storage unit

Fig. 6: (above) Position the stor-
age tank above the collector to
prevent nighttime reverse flow.

Fig. 7: (left) A check valve pre-
vents reverse flow when tank is
even with collector.

Drawing: Thermal
Conversion Technology
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into flowing. Cooler water is pushed
out of the bottom of the tank and into
the bottom of the collector. Once cir-
culation starts, the process continues
unabated all day.

Just as the sun heats
the water in the collector,
the night sky can cool a
collector, causing reverse
flow. Think about it.
Water in the collector is
cooled by nighttime stag-
nation. Cold water is
heavier and sinks, push-
ing the entire loop into
reverse flow, moving warmer
water from the tank to the collec-
tor which is, in turn, cooled. This will
quickly give away some of that hard-
earned hot water.

The easiest way to avoid this is by
positioning the bottom of the tank
above the top of the collector (Fig. 6).
This is a physics trick that will pre-
vent reverse flow. Sometimes it’s not
possible to elevate the tank above
your collector. Thermosiphon will
work even if the tank is positioned
level with or even somewhat below
the collector. In this case, the addition
of a check valve will prevent reverse
flow (Fig. 7). Avoid the standard
pressure-type check valve. It’s too
resistive to thermosiphon flow.
Instead, use a gravity-type check
valve. Angle it in with the plumbing
for minimal pressure to open, mini-
mum backflow to close.

The solar collector itself is some-
thing of a mystery to many folks and
I get many questions about it. A com-
mon configuration uses a box, a grid
of water tubes, insulation, and glass
or plastic glazing (Fig. 8). The box is
a large shallow pan, with designs
varying smaller and larger in width
and length than a standard sheet of
4x8-foot plywood and 4-6 inches in
depth. Manufactured designs use
stainless steel or aluminum for the
boxes but most homebuilt units use
plywood. If properly glued and

screwed and sealed against weather,
they are tough.

Homebuilt designs start with a 4x8-
foot sheet of plywood ½ or ¾-inch
thick. From it (or another sheet of

plywood) cut two 4-6 inch strips from
each dimension, supplying the mate-
rial for the box’s four sides. Large
diameter (1½-inch to 2-inch) copper
header tubes at the top and bottom of
the collector are oriented horizontally
and plumbed together with smaller
vertical tubes (i.e., ½-inch tubing)
spaced 3-6 inches apart. Tin or cop-
per fins or sheet is mechanically and
thermally connected in a variety of
methods to the tubes. Tubes and fins
are blackened with paint or through
electrochemical processes. Fittings
are added for connection to external
plumbing or other collectors. Sheet
foam insulation is added behind and
to all sides of this assembly when it is
mounted in the box.

Glass, greenhouse fiberglass, or
some other translucent plastic glazing
is added to complete the unit. Glass is
available in a range of sizes, particu-
larly if it’s recycled. UV (ultraviolet)-
resistant fiberglass is available at
local hardware stores in several
widths. Don’t burden yourself with
plastics that will crystallize in one or
two seasons from exposure to the
ultraviolet rays of the sun. Select
your glazing first. The best economy

results when the box is sized to the
glass you already have or can get.

Rob: I am reluctant to endorse
building one’s own collectors, given
the availability of used collectors. If

you do build your own, don’t use
aluminum absorber plates.

They will react adverse-
ly with copper tubes.
Also, it is best to silver
solder any joints within
the collector. The col-
lector goes through
large temperature
swings. This is hard on

standard solder joints.
Mh: Indeed, the experience

of building one’s own collector
usually brings about an appreciation
for how inexpensive used collectors
really are. So, my recommendation to
the enthusiastic do-it-yourselfer is:
don’t commit to building a whole
bunch of collectors without first
building one.

Rob: A few more comments on
thermosiphoning. If you ther-
mosiphon with water and live in a cli-
mate with freezing temperatures,
your collector will freeze and burst.
Sometimes passive freeze protection
valves are installed in such systems.
Often called Dole valves, these are
designed to open at a preset tempera-
ture, 34°F or 45°F. They drip water to
create a flow through the collector
and, in this way, prevent freezing. In
my experience, these valves are not
reliable, so I cannot recommend
them.

Mh: I haven’t used Dole valves
personally but I know that some peo-
ple in the area, including Stephen
Heckeroth, do trust and use them.
However, it is also my understanding
that Dole valves must be periodically
inspected and cleaned. If you’re the
type of person who isn’t good at reg-
ular maintenance, you’d be better off
selecting a different system.

Rob: If you live in a climate zone
without freezing temperatures, an
open thermosiphon system will work
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Fig. 8: (above) A traditional
solar flat-plate collector

Drawing: Florida
Solar Energy Center



well. If not, I still recommend using
glycol and a heat exchanger for the
thermosiphon loop.

3. The three-season system is
another tactic for handling freezing.
The idea is to use the solar water
heating system for three seasons and
drain it for the fourth. It can be a
thermosiphon or pumped system and
assumes the owner will use another
source of energy for heating the
water.

4. Drain-back is another type of
solar water heating system (Fig. 1).
This drains the water in the panels
into a tank when there’s no heat avail-
able from the sun. The panels are
empty of water, then, and cannot
freeze. A non-pressurized tank is
used to capture this water, and a
pump refills the panels when the
sun’s warmth is detected.

5. Drain-down is a variation of the
drain-back solar water heating sys-
tem. Here the water is dumped onto
the ground. This is a fairly common
design, particularly in older systems.
It uses a Sunspool™ valve to fill the
panels for operation. The same valve,
when it reaches a lower temperature,

opens to dump the water that’s in the
panels onto the ground.

6. Another type of solar water heat-
ing system is re-circulation. This
method of freeze protec-
tion activates a pump to
circulate a little bit of hot
water from the storage
tank back into panels
when low ambient temper-
atures are experienced.

7. Active closed-loop is
the final type of solar
water heating system on
my list (Fig. 9). This
design uses any fluid in
the collector-to-storage
loop that won’t freeze at
the low temperatures the
system is likely to experi-
ence. The heat gathered in
the collector is transferred
to the water in the storage
tank via a heat exchanger.
What fluids won’t freeze? I’ve seen
systems use glycol, silicon oil, and
methanol. Automotive anti-freeze
might seem a good candidate, but it’s
poisonous. The most popular heat
transfer medium is polypropolene

glycol, a food-grade dough extender
used in the baking industry. It costs
about $20 a gallon and is mixed with
water. A 10% mixture will protect the

collectors down to 20-
25°F. The ratio of glycol
to water is increased for
lower temperatures. I use
a 50/50 mixture in my
service area.

There’s a lot to be said
for using pure water in a
solar water heating sys-
tem. Water is non-toxic,
widely available, and
cheap. Also, it is the most
efficient heat transfer fluid
and does not degrade in
use. Glycol is also non-
toxic but it does break
down over time. Exposed
to high temperatures, it
becomes acidic and will
eventually begin to eat

your plumbing. So, glycol needs to
be checked periodically. I use litmus
paper to check its pH. It’s a fairly
simple matter to refresh the system
with a new glycol-water mix.

Incidentally, there are some types
of systems that don’t really
fit into any of these seven
categories.

The popular Copper-
Cricket™ is one example.
This system used a 20%
methanol mixture under a
vacuum to actually “pump”
heated fluid down to a stor-
age tank without a pump. It
operates on the same princi-
ple demonstrated in a coffee
percolator to transfer heat.
Another is the Sun™-family
of solar thermal collectors.
These use columns of evacu-
ated tubes to collect and
transfer heat.

There’s more basic stuff,
too. Some folks just spiral
plastic pipe on the ground to
pre-heat the water that goes
into their standard water
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Fig. 9: Components
of an active
closed-loop system.

Drawing: Florida
Solar Energy Center
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heater. It works but if a sudden
freeze doesn’t ruin it, long
term exposure of the plastic
pipe to sunlight will.

Mh: The softer, more flexi-
ble black plastic tubing you’re
referring to is identified as PE,
or polyethylene tubing.
Ultraviolet radiation from the
sun breaks down any kind of
plastic, disintegrating the
bonds of the polymers and turning
the plastic brittle. The black tubing
sold in rolls is neither designed to
work in direct sunlight nor withstand
elevated temperatures. Hot water,
particularly with soft water, will
leach stabilizers and joint cement
from the tubing, too. This is great for
showers but you don’t want to drink
this water or cook with it.

Rob: If there’s one thing I’ve
observed, it’s that most folks who
build their own system try to re-
invent the wheel, and their designs
sometimes reflect a lack of under-
standing of the basic principles. With
good plans, most people could build a
good system. Still, many folks don’t
want to do it themselves.

Mh: I prefer doing my own system
yet I have to admit that I have often
overrated my ability to be there when
the system really needed me. Rob,
will you go back through the list of
systems and give us your thoughts on
the advantages and disadvantages of
each type?

Rob: The integral collector/stor-
age system has the advantages of low
cost, simplicity, and the lack of
pumps or controls. Even homebuilt
versions are long-lasting. The tank
has enough thermal mass to avoid
freezing except in hard-freeze areas.
The disadvantages? This design is
relatively inefficient and the water
often doesn’t reach a very high tem-
perature because the glass-to-mass
ratio is small in a breadbox-type sys-
tem. Heat losses from the collector
are high at night, so there is definitely
a time of optimal use of the hot water

produced, usually afternoons and
evenings. The collector/tank combi-
nation is heavy, too. Filled, it may
reach 650 pounds and tax an unrein-
forced roof.

The newer ProgressiveTube™ col-
lectors of this type (Fig. 5) are simple
and use 4-inch copper tubes and fins
with special “selective” surfaces.
They extract more of the sun’s energy
than blackened surfaces and resist re-
radiation of this energy at night. I
recommend ProgressiveTube™ sys-
tems for my climate zone.

The thermosiphon system has the
advantages of simplicity and good
efficiency. It doesn’t require electrici-
ty and is therefore unaffected by a
utility blackout. One disadvantage of
thermosiphon flow is that the plumb-
ing must follow strict guidelines—
bigger tubing, gentle turns, no low
spots, and no restrictive valves—to
ensure a smooth, unrestricted flow.
An air pocket at a high spot or a large
bubble somewhere in the system will
stop thermosiphon flow.

Mh: I’d like to add to your com-
ments on thermosiphon. I’ve found
this to be a neat, natural way to move
heat from a collector to storage or
use. Water pumping in rural locations
can eat a big portion of anybody’s
energy pie. Any process that will
pump water and the heat it contains
through a pipe without external
power is a blessing. But—ther-
mosiphon will not tolerate poor plan-
ning or a sloppy installation. It wants
free, unrestricted motion. Even the
check valve must be a gravity-type

rather than a pressure-type to avoid
becoming restrictive.

Tests have shown that thermosiphon
doesn’t start until the collector reach-
es a critical temperature (Fig.10).
Flow commences rapidly, slowing to
a more constant rate. A bubble big
enough to block a tube will stop flow
immediately. The collectors can get
hot enough to blow a T&P valve and
still no flow. It’s exciting to see water
and steam shooting up into the air
but, alas, not very productive.
Steeply-pitched pipes will ensure a
good flow.

I know that in-line, centrifugal-type
pumps are used in radiant floor sys-
tems to periodically purge the ther-
mosiphon loops of air bubbles.
Theoretically, thermosiphon can push
water through the pump when it’s off.
The pump has another use. It enables
the owner to pump more heat into the
floor from storage at night.

I added a small purge-pump to one
thermosiphon system in the 1970s. I
wanted to use primarily ther-
mosiphon but the system included
existing plumbing—naturally inac-
cessible—and the thermosiphon flow
kept getting blocked with bubbles. I
added a small 12-volt pump in paral-
lel with the check valve (Fig. 11) to
occasionally purge the system with a
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Fig. 10: (Left) The temperature
needed to start thermosiphon
flow is greater than the one
that will sustain it.

Fig. 11: (below) A small DC
pump can be used to purge the
system’s lines of air bubbles.Te
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faster flow rate. I used a positive-dis-
placement type to avoid any flow of
fluid through the pump when it was
off.

Rob: I’ll go on. The three-season
system has the advantages of using
the existing water heater as a backup,
being inexpensive, and requiring only
a small pump. The disadvantages are
that it is susceptible to freezing and
depends on the owner being there to
drain it when the weather is cold.
There is an overall limit to the size of
this system when it’s plumbed to a
water heater of a specific capacity.

The drain-back system (Fig. 1) is
relatively simple, versatile, and
freeze-proof. The tank used
in this type of system is
long-lasting and there is lit-
tle maintenance required.
During a blackout (or other
loss of electricity to the
system), the panels are
empty and will not over-
heat. It’s even possible to
set up the system so that
thermosiphon will get the
heat to your water heater.
The disadvantages are most
evident in off-grid systems,
where the energy used in pumping is
relatively high. This is because the
pump must be sized to fill the collec-
tors daily rather than just circulate
water through them. As well, the tank
must be located below the panels so
that the water that is drained back
will have a place to go. This is my
favorite choice of a system for freez-
ing climates.

The drain-down system has the
merits of high efficiency and is a
freeze-proof system. It uses a small
pump with small energy use. The dis-
advantages? Lots of expensive parts,
including a complex controller, and
the need for periodic inspection and
maintenance. However, in any appli-
cation with a limited supply of water,
the daily dumping of water from the
collectors onto the ground will be an
issue.

The re-circulation system has the
advantage of using a standard hot
water heater to double as the storage
tank. And it’s freeze-proof if the sys-
tem is small. It has the disadvantage
of wasting a lot of energy. If it’s real-
ly cold, the backup heating system,
say an electric element, has to heat
water that is simply being radiated
away from the collector at a signifi-
cant rate.

The active closed-loop system
(Fig. 9) is freeze-proof and contains
quality components. One disadvan-
tage is that it is complex, meaning it
has pumps, valves, and various con-
trols. The tank with heat exchanger is

expensive but adds a lot of
useful, well-insulated ther-
mal mass to the system. If
utility-powered, the pump
won’t work during a black-
out.

Mh: There’s merit to the
idea that if the system
depends on electricity, the
electricity should be gener-
ated from the sun, too. If
there’s sun for the collec-
tors, there’s sunlight to
make electricity to power

the pump and move the heat.
In all of these systems, if the collec-

tors overheat, a T&P relief valve will
provide protection. There’s a down
side with the T&P valve blowing.
First, it gives away a lot of hot water
since the valve won’t close until both
the temperature and pressure fall.
And, second, dumping the heat trans-
fer medium can be expensive—if it’s
a glycol/water mixture.

I want to thank you, Rob, for turn-
ing me onto the fact that a P-type
(pressure-only) relief valve is manu-
factured. I want to use one of these in
my next installation. I suspect it will
keep the system from dumping all the
hot water since it should close as
quickly as the pressure is relieved.
The pipes in the collector can take
heat, but have a tougher time surviv-
ing pressure.

Rob: I guess my critique of the
advantages and disadvantages of
these systems reveals my bias.
Generally, I have found with solar hot
water, the simpler the better. The sim-
ple systems seem to last longer, as a
rule.

Mh: Bias? I appreciate your review
and advice. I’ve learned a lot. Will
you describe how you size a system
to the application and match compo-
nents with each other?

Rob: Almost every hot water sys-
tem has a backup. I design for 70%
solar usage. A four-person family is a
good standard. Two 4x8-foot collec-
tors will supply the hot water needs
of four people. The tank should be
sized to the array. In my climate, I’ve
found that 1.8 gallons of fluid per
square foot of collector is a good
ratio. So, two collectors of 32 square
feet each will require a storage tank
of 115-gallon capacity. For radiant
floors, I’ve found that the collector
area should be about 10% of the floor
area. The same two 4x8-foot collec-
tors, then, will handle about 650
square feet of radiant floor.

Mh: What’s the average cost of
water heating with electricity,
propane, and natural gas for a 4-per-
son family?

Rob: Yes. Using electricity at 12¢
per kWh, the cost of water heating is
about $46 month or $551 annually.
Propane at $1.41 per gallon costs
about $26 a month or $307 per year.
Natural gas and fuel oil are less, as is
electricity in other parts of the coun-
try. Of course, when a solar water
heating system is installed and has
returned the investment, the energy
from it thereafter is free.

Mh: Will you give me an idea of
how long it will take to pay off the
cost of several of these systems based
on these rates?

Rob: I have that information, too.
First, let me say that these figures do
not include the cost of maintenance,
the rise in the cost of utility electrici-
ty, the lost interest on the investment,
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Two 4-ft by 8-ft
collectors will

supply the
hot water needs of

four people ...
(or) will handle
about 650 sq.ft.
of radiant floor.
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and no tax on the savings. In my
experience, these balance each other
out.

A new integral collector/storage
system using the ProgressiveTube™
design will cost about $2,500 parts
and labor to install. After 7.3 years,
the system cost will equal the cost of
electricity to heat the same water dur-
ing that time. With propane, it’s about
13 years. If the owner installs the sys-
tem, the cost is about $1,600. The
payback is 4.8 years for the avoided
cost of using electricity and 8.7 years
if using propane.

A new drain-back system costs
$3,500 parts and labor. This is equal
to 8.5 years of electricity and 15.2
years for propane for domestic hot
water. A system that will heat a hot
tub will cost about $4,800. When
heated electrically, the payback com-
putes to 7.5 years.

Mh: In my experience, folks who
install their own solar water heating
systems usually begin by putting one
collector in a loop to the existing
water heater. If you shower in the
morning, what’s the conventional
method for preventing the water
heater from using electricity or
propane to reheat this water before
the sun gets a chance at the task?

Rob: In an electric heater, it’s easy.
A 24-hour timer can be set to lock
out the backup heating during day-
light hours. The owner can manually
override the timer with the flip of a
switch during bad weather or unusu-
ally high demand. For a propane or
natural gas heater, turn the gas valve
to the pilot position.

Mh: There is a proper way to
plumb the solar collector to the stan-
dard water heater, too. Today’s water
heaters position the cold-water inlet
and hot-water outlet at the top of the
tank. Cold incoming water to the tank
actually drops through a tube inside
the water heater which ends just
above the bottom of the tank. For
thermosiphon flow, this is not a good
arrangement; you want the cold water

return to the collector to exit directly
from the bottom of the tank (Fig. 12).
Fortunately, water heaters have a
drain valve. There is a way to re-
arrange this plumbing (Fig. 13) so
that the collector will use this orifice
for its thermosiphon loop while you
retain the ability to drain the tank.

If someone wanted to assemble
their own solar water heating system,
what’s a good source of information
and parts, beyond the library and
internet?

Rob: A wonderfully detailed
overview of solar hot water systems,
complete with schematics and techni-
cal information, is found in the Solar
Water and Pool Heating Design and
Installation Manual from the Florida
Solar Energy Center at (407) 783-
6300. Triple A Solar in Albuquerque,
NM (800-245-0311) sells used solar-
thermal collectors at good rates.
Check out local sources of used pan-
els to avoid shipping costs. Six Rivers
Solar (816 Broadway, Eureka, CA
95501) at (707) 443-5652 sells a
high-quality, rectangular thermal
storage tank that integrates the inputs

and outputs of collectors, auxiliary
heating sources, DHW, radiant floors,
and hot tubs (Fig. 1). ∆

Rob Harlan, Mendocino Solar Services,
42451 Road 409, Mendocino, CA 95460

Michael Hackleman, PO Box 327, Willits,
CA 95490. E-mail: mhackleman@saber.net

NERGY ORKSE W

Fig. 12: (right) Avoid the
standard cold water inlet for
thermosiphon flow.

Fig. 13: Plumbing for an open
system using thermosiphon
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A local United Way office realized that it had never
received a donation from the town’s most successful
lawyer. The person in charge of contributions made a
call on him to persuade him to contribute.

“Our research shows that out of a yearly income of
at least $500,000, you give not a penny to charity.
Wouldn’t you like to give back to the community in
some way?”

The lawyer mulled this over for a moment and
replied, “First, did your research also show that my
mother is dying after a long illness, and has medical
bills that are several times her annual income?”

Embarrassed, the United Way representative mum-
bled, “Um...no.”

“Or that my brother, a disabled veteran, is blind,
and confined to a wheelchair?”

The stricken United Way rep began to stammer out
an apology but was interrupted.

“Or that my sister’s husband died in a traffic acci-
dent,” the lawyer’s voice rising in indignation, “leav-
ing her penniless with three children?”

The humiliated United Way rep, completely beaten,
was getting up to leave and said simply, “I had no
idea...”

On a roll, the lawyer cut him off once again. “So, if
I don’t give any money to them, why should I give
any to you?”
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Little Tim was in his back yard filling in a hole when his
neighbor peered over the fence. Interested in what the youngster
was doing, he politely asked, “What are you up to there, Tim?”

Tim replied, “My goldfish died and I’ve just buried him.”
The concerned neighbor said, “That’s an awfully big hole for a

goldfish, isn’t it?”
Tim patted down the last heap of earth then replied, “That’s

because he’s inside your cat.”

A man goes to see the Rabbi.
“Rabbi, something terrible is happening and I have to

talk to you about it.”
The Rabbi asked, “What’s wrong?”
The man replied, “My wife is poisoning me.”
The Rabbi, very surprised by this, asks, “How can that

be?”
The man then pleads, “I’m telling you, I’m certain she’s

poisoning me, what should I do?”
The Rabbi then offers, “Tell you what. Let me talk to

her, I’ll see what I can find out and I’ll let you know.”
A week later the Rabbi calls the man and says, “Well, I

spoke to your wife. I spoke to her on the phone for three
hours. You want my advice?”

The man anxiously says, “Yes.”
“Take the poison,” says the Rabbi.

A linguistics professor was lecturing to his class one
day. “In English,” he said, “A double negative forms a
positive. In some languages, though, such as Russian, a
double negative is still a negative. However, there is no
language wherein a double positive can form a negative.”

A voice from the back of the room piped up, “Yeah,
right.”

THE IRREVERENT JOKE PAGE
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A guy just died and he’s at the pearly gates, wait-ing to be admitted, while St. Peter is leafingthrough this Big Book to see if the guy is worthy.St. Peter goes through the Book several times, fur-rows his brow and says to the guy, “You know, Ican’t see that you ever did anything really bad inyour life, but you never did anything really goodeither. If you can point to even one really gooddeed, you’re in.”
The guy thinks for a moment and says, “Yeah,there was this one time when I was driving downthe highway and saw a giant group of thugs assault-ing this poor girl. I slowed down my car to see whatwas going on and sure enough, there they were,about 50 of ‘em harassing this terrified youngwoman. Infuriated, I got out of my car, grabbed atire iron out of my trunk, and walked up to theleader of the gang, a huge guy with a studdedleather jacket and a chain running from his nose tohis ear. As I walked up to the leader, the thugsformed a circle around me. So, I ripped the leader’schain off his face and smashed him over the headwith the tire iron. Laid him out. Then I turned andyelled at the rest of them, ‘Leave this poor innocentgirl alone! You’re all a bunch of sick, deranged ani-mals! Go home before I teach you all a lesson inpain!’ ”

St. Peter, impressed, says, “Really? When did thishappen?”
“Oh, about two minutes ago.”

A first grade teacher explained to her class that she is aliberal Democrat. She asks her students to raise theirhands if they are liberal Democrats too. Not really know-ing what a liberal Democrat was but wanting to be liketheir teacher, their hands explode into the air like fleshyfireworks. There is, however, one exception. A girl namedLucy has not gone along with the crowd.The teacher asks her why she has decided to be differ-ent.
“Because I’m not a liberal Democrat.”“Then,” asks the teacher, “what are you?”“Why, I’m a proud conservative Republican,” boasts thelittle girl.

The teacher is a little perturbed now, her face slightlyred. She asks Lucy why she is a conservative Republican.“Well, I was brought up to trust in myself instead ofrelying on an intrusive government to care for me and doall of my thinking. My Dad and Mom are conservativeRepublicans, and I am a conservative Republican, too.”The teacher is now angry. “That’s no reason,” she saysloudly. “What if your Mom was a moron, and your dadwas a moron. What would you be then?”A pause, and a shy smile. “Then,” said Lucy, “I’d be aliberal democrat.”

A chain letter
This chain letter was started in hopes of bringing

relief to other tired and discouraged women. Unlike
most chain letters, this one does not cost anything. Just
send a copy of this letter to five of your friends who are
equally tired and discontented. Then bundle up your
husband and send him to the woman whose name
appears at the top of the list, and add your name to the
bottom.

When your turn comes you will receive 16,255 men.
One of them is bound to be better than what you
already have. At the time of writing this, a friend of
mine had already received 184 men. Four of them were
worth keeping.

Remember, this chain letter brings luck. You can be
lucky too, so do not break this chain. One woman broke
the chain and received her husband back. She was not
happy.

Did you hear about the two blondes who were
found frozen to death in their car at a drive-
in movie theater? They went to see “Closed
for the Winter.”

The businessman, hoping to cultivate a work

ethic in his less than ambitious son called him

into his office and announced he had decided to

make him a full time partner in the company.

“Which part of the company would you like to

be in charge of, son?” he asked.

“Well,” the son answered, “I don’t like work-

ing in the shipping department, and I don’t like

being in sales, and I’d rather not be in the book-

keeping department...”

“Listen,” the father said, “as a full partner,

what would you like most?”

“Hmmm,” the son pondered, “I guess, most of

all, I’d like you to buy me out.”
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Ask Jackie

(Jackie Clay invites BHM readers to sub-
mit questions on any facet of low-tech, self-
reliant living. Send questions to BHM, P.O
Box 712, Gold Beach, OR 97444. E-mail:
jackie@backwoodshome.com)

Is there anything to deter chipmunks
from eating my flowers?

Elaine
mtnhome@ptdprolog.net

First of all, make sure chipmunks
are the culprits. I’ve always had tons
of flowers, as well as huge vegetable
gardens, and lived with chipmunks
and have had very little trouble with
them. Are underground bulbs and
roots being eaten? If so (unless you
actually see chipmunks doing the eat-
ing), consider gophers, moles, and
thirteen-lined ground squirrels—
which are striped and look like chip-
munks, all of which like bulbs.

If any of these are guilty, you might
try sprinkling well-used kitty litter
among the flowers, or even below the
bulbs as you plant. Others have used
moth balls and bobcat urine. As a last
resort, you might plant the bulbs with
a layer of 11-inch mesh hardware
cloth over them.

Trapping works well, but many
folks don’t like that option. Mom had
trouble with thirteen-lined ground
squirrels, which not only ate her bulbs
but chewed everything including the
riding lawn mower seat, gas tank, and
the spark plug wires of their Bronco.
A stray female cat moved in, with her
four kittens, and that took care of the
ground squirrel problems. (Mom had
the cat and the kittens, as they were

old enough, neutered, tamed them,
and has them today.)

If chipmunks are truly the villains,
try providing them with their own
feeding station, well supplied with
sunflower seeds, bread crusts, and
other chippy-goodies. Maybe this is
why we’ve never been bothered by
them. Come to think of it, we also
feed the deer and rabbits and suffer
minimal damage from either. (No, we
don’t give them cutesy names, and
yes, we hunt the mountains a few
miles away.) But we figure a few
chunks of alfalfa and a few pounds of
sweet feed are a lot cheaper than fight-
ing wildlife for our home’s garden
produce.

By the way, we’ve discovered that if
we feed the birds in and around our
garden, our bad insect population is
drastically reduced. Even seed eating
birds, such as sparrows, catch tremen-
dous volumes of insects during the
times when they have babies in the
nest. Besides, we are rewarded with
lovely birdsong and “flying flowers”
from dawn to dusk.

Can you help me with a couple of
canning questions? Last season my
wife and I had 14 tomato plants that
produced mountains of awesome
tomatoes. We started making salsa,
sauce, freezing, and drying. All the
canning instructions for tomato prod-
ucts have you add vinegar, which
promptly destroys the flavor. None of
the commercial products have vine-
gar. Is there a way I can check the
acid level so I can only add just
enough vinegar? Or can I just pres-

sure can them? I haven’t been able to
find a pressure canning recipe for
tomatoes. Also, do you have a recipe
for canning dried tomatoes in olive
oil?

Jonathan Burson
bursonjonathan@altavista.com

The reason most modern canning
instructions have you add vinegar is
that some newer varieties of tomatoes
are bred to be low-acid making them,
supposedly, easier to digest for people
who normally can’t eat tomatoes
because of stomach upsets from the
acid. But those low acid tomatoes
make canning them a bit risky, as one
reason you can water bath process
tomatoes safely is that they are a high-
acid food.

I don’t use vinegar for sauces and
salsa, but I do raise all my own plants
from seeds and I only plant old fash-
ioned high-acid tomato varieties,
never the low-acid varieties. When
choosing your varieties for the garden,
read a few garden catalogs and jot
down a list of low-acid varieties and
shy away from them for canning.

One gets into a bind when buying
bulk canning tomatoes, instead of rais-
ing them, as you just can’t look at a
tomato and know which it is. Thus the
“add vinegar” concept was born just

Jackie Clay

Chipmunks, canning with vinegar,
canning nuts, making hardtack, and
“What do I do now that Y2K fizzled?”









By John Whight

M
ost of us are familiar
with the phrase “Go
west, young man, go
west.” In the last half of

the 1800s and first part of the 1900s,
this was good advice. A young man
and woman could go and claim 160
acres. After a few years of proving up
on their land it was theirs. This hap-
pened all over the west, all the way to
Alaska. But, unfortunately, home-
steading in the traditional sense
doesn’t exist in the United States any-
more. So I would like to coin a slight-
ly different phrase, “Go east, young
man, woman, aging hippie, or burnt
out excutive, go east.”

The east I am talking about is the
beautiful state of Maine. There is
abundant turkey, moose, partridge,
deer, and black bear. There are great
fishing opportunities. Just imagine
fresh lobster and panfish for supper.
Plus there are lots of good areas for
trapping your own furs. Our children
grew up with beaver fur on their
homemade gloves and winter boots.

In most parts of the country, land is
$1000 per acre or more. Yet, in Maine

land is still available at $100 to $300
per acre, with a lot of it available as
owner financed, or a substantial reduc-
tion in price for cash. By substantial, I
mean 20% to 30% less.

To give you a good example, here is
what we did in 1999. There is a type
of land in Maine that the good local
folks of Maine don’t like. It is cut-
over land. In other words, most of the
marketable timber has been harvested.
The key word being most. There is
still plenty of wood to build your
buildings with and heat your home.
But for us, the really nice part was
that, to harvest the timber, lumber
companies make nice roads through-
out the property. They clear little
fields, which they call landings to han-
dle the logs, and they stack up the
limbs and brush into piles to keep it
out of their way. The piles rot down
and make beautiful garden spots and
berry patches. The landings, with a lit-
tle work, can in no time at all become
a nice hayfield. If you purchase one
like we did, which was logged off 8 to
12 years ago, the stumps will be most-
ly all rotten and can be pushed over
with a regular tractor. The land we

purchased was a 300-plus acre piece
only 6 miles from a very nice town.
The coast is only 15 miles away. The
price was originally over $200 per
acre, but we paid cash and closed in
only 14 days, so the price was well
under the asking price. It had been
logged off four times since 1988. It
has beautiful roads and trails though-
out. There are huge, and I do mean
huge, raspberry patches and blueber-
ries in numerous spots. It is accessed
by a right of way off of a state-main-
tained blacktop road. So, after we
plow our driveway, winter travel won’t
be a problem.

To find our land, we contacted sev-
eral real estate agents and read many
of the local newspapers. My wife kept
a file on the ones we found interesting.
The piece we finally bought was in
this file for three years, so we figured
the seller would be motivated to sell
more reasonably, which he was. There
were several reasons this and other
lands are real bargains in Maine.
Logged off trees, right of way access,
gravel driveways, no improvements,
brush piles, and did I say brush piles.
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By Steve German

F
ew things give such joy as
something you’ve made with
your very own hands,
whether it’s a fine quilt, a

block of cheese, or even a bar of
soap. It may seem like too much
trouble to make something you can
buy anywhere, anytime, but once
you try it, you’ll see that soap-mak-
ing is not hard at all. And I guaran-
tee your first bath with your own
soap will be quite special.

TTTThhhheeee ddddiiiissssccccoooovvvveeeerrrryyyy ooooffff ssssooooaaaapppp
Soap has quite a history. It was like-

ly “discovered” back somewhere
around 1000 BC when rain water and
fat drippings seeped through wood
ashes from burnt offerings. When
mixed together, these ingredients will
produce a “saponified” substance or
soap.

Today, basic soap is made from ani-
mal or vegetable fats, sodium hydrox-
ide (lye), and simple water. Early
frontier folk leeched water through

wood ash to produce another form of
lye, potassium hydroxide. Lye made
from wood ash was ready to use when
an egg immersed in it neither floated
nor sank, a crude way of calculating
strength, but it worked. This made a
softer, mushier soap.

Modern methods for making soap at
home are far more precise. Instead of
using potassium hydroxide, we now
use sodium hydroxide, which is com-
mercially made from ordinary table
salt and can be found at most any
hardware store. Sodium lye is far
more reliable and gives predictable
results. Besides, who wants to spend
days leeching lye from wood ashes?
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This is all the equipment needed to make high-quality soap in your own home.

A shoe box lined with a plastic
garbage bag makes an inexpensive

but practical soap mold.



HHHHeeeerrrreeee’’’’ssss wwwwhhhhaaaatttt yyyyoooouuuu nnnneeeeeeeedddd
Today’s soap-makers find that most

of what they need is sitting around the
house. The possible exception is a
good postal scale that can measure up
to five pounds.

Two stainless steel, glass or enam-
eled pots. For the recipe below I
would recommend a 2-quart pot and
an 8- or 10-quart pot. No, and I repeat,
no aluminum. Lye reacts with alu-
minum by stripping off aluminum
ions. This will ruin your soap and
destroy the pot. Copper, brass, Teflon,
and other non-stick pots aren’t recom-
mended either. Wood and some plas-
tics are okay, but don’t use wood for
food preparation after it’s been used
for soap making. Stainless, enamel,
and glass pots are just fine to reuse for
normal food cooking after they have
been properly washed. In selecting
your pots, try to find ones that are
deep and tall rather than short and
wide. Just remember, no aluminum or
Teflon. Stainless steel is preferred.

A postal scale that measures up to
five pounds. Bathroom or canning
scales just won’t cut it here. Postal
scales are very precise and measure to
the half-ounce. You’ll need that preci-
sion, so a good postal or digital scale
is a must. You can find a nice one at an
office supply store. I use the dial type
because I’m too cheap to buy a digital.

Lots of newspaper or freezer
paper to lay down on your counter
top to protect it from any spilled lye or

fresh soap. It’s a good idea to use it on
the floor, too. And it helps to have
some tape on hand to keep it all in
place.

Rubber gloves and eye protection.
A clear face shield is another good
idea. Remember that lye is a danger-
ous chemical. Don’t take any chances.
Anytime you are working with lye in
the home, keep everyone else away. If
you get it in your eyes or on your skin,
call your local Poison Control imme-
diately. Lye is extremely damaging to
eye tissue and has terrible effects on
the skin.

Something to be used as a simple
mold. A shoebox can make a decent,
first-time mold if you line it with a

plastic garbage bag. Make three of
them just in case. You never know
how many you will need, and when
your soap is ready to pour you will
have no time to make up more molds.
After you learn the basics, you can
rustle up something better to use.

Lye. I use “Lewis” brand lye. It’s
commonly sold in 18-ounce bottles as
a drain opener. Whatever brand you
find has to be pure sodium hydroxide
with nothing else added. Nothing else
will work here, so don’t fudge on the
recipe. Pure sodium hydroxide only.

Lard (pig fat) or tallow (beef fat) in
whatever quantity your recipe calls
for. Most any organic oil or fat can be
used, but we won’t go into all that

now. Let’s just stick with the simple
stuff the first time.

Thermometers. One is essential,
two are better. You need at least one
that will read from 85 to 200 degrees
F. They are usually referred to as meat
thermometers. Don’t use the glass
candy thermometers, as they aren’t as
accurate as you need. You can find
meat thermometers in the cooking
aisle at some supermarkets or at fancy
chef stores. The ones you want have a
round dial and a stainless steel probe.

Essential or fragrance oils. These
aren’t required; it’s just nicer to have a
little fragrance in your soap. Stay
away from those potpourri and candle-
scent oils. Especially stay away from
commercial perfumes. They’re not
always organic and can cause your
batch not to set. They can also cause a
batch to “seize up” like lightning.
Essential oils and fragrance oils are
generally used for aroma-therapy and
are commonly available at health food
stores.

Paper towels. You really shouldn’t
use a wash cloth or kitchen towel.
Paper towels are used once and then
thrown away. If you step off to the
bathroom, no one will come behind
you and accidentally wipe his or her
hands or face with the cloth you used
to clean up lye.

Before going any further, you need
to understand one thing: Making soap
isn’t like baking a cake or cooking
French fries. It’s not cooking at all.
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Pour the raw soap into the
soap molds. Pour it about one-inch
deep so you can easily cut it later.

While wearing rubber gloves
and goggles, ladle and stir

the lye-milk mixture into the fats.

As you slowly stir the lye into the
goat’s milk it will heat up and begin

to look like oatmeal from Hades.



What you will have on your home
stovetop is a powerful organic chemi-
cal reaction using fat, water, and lye.
The mixing of these three substances
at a very specific temperature sets up a
chemical reaction called “saponifica-
tion.” They join on a molecular level
to become a whole new substance.
After this semi-liquid goop “traces”
(more on that later) it is poured in
molds where it goes into a gel phase,
generating its own gentle heat as the
process continues. This phase also
produces glycerin, a natural by-prod-
uct our skin likes. After a short while
the reaction slows and the soap sets
into a progressively firmer substance.
This can continue for days or weeks
until all the lye, fats, and water have
exhausted themselves reacting with
each other. This stage is known as cur-
ing. When it’s complete, most or all of
the lye will have rendered itself neu-
tral. Fully cured soap is quite safe and
very pleasant to use.

AAAA bbbbeeeeggggiiiinnnnnnnneeeerrrr’’’’ssss rrrreeeecccciiiippppeeee
Here’s a recipe that’s very forgiving

to new soap makers. It produces a fine
quality soap that’s just wonderful for
your skin.

48 oz of lard
18 fluid oz of goat’s milk
6¼ oz of lye (Be precise.)

This recipe will make 72 ounces (4½
pounds) of soap. It’s best that you try
making this tiny batch first. This way
if your attempt fails, and they some-

times do, your monetary loss will be
minimal.

Begin by measuring out your lard.
Get a light plastic bowl or cut the top
half off of a plastic milk jug and set it
on top of your scale. Zero out the
scale by finding a little knob some-
where on the scale and turning it till
the needle points to zero. This ensures
that the weight of your container will
not be included with the lard and
throw off your measurements.

Now, measure out 48 ounces of lard
and dump it into the bigger of your
two pots. Be sure you get all 48
ounces, including any lard sticking to
the sides or bottom of the measuring
container. Heat the lard until it is
about half melted. Lard melts at about
85 degrees F, so there’s probably
enough residual heat to melt the rest.
Just stir it every so often. Keep your
heat use to a minimum because you
want the lard to melt at the lowest
temperature possible. The hotter the
melted lard, the longer you’ll have to
wait for it to cool down.

Next, in a standard measuring cup
measure out 18 fluid ounces of goat’s
milk. Pour that into the smaller of the
two pots.

Before you do anything else, get
your gloves and safety goggles on.

Now, set your scale on a pan or
something to catch any spilled lye. Set
a small plastic cup on top of the scale
and zero it out again. If you don’t, you
might include the weight of the cup as
lye weight and end up short. Being an
ounce or more off in a batch this size
would surely ruin it.

Once you’ve zeroed out your scale
with the cup on it, carefully pour
exactly 6¼ ounces of lye into the cup.
A paper funnel may help with the
pouring. Recap the lye bottle now,
first for safety and second so the mois-
ture in your house will not be drawn
into the lye and make it hard as a rock.

Now you have a 6¼-ounce cup of
powdered lye and a pot with 18
ounces of goat’s milk in it. Grab either
a wood or plastic spoon in one hand
and the lye in the other. Start stirring

the milk before you slowly pour in the
lye. Don’t do it fast because any “pile”
of lye at the bottom of the pot that
doesn’t get stirred in quickly will
harden and stick. The idea is to pour
the lye in slowly enough for it to dis-
solve before it can settle to the bot-
tom.

As you mix the lye you will notice
that the mixture really heats up. Don’t
worry, that’s what it’s supposed to do.
It might even get to 200 degrees F or
so. Just keep stirring it steadily. You
will also notice the mixture changing
color and consistency till it ends up
looking sorta like oatmeal from
Hades. That’s normal too. Just keep
stirring.

When you feel that all the lye has
been dissolved you can slack off on
the stirring a little. Just don’t let it go
for more than 60 seconds without
being stirred. If you leave it unattend-
ed for too long it will try to gel up on
you. If you catch this happening, stir it
as quickly as you can to break up
those lumps, otherwise they’ll get
tougher and tougher. Until the time
comes for you to add your lye-milk
mixture to your fats, keep an eagle eye
on it.

Once the lye-milk mixture is under
control, take its temperature. You want
it to cool down to about 90 degrees F.
At the same time your fats should cool
down to 95 degrees F. It’s sort of a
fine balancing act, but it’s easy to do.

The hottest thing you should have
going right now is your lye-milk. Fill
one side of your sink about 1/3 full and
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After your soap has cured for about
a month it will have a white skin

you shave off as a finishing touch.

Insulate the soap molds to trap in the
heat while your soap cures.



set the lye-milk pot down into it. Stir
it frequently and check the tempera-
ture often. Now take the temperature
of your fats to see if it’s anywhere
near 95 to 100 degrees F. If it’s too
hot, fill that other side of the sink and
do the same to the fat pot as you did
with the lye-milk. The one to watch
will be the lye-milk. Let its tempera-
ture come down at
its own pace. Refill
that side of the sink
with fresh cold water
if the cooling slows
down. If the fats are
too cold, slowly heat
them up again,
avoiding any unnec-
essary heat buildup.
Just try to get the fat
to its target tempera-
ture of 95 degrees F
at the same time the
lye-milk gets to its
target temperature of
90. Remember to stir
that lye-milk often.

Magic time comes
when both liquids
reach their target
temperatures. If you have taken off
your protective gear, put it back on.
Have the fat pot sitting on one of the
burners or your protected counter top
and set the lye-milk pot next to it. Put
a glass bowl next to the fat pot to hold
your utensils for quick and easy
access.

Now, start stirring the fats in a circle.
You want everything to stay moving
when these two mixtures meet.
Another responsible person, who is
also wearing protective goggles and
gloves, would help at this stage
because one person could stir the fats
while the other ladles in the lye-milk
mixture. A ladle makes for less splash-
ing.

If you have to do it all yourself,
you’ll have to alternate between
ladling and stirring. Just work as
quickly as you safely can.

When you get to the bottom of your
lye pot, use a rubber spatula to clean

off the side and bottom. You need to
mix in every bit.

Now things will get a little calmer.
Once you have mixed the smaller lye
pot into the larger fat pot, your job is
simply to stir it in such a way as to
bring the lye-milk mixture up from the
bottom and continually mix with the
fats that rise to the top. Predicting

when it will finally mix together and
“trace” is impossible. I’ve had batches
trace in ten minutes and others that
took two hours. You just never know.

If you have a cheap mixer, it can
speed things up considerably.
Submerge the beaters way down in the
soap before you turn it on and always
turn it off before you remove it. Right
now your soap is very thin and oily
and can easily spatter you with warm,
oily lye. It will stick to you and to
your clothing and be very hard to
wash off.

TTTTrrrraaaacccciiiinnnngggg
Tracing simply means that the lard,

milk, and lye are at the stage where
they chemically combine to become
one new compound. This stage is
marked by your mixture just starting
to gel. It starts getting a little thicker
and cloudier. With continued stirring
any oily film floating on the surface

now starts to disappear. The easiest
way to determine if your soap has
traced is to let a little dribble off your
spoon and back into the mixture. If it
leaves a little raised trail like honey,
it’s tracing. This is the final stovetop
stage for your soap. If you have any
essential or fragrance oil to add, this is
the time to do so. Start with about 10

or 15 drops and
stir it in quickly.

PPPP oooo uuuu rrrr iiii nnnn gggg
yyyyoooouuuurrrr ssssooooaaaapppp

Now it’s time
to pour your
raw soap into
the shoebox
molds. I use
actual soap
molds now, but
if I were still
using a shoe-
box, I would try
to pour my soap
just over one
inch deep in the
mold. If you fill
up the whole
shoebox to

make a single block of soap, it will be
much harder to cut when it is com-
pletely hardened.

Once you have filled your molds to
your satisfaction, lay out a kitchen
towel and place your molds on it. That
will help insulate the bottom of your
molds and retain heat.

Now, take some newspaper, flatten it
out, and lay it across the top of the
molds. The raw soap will continue to
produce its own heat and you want to
trap that heat in the molds. Once you
cover them with newspaper, cover
everything with a standard bath towel
for even more insulation.

The next part was hard for me, but
you are just going to have to resist the
temptation to peek. Every time you lift
up the paper, you’re going to lose
valuable heat. Plan to leave it alone
for at least 24 hours, then you can
look.
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contain a good amount of glycerine, which is wonderful for your skin.





By Richard Blunt

T
he United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA) defines lamb as the meat of sheep less
than one-year-old. Once a lamb reaches its 12th
month it is defined as yearling mutton. On its sec-

ond birthday, meat from a yearling mutton is considered
mutton. Nearly 80 percent of this country’s sheep are
geared toward lamb production. The only lamb that is com-
monly available in American markets today comes from
animals between 5 and 12 months of age. If you have the
money and know where to find a top-line butcher, very
young, milk-fed lamb is also available. People from the
Middle East, North Africa, Greece, and southeastern Europe
often roast these suckling lambs, whole, on holidays.

There are four grades of lamb: prime, choice, good, and
utility. As with beef, lamb is graded by yield and overall
marbling of the fat. However, when lamb is graded, the
emphasis on fat marbling is reduced because lamb does not
need a high level of marbling to be tender and flavorful.
Lamb that is graded prime is usually found in fancy restau-
rants and upscale butcher shops. The choice grade is sold
everywhere. Good and utility grades usually end up in
canned and pet foods.

American farmers have long bred sheep to produce lamb
of superior quality. This careful breeding and controlled fat-
tening produces a meat that is consistently plump, flavorful,
and tender in both the prime and choice grades. Good quali-
ty fresh and frozen lamb from Australia and New Zealand is
also widely available in this country. The cuts are generally
smaller, leaner, and also slightly less expensive. But, in my
opinion, when it comes to overall quality, flavor, and ten-
derness, American lamb is best.

The popularity of lamb is increasing in this country. The
new interest in the cuisines of America’s ethnic communi-
ties has dramatically increased our appetite for lamb. We
are quickly learning that lamb and mutton can be served as
more than an elegant entree at holiday meals or a delight for
wealthy epicures. It can be served, year-round, at all kinds
of meals and at a reasonable price.

Mutton, like lamb, is also graded by the USDA. Using
essentially the same criteria to determine grade, mutton will
be stamped prime, choice, good, utility, or cull. It is possi-
ble to find the top three grades at the retail level if you are
informed and know where to look. The prime and choice

grades are tailor-made meats raised on special order and
usually sold to high priced restaurants and upscale food
shops. Mutton graded good can, on occasion, be found in
butcher shops. Utility and cull grades are usually not sold
on the retail market.

The best mutton comes from ewes that have been careful-
ly raised and fattened for this purpose. Low grade mutton
usually comes from ewes and rams that have passed breed-
ing age and are processed because they’re too old to be of
any other service. Top grade mutton is very rare and expen-
sive in this country. But it is the only mutton worth eating
unless, of course, you have a taste for holiday cremations.

Buying
When buying meat, especially lamb from a supermarket

meat case, a grab-the-package-and-run attitude can be cost-
ly and lead to a lot of disappointing meals. You should
know a few basic facts about the meat you are selecting
before you lay down your hard-earned money.

Even in a supermarket there is a butcher on duty most of
the day. Better yet, there is a meat manager. You should get
to know these people. Ask them questions about the meat
you buy. What part of the carcass does the cut come from?
Who is the supplier? What is the USDA grade of the meat?

With lamb it is especially important to know if the meat
was processed in the U.S. or a foreign country. Be persistent
with your questions. Always demand quality and give them
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feedback on the meat you buy. The same formula applies if
you are lucky enough to have a quality butcher shop in your
community. A good butcher is an asset to be held on the
same level as a good auto mechanic or a savvy stock broker.

The American lamb carcass is sold on the wholesale mar-
ket in four primal sections: the square-cut shoulder, the
hotel rack, the loin, and the leg. There are also an assort-
ment of subprimal sections which include the neck, fore-
shank, breast, brisket, and flank. Your supermarket or
butcher will only purchase the sections they know will sell.
This being the case, if you know what to ask for, you can
request and get the cut of lamb that best suits your menu
and pocketbook.

When you are out to buy a tasty cut of lamb there are a
few easy to recognize attributes that should stand out at first
glance. The meat should be finely textured and light red in
color, the bones should be moist with a reddish hew, and the
fat should be smooth and white. If the meat is dark purple,
with course yellow fat and dry white bones, you are proba-
bly looking at low grade mutton. Let’s take a closer look at
these wholesale cuts and see what they offer.

Shoulder: The shoulder is one of the cuts that is hard to
find in the supermarket, unless you ask for it. It has more fat
and connective tissue than other cuts and it can be a bit
more chewy than the rib, loin, or hind leg. When I can
afford it, I buy a whole square-cut shoulder, weighing an
average of about nine pounds, and butcher it myself. The
chops are great for braising or seasoning in your favorite
marinade before grilling. I usually dice and freeze the rest
because meat from this cut makes great stew. A whole
boned, rolled, and tied (BRT) shoulder weighs about five
pounds. Slow roasted, it is a wonderful alternative to the
traditional roasted leg on special holidays. With the excess
fat carefully removed, ground shoulder meat is great for
making lamb burgers.

The hotel rack: A rack of lamb, sometimes called a hotel
rack, is the equivalent to a beef prime rib roast, but much
smaller. A frenched seven-rib rack of lamb, ready for the
oven, has the chine bone (backbone) removed, along with a
flap of meat at the chuck end (the end that connects to the
shoulder), without disturbing the rib eye. When all of the fat
between the ribs is removed, it is called a frenched rack of
lamb. An American frenched rack will weigh about 1½
pounds, an epicure’s delight for two. The most tender and
flavorful chops come from the rack. These little chops are
well-marbled with fat and are great for the BBQ grill.

The loin and sirloin: The loin is the part of the carcass
that is separated from the rack by cutting between the 12th
and 13th ribs in the anterior (front) and from the leg at the
hip bone cartilage in the posterior (back) of the carcass.
This is where those impressive and expensive T-bone lamb
chops come from. Loin chops are best when broiled and
cooked to medium rare. To do this successfully, ask for
chops that are at least one-inch thick. Thinner chops cook

too fast making it almost impossible to cook them properly.
If you are having a special dinner party, ask your butcher or
meat cutter to sell you a whole loin boned with the tender-
loin removed. The boneless loin will weigh about two
pounds, enough to serve five to six special dinner guests.
The tenderloin, which weighs about half a pound, can be
diced, seasoned with salt and fresh herbs, then grilled. This,
of course, will be reserved for you and your “favorite
other.”

The leg: In my opinion, this is the most versatile cut of
lamb on the market. It is sold as a whole leg, which includes
the shank and sirloin; a half-leg shank end, which has the
sirloin removed at the top and the shank removed at the bot-
tom; the half-leg sirloin, which contains the whole sirloin;
and the short leg, which is similar to the half-leg shank but
contains some of the sirloin. For economy and versatility I
always buy the whole bone-in leg and butcher it at home.
You can buy a whole leg at the supermarket or at your local
butcher shop and have the meat cutter or butcher cut it to
your specifications.

When butchering a whole leg, I remove the whole sirloin
from the leg at the hip bone. Depending on my needs I will
either cut the sirloin into chops for broiling or remove the
bone and tie it into a nice two-pound roast. The lower part
of the leg can also be boned and netted, tied into a meaty
and tender roast, or roasted with the bone in. Being a con-
firmed BBQ addict, most often I bone the whole leg,
remove the sirloin, and cut it into kabob size pieces. I then
butterfly the rest of the leg.

A butterflied leg is completely boned with all excess fat
removed. When spread out flat it resembles a butterfly.
Because the thickness varies, it will provide a full range of
doneness when grilled, the thickest portion being rare, the
middle being medium, and the thin areas well done.

From the subprimal cuts, I favor the neck and the fore-
shank. Both cuts are great for braising and for stew. Both of
the cuts contain plenty of collagen (a basic protein found in
connective tissue). When subjected to long periods of con-
trolled heat, as in braising and stewing, collagen softens to
provide a rich flavorful sauce and a tender moist meat. Meat
from the more tender cuts contains far less collagen and will
become dry and less appetizing when subjected to pro-
longed cooking.

Storing
Fresh lamb, like any other meat, is perishable. The con-

trolled aging of mutton makes it more perishable than lamb.
Careful and proper handling is necessary to maintain the
quality of both meats. When you return from the market or
butcher, immediately store the fresh meat in the coldest part
of the refrigerator. Ideal temperature is between 32 and 38
degrees F. You can maintain refrigerator storage for a maxi-
mum of two days.
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Ground lamb should be frozen or cooked after 24 hours. If
the supermarket package is torn or the meat is wrapped in
butcher paper, remove it immediately and double wrap it in
aluminum foil or plastic. I use heavy-duty freezer bags.

Raw meat of any kind is loaded with surface bacteria. To
prevent cross contamination, always store raw meat on the
bottom shelf of the refrigerator in a leak proof container.
Keep it below and away from all uncooked foods and espe-
cially away from foods that will be eaten raw.

Freezing
The most important thing to remember about storing lamb

is that freezing does not improve its taste or overall accept-
ability. Improper freezing will cause lamb to become dry
and develop off-flavors. Freezing temporarily preserves the
condition at the time of freezing.

Frozen lamb should be stored in the freezer at a constant 0
degrees F or colder. Do not attempt to freeze lamb, or any
other fresh meat, in a crowded freezer. One half of a cubic
foot of freezer space is required to properly freeze and
maintain 10 pounds of fresh meat. In a crowded freezer
meat will freeze slowly causing cells to rupture due to the
formation of large ice crystals. When the meat is thawed,
juices will be lost.

Wrapping meat properly for the freezer is as important as
proper storage. The material used for wrapping should be
designed especially for freezing. Heavy-duty waxed freezer
paper and zip-lock freezer bags are good choices.
Aluminum foil retards the transfer of heat from food to its
surroundings. For this reason I do not recommend it as a
freezer wrap. The meat should be double-wrapped tightly,
with as much air pressed out as possible. Air will enter
improperly wrapped packages causing freezer burn, a form
of dehydration.

To keep lamb in peak condition, steaks, roasts, and chops
should not be frozen for longer than six months. Ground
lamb will maintain its original quality for about two months
in the freezer, while cooked lamb is best used in 30 days.
The preceding numbers are very conservative. I am sure
that you have read that meats can be frozen for longer peri-
ods of time. However, these longer periods are often calcu-
lated under controlled conditions, in freezers that are power-
ful, efficient, and have a lot of capacity to just freeze and
hold meat. I have yet to see a home freezer that affords you
this luxury.

Thawing
Always thaw frozen lamb in the refrigerator overnight.

Leave it in the freezer wrap and place it in a leak-proof con-
tainer, away from all uncooked food and food that will be
eaten raw. If, and only if, you are an ace with a microwave
oven, use it for thawing while following the oven manufac-

turer’s directions. I am one of those people who cannot be
trusted with a microwave. But remember, defrosting any-
thing at room temperature will promote bacterial growth,
cause spoilage, and possible sickness.

Recipes
Lamb is a fun meat to cook. Its mild, game-like flavor

blends well with many of the more robust flavor enhancers
like marjoram, oregano, garlic, mustard, cumin, coriander,
and cardamom. Its subtle flavor also compliments aromatic
rice and tender spring vegetables. Lamb can be marinated
and barbecued, or simply seasoned with a little salt and
broiled. Lamb roasts can be cooked plain or rubbed with dry
marinades enhanced with fresh herbs.

After I decided to write this piece about lamb, I realized
that I was faced with a real dilemma. There are so many
delicious ways to prepare lamb, using such a wide variety of
cuts, that I had a hard time selecting recipes. I felt relieved
when my wife, Tricia, came to my rescue and volunteered
to take a seat on the family recipe review committee. Lamb
is one of her favorite foods, and she welcomed the opportu-
nity to help me plow through the mountain of recipes I’ve
collected over the years. As we were putting the recipes
together, she gave me some sound advice and tips she had
learned from her mother. I hope you have as much fun as
we did preparing and eating the results of these recipes.

Grilled butterflied leg of lamb
The marinade for this lamb dish combines Mexican and

Indian spices to enhance the meat with a subtle flavor that
will linger on your palate for quite awhile. We decided to
give this a try after we bought a six-pound whole leg of
lamb from a local supermarket at a real bargain price. The
leg caught my eye when I saw a colorful sticker that read
“Manager’s Special,” and it was selling for half the usual
price. I asked Archie, the meat manager, why this prime
piece of meat was such a bargain. “Today is the last day,
according to law, that we can sell it to the public. If we
don’t sell it today, we have to remove it from the counter
and give it to the help or throw it away. It will be a shame to
throw away because it is a perfectly wholesome piece of
meat. I’ll guarantee that.”

That was all I needed. I scooped the leg up and put it in
my shopping cart. When we got home, Tricia and I planned
the next day’s meal. This is what we came up with:

Special equipment: Webber type covered grill or gas
grill.

Main ingredient:

1 3 to 4-pound leg of lamb, boned, and butterflied with
most external fat removed
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Marinade ingredients:

3 tsp. whole cumin
1 tsp. coriander seeds
3 large cloves of fresh garlic, minced fine
1 tsp. dried oregano
1 tsp. dried marjoram
1 Tbsp. sesame seeds
1 Tbsp. pure vanilla extract
½ cup fresh lemon juice
1 Tbsp. kosher salt
1 tsp. fresh ground black pepper
1 Tbsp. fresh cilantro leaves, chopped
¼ cup virgin olive oil

Method:
1. In a heavy-bottomed pan, over medium heat, lightly

toast the cumin seeds. Set them aside in a heat-resistant dish
to cool. Repeat this procedure with the coriander seeds.

2. Grind 2 tsp. of the toasted cumin seeds to a fine power
in either a spice mill, a coffee grinder reserved for spices, or
in a mortar and pestle.

3. Lightly crush the toasted coriander seeds in a mortar
and pestle.

4. Combine all of the marinade ingredients (including the
last tsp. of whole toasted cumin) in a stainless steel or glass
mixing bowl and mix well.

5. Put the lamb, fat side down, in a large baking dish, pour
the marinade over the lamb, and cover the dish with plastic.
Marinate the lamb for 24 hours, in the refrigerator. Turn the
lamb at least twice during this period.

6. Fire up the grill. If you are using charcoal wait until the
briquettes are covered with a white ash, then spread them
evenly. Remove the lamb from the marinade and place it on
the grill. Cover the grill and cook the lamb for a few min-
utes on one side and then turn it over. Continue turning the
lamb every few minutes until the internal temperature of the
thickest part reaches 130 degrees, or medium-rare.

7. Let the meat rest for 10 minutes, loosely covered with
foil, before slicing. If you have any leftovers use them in the
recipe that follows.

Lamb and black bean tamale pie
The inspiration for this unusual recipe is my wife Tricia.

She has two major food passions, lobster and lamb, in that
order. Unfortunately, sky-high prices keep lobster from our
table for much of the year. This is not so with lamb. Tricia
is always looking for, and finding, supermarket and butcher
shop specials on lamb. As a result, we always have an
assortment of quality lamb cuts in our freezer.

We eat lamb often enough to accumulate one or two
pounds of leftover cooked meat in the refrigerator from time
to time. We never freeze lamb once it is cooked. We have
tried it a couple of times with very disappointing results. So,

to take advantage of this leftover meat before it degenerates
in the refrigerator, we have adopted some great lamb-left-
over recipes.

All of these recipes are formulated in a manner that gives
new life to this wonderful meat. In addition to a variety of
tasty salads, we also make several interesting and delicious
casserole and pasta dishes. Most of them, like this one, use
the leftover meat to enhance the flavor and give added tex-
ture of the other ingredients. Realizing that you are not like-
ly to have leftover lamb in your refrigerator, I have substi-
tuted 1½ pounds of ground lamb in this recipe for the usual
1 pound of cooked and diced leftover lamb. If you can’t
find ground lamb in the market, ask the meat cutter to grind
a couple pounds for you.

Equipment: One 13x9x2-inch Pyrex baking dish or other
similar size baking pan.

Ingredients:

1½ lb. ground lamb
1 tsp. olive oil
2 cups onion, diced medium
1 large red bell pepper, diced medium
3 garlic cloves, diced fine
1 fresh jalapeno pepper, diced fine
2½ cups medium salsa
1/8 tsp. ground cumin
¼ tsp. dried oregano
¼ tsp. McCormick spicy Montreal steak seasoning
fresh ground black pepper, to taste
1 29 oz. can of Goya black beans, rinsed and drained
1½ cups yellow, white, or other corn meal
1½ cups all-purpose flour
3 tsp. baking powder
1 Tbsp. sugar
½ tsp. kosher salt
6 Tbsp. unsalted butter
1½ cups skim milk
2 large fresh eggs, lightly beaten
2 cups (8 oz.) preshredded cheese, Mexican, pizza, or

other
2 Tbsp. fresh cilantro, chopped

Method:
1. Heat 1 tsp. of oil in a heavy-bottomed skillet or Dutch

oven and sauté the ground lamb until it looses its pink color
and is broken up into pea size pieces. Remove the lamb and
set it aside in a large bowl.

2. Over medium heat, sauté the onions and red bell pepper
until just tender. Add the garlic and jalapeno pepper and
sauté for another minute.

3. Reduce the heat and add the salsa and spices. Simmer
the mixture for five minutes and add the meat and the
beans. Gently stir the mixture and remove it from the heat.

4. Preheat the oven to 375 degrees F.
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5. In a large bowl, combine the corn meal, flour, baking
powder, sugar, and salt.

6. Using a pastry blender, two knives, or your clean fin-
gers, work the unsalted butter into the dry ingredients until
it forms fine particles.

7. Gently blend the milk with the lightly beaten eggs and
1 cup of the shredded cheese. (Save the 2nd cup for later.)

8. Combine the wet ingredients with the dry and stir with
a wooden spoon until all of the ingredients are just incorpo-
rated. Be careful not to overmix.

9. Coat the baking dish with oil or shortening and spread
the corn bread dough evenly in the dish.

10. Spread the tamale mixture evenly over the corn bread
dough, and sprinkle the remaining cup of cheese and
chopped cilantro on top.

11. Bake in the middle of the oven for 30 minutes or until
a knife stuck into the middle of the dough comes out dry.

Braised Indian spiced lamb chops
The cultures of the Middle East and India have raised

lamb cookery to a very high level. Using an exotic assort-
ment of spices and other flavor enhancers, cooks from this
part of the world have created a number of legendary lamb
dishes. Many of these distinctly different dishes have been
lumped together and labeled “lamb curry.” The word curry
does not refer directly to a specific mixture of spices in any
dish. It identifies a dish resulting from a process of long,
slow cooking in a blend of aromatic spices. Most Indian
cooks blend certain spices for each specific dish. The con-
cept of using only one mixture of spices called “curry pow-
der” is unthinkable to them.

A spice blend widely used throughout India, with almost
as many variations as there are cooks, is a blend called
garam masala. I have discovered that masala blends are not
restricted to Indian cooking and I use them to give an aro-
matic lift to many non-Indian recipes, such as this one. You
can buy one of the blends at an Indian or Mediterranean
food store or make your own using the recipe that follows.
This custom spice blend will be used as a dry rub to give the
lamb chops in this recipe a real flavor lift.

Garam masala ingredients:

1 tsp. cardamom seeds from 15 green cardamom pods
1 3-inch cinnamon stick, broken into pieces
1 tsp. whole cloves
1 Tbsp. black peppercorns
1 Tbsp. cumin seeds
2 Tbsp. coriander seeds
1 tsp. yellow mustard seeds

Method:
1. Heat a heavy-bottom fry pan over medium heat for one

minute. Roast each spice separately, stirring constantly to

prevent burning. As soon as each spice starts to smoke a lit-
tle, and release a strong aromatic aroma, remove it from the
heat and transfer it to a heat-resistant dish. Watch the mus-
tard seeds especially as they have a tendency to jump like
popcorn kernels.

2. Grind the spices to a fine powder in a spice mill or a
coffee grinder reserved for grinding spices. (Seal any left-
over spice mixture in an airtight container. It will stay fresh
for about three months.)

Main recipe ingredients:

6 5-ounce shoulder or leg lamb chops
2 tsp. garam masala, plus ½ tsp. garam masala
½ tsp. kosher salt
a pinch cayenne pepper
3 Tbsp. oil plus 1 Tbsp. oil
1 medium onion, diced small
1 medium carrot, peeled and diced medium
½ rib celery, diced small
1/3 cup sliced fresh mushrooms
2 cloves garlic, minced fine
1 cup canned diced tomatoes, including the liquid
¼ cup tomato paste
¼ cup chicken stock
a pinch dried leaf thyme
a pinch dried leaf marjoram
½ bay leaf
kosher salt, to taste

Method:
1. Combine 2 tsp. of the garam masala powder with the

kosher salt and cayenne pepper. Sprinkle the mixture evenly
on all of the chops. Lightly rub the seasoning into each chop
then set the chops aside for one hour.

2. Over medium-high heat brown the lamb chops on both
sides in 2 Tbsp. of oil. Do not crowd the chops in the pan,
they will not brown properly if you do. Place the browned
chops in the bottom of a suitably-sized casserole dish so
they are overlapping.

3. Add 1 Tbsp. of oil to the pan and sauté the onion, car-
rot, and celery until half done. Add the sliced mushrooms
and garlic to the pan and continue to sauté until the mush-
rooms begin to soften.

4. Add the diced tomatoes, tomato paste, and chicken
stock along with the remaining herbs and spices including
the last ½ tsp of garam masala. Cook the mixture for five
minutes.

5. Pour the sauce over the chops, cover the dish and bake
in a 325 degree oven for 1½ hours or until the chops are
tender. Remove the bay leaf before serving. ∆
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To read other articles by Richard Blunt,
visit the Backwoods Home Magazine website at

www.backwoodshome.com



By Marcella Shaffer

B
asket making is a historical
skill that’s enjoying
renewed interest. Craft
stores and basket making

supply houses carry an array of mate-
rials, but you don’t need them to make
functional and attractive baskets. An
unlimited supply of basket making
material grows wild in most areas of
the country.

Nearly any vine can be used to make
a basket. Honeysuckle and wild grape
are used most commonly because of
their strength and abundance. They
also give a rustic and attractive
appearance to the finished basket.
Fortunately for the basket maker,
many landowners are happy to have
you gather these vines, since they eas-
ily become rampant and take over
fields and farmland. Always ask per-
mission first.

Gather the vines in autumn or early
spring. Look for vines that are of the
same thickness and as straight as pos-
sible, since they will be easier to work
with. Peel off the bark if you wish,
then coil it loosely and let it dry in a

cool, dark place. Drying the vines first
will prevent shrinkage, resulting in a
tighter weave. In the basket shown
here, the spokes are approximately 3/8
inch and the weavers about ¼ inch
thick when cut.

It’s always a good idea to gather
more vines than you think you’ll need.
This will give you several to choose
from and extras if one breaks. For
each basket you’ll need at least six, 7-
8 feet long pieces as filler spokes to
start, and eighteen or twenty, 6-7 feet
long pieces as filler spokes as the bas-
ket gets larger. You’ll also need
approximately 200 feet of weavers
and three pieces of thicker vine, 3 feet
long, which you’ll twist together for
the handle.

Before you start, soak the vine in
warm water until pliable. Wrap it in
towels to keep it moist while you’re
working. You’ll also need pruning
shears and a sharp knife. Spring-type
clothespins are useful to help keep
your weaving in place when you need
to stop or add another vine.

Remember to make each weave as
tight as possible and to keep your
vines damp and pliable.

Step One: Find the center of the six
long spokes and match them center to
center to form a cross. (See Fig. 1)

Step Two: Select a long weaver, and
fold it so that one side is
4 to 5 inches shorter
than the other. This will
prevent new weavers
from being added in the
same place on the bas-
ket. Loop the weaver
around the top three
spokes, and then twine
it over and under the bot-

tom three spokes. Repeat three times
around. (See Fig. 2)

Step Three: Now begin twining
around each individual spoke, cross-
ing the weaver after each spoke. Make

each round and cross as tight as possi-
ble. To add a new weaver, sharpen the
end of the new one and insert it in the
space between the weaver along the
spoke. (See Fig. 3)

Step Four: With each round your
basket will grow and the space
between spokes will enlarge. Fill this
space by adding the other spokes. (See
Fig. 4)

Step Five: When your twining has
produced an area of approximately 12
inches, it's time to start turning the
spokes upward. Wet them first for
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Figure 2. Loop weaver around top 3
spokes and twine around others.

Figure 1. Center six long
spokes to form a cross.

Figure 3. Sharpen the new
weaver and insert.



flexibility if you need to, and gradual-
ly bend them upward. A sharp bend
will often cause them to break.
Continue weaving until the sides are
of the desired height. Eight to ten
inches is a good side height for a 12-
inch base.

Step Six: To weave the rim, bend
the spokes over and weave them under
and over the next few spokes. Cut the
ends off flush with the inside of the

basket. Tuck the final spoke in as
before. (See Fig. 5)

Step Seven: Using the three
vines that you selected for the
handle, twist them together. Cut
to desired length, (plus 3"-4"),
and sharpen the ends. Insert them
approximately 1½ to 2 inches
into the sides of the basket. Tuck
the final spoke in as if you were
adding another spoke. Use anoth-
er thin vine to lash the handle in

place, repeating twice, to make an "X"
on the outside of the basket. Weave
and tuck ends as shown. (See Fig. 6)

Repeat the same procedure on the
other side of the basket.

Your basket is now ready for use. It
can be stained with wood stain if you
wish, or left natural to darken with
age. Don’t be discouraged if your first
ones are lopsided. They will still be
functional and your technique will
improve with each one you do. ∆
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Figure 6. Weave and tuck the
ends of the handle lashing.

Figure 4. Add more spokes
as your basket grows.

Figure 5. After weaving the
rim, tuck in the final spoke.
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BUILDING and TOOLS
Build a log house from scratch
Learn the basics of wall framing
Build an earth-sheltered log cabin
Build cheap, temporary shelters
Parge the ugly out of your con-

crete wall
Metal framing (instead of wood)
The right way to build a privy
Convert dead space to closet space
Try this simple slow cooker
Don’t throw away them bricks

FARM and GARDEN
The basics of backyard beekeeping
Growing Asian mustards
The magic of mulch
How to maintain the family pond
Raising water buffalo
Finding, buying, milking, and living

with the family cow
Getting started with chickens
Growing Goldenseal
7 factors when selecting alfalfa hay
Depression era gardening
How to make fruit picking easy
Plant your trees in the spring
Indian pear trees

RECIPES
Making bread
Lunchbox cookies
How about a delicious thistle salad
Country breakfasts
International ways with chicken
Home brew your own beer

Herbal wines
Zucchini milk
Wild turkey, goose, and venison

for the holidays
Cooking on top of your

heating stove
Make butter the easy way
Cooking with hot peppers
A Civil War Christmas dinner
Tips and tricks for the kitchen
Cooking for a crowd

INDEPENDENT ENERGY
Survival strategies
Aluminum-air battery
New fluorescent bulbs that last
Creating a hot water system
Wind generator questions

and answers
When the electricity goes off
High voltage ac, low voltage dc
Millennium vehicles
Sunny solutions for north slope

applications

MAKING A LIVING
There’s money in mushrooms — if

you know what you’re doing
Start a home-based herb business
Boost your income by adding a

processing step to what you sell
Used bookstores can be successful

in the hinterlands
Here’s how my family makes its

diverse country living

SELF SUFFICIENCY
Home canning meats & veggies
Use common herbs to treat the

common cold
Dig a poor man’s well
Start a home-based food business
With commonsense planning, you

can survive hard times
Medical kits for self-reliant families
Start a self-sufficiency garden even

in a cramped apartment

COUNTRY LIVING
A horse named Lady
Looking for love in rural places
Roll your own newspaper logs
Moving to the wilderness —

turning the dream to reality
Kerosene lamps — a bright idea
Buy your country place from the

government
Here’s how to start your own small

town theater company
The good life on the Big Island
Reflecting on a life in the woods,

and looking ahead
Keeping poison ivy under control

PLUS: Homeschooling,
Health, Crafts, Guns,
Computers, Just for kids,
Americana, History,
Reviews, Humor, Letters,
Commentary, and much
more.
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(Dear Readers - Thank you for wri t ing to
Backwoods Home Magazine. The opinions and sug-
gestions we receive from our readers are very impor-
tant to us. We regret that we are no longer able to
print or individually respond to every letter received
due to the volume. We do read every letter received,
and pass them along to the editor or writer con-
cerned. We print a selection from our mail that best
represents the views and concerns of our readers.

— The Editors)

Doomsday and Gary North
I read your publishers note regard-

ing the doomsayers—well done. I am
certain that not one of them has con-
fessed to being in error.

I was foolish enough to fall prey to
Gary North several years ago and
actually bought a subscription to his
Remnant Review—what a God awful
joke that rag is. After a couple issues
I was sick of it and tried to make a
claim against his money back guaran-
tee—no way, buddie I wasted my
money. I’ll stick with BHM. Thank
you for some great entertainment and
useful information.

Vince Williams, Saint Louis, MO

CD-ROM
I just received my new CD ROM. I

am really enjoying it, although I real-
ly would have preferred hard copies.
I would have still bought the CD…it
would be a nice addition…it’s not a
substitute though. I would love to
have the first seven years anthologies
on CD as well. But please don’t stop
making the hard copies of your work.
Books, unlike the 8-track tape player,
do not become obsolete.

Mike Van Horn
libertyeagle@grrtech.com

We hope to print the hard copy of
year number 8 this year, as well as
make the CD-ROM for the first 6
years. Since the CD-ROM requires
far less up-front money from us, that
may get done first. — Dave

Energy Works section
I want to commend you on the new

Energy Works section. It adds more
to an already extraordinary maga-
zine. Energy independence is the
main reason I initially subscribed to
Backwoods Home. After reading my
first issue (#56), I was hooked. You
have a great team at BHM.

Chris Lamb, Robbins, NC

Thank you for the information on
soldering copper pipes to fins for
making solar panels for hot water
heating. Your advice sounds very sen-
sible. Glad we found you and BHM at
our local Borders. It’s great to know
someone like you is out there to help
solar “do-it-yourselfers.” We’ll be
looking for your article with Rob
Harlan.

John Pack & Elena Freidman
Magicalmex@aol.com

We’ve had a lot of positive feed-
back on our new Energy Works sec-
tion, which is edited by Michael
Hackleman. The Rob Harlan piece is
in this issue. —Dave

“Real gun criminals”
commentary

I never thought I would be say-
ing that you didn’t go far enough
in your pro-gun article. But I think
you let the real motivation get
away scott-free. I think that the
real motivation behind the anti-
gun politicians is that they can’t
REALLY do anything about crime,
so they go after guns in an attempt
to make a lot of noise. They need
to show that they are hard on
crime, in ways where they don’t
have to do anything meaningful.

After all, prisons cost money which
is spent on convicts that, generally,
can’t or won’t vote. Courtrooms cost

money, judges cost money, police cost
money. This money is not apparently
useful in the short term, so it doesn’t
generate votes. Votes and campaign
funds are generated by supporting
unions and constantly reciting the
mantra of “jobs.” Votes and cam-
paign funds are generated by opening
government lands to developers. Not
many convicts make political dona-
tions, I would say.

The real message won’t be carried
to the politicians by a small number
of homesteaders who hole up on their
homesteads, even if they have guns. I
imagine the politicians think that
homesteaders are a bunch of nuts
who probably don’t vote anyway. No,
the word will be carried by people
who stand up at town meetings or
write lots of letters and e-mails to
challenge the politicians’ failure to
curb crime. The real word will be got-
ten through to politicians when the
masses stand up and say: “I voted for
you, and I sent some campaign
money; I don’t want to hear about
guns any more, unless you also tell
me what you are doing about the
rapists in our town, the child moles-
ters, the abusive spouses, and the
drug dealers.”

C. A. Jordan
cajordan@earthlink.net

Good point. I might add that we
don’t need more prisons. If the gov-
ernment stopped prosecuting victim-
less crimes (personal marijuana use,
for example) we’d have a surplus of
prison space so they could lock away
violent criminals. — Dave

I enjoy your magazine. I just fin-
ished reading your “My View” article
in the May/June issue. Extremely
good food-for-thought if not outright
fiat. I personally know three ladies
who are un-raped, un-robbed and
alive today because they had a gun
when the situation demanded it. None
of them had to do anything but dis-
play it and promise to use it if neces-

Letters
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sary (as in 98% of the 2½ million
uses of firearms for protection last
year). Your feelings about Ms.
Feinstein are like preaching to the
choir for me. But, one must realize
that she like all (or should I say most)
politicians possess unmitigated gall
and loyalty to the globalist cause.
Your final lament in the article as to
“Why are we letting this happen” is:
“we” aren’t. “We” tragically are
subjected to a well orchestrated, well
funded, global attempt to disarm the
world. You can hardly blame people
when they are bombarded by good
looking, well dressed, articulate and
knowledgeable people acting as news
anchormen and talk show hosts,
etc…Dan Rascal is so sincere in his
documentaries that your psyche des-
perately wants to relate and it takes a
strong, determined exercise of the
will to be pragmatic. My mother,
pushing 80, is always asking why the
“news” does not cover this or that
happening and doesn’t fully realize
that it’s not a part of the scenario.
That’s why magazines such as yours
are great. You are providing a great
service as well as making a living, a
forum and source of knowledge that
is critical to “we” doing something
about it.

I seldom read the “letters to edi-
tors” in other publications in the
depth I do yours. You can relate with
the writer because they are talking
from the heart and, sadly, many of
them, especially from an urban envi-
ronment, don’t have a point of rela-
tion. For example in 1957 I walked
into a sporting goods store at age 15
and purchased my first .22 caliber
pistol. No background check, no
papers, no hassle whatsoever. I sel-
dom shoot that gun (not weapon)
because it is now attaining family
heirloom status but over the years me
and my siblings (there are 9 of us)
fired thousands of rounds through it.
God help a 15-year-old today that
would even attempt to buy ammuni-
tion. To date Mr. Kennedy’s car has

killed far more people than my .22
ever has and ever will if I can help it.
I am 57 and cannot remember a time
that guns were not a fixture in our
home and all our friends’ and fami-
lies’ homes. In fact I had to attain
adulthood and locate to an urban
environment before I ever met some-
one who did not own a gun. My point
is I lived a lifestyle as regards guns
that is increasingly foreign to many
people. No wonder “we” don’t seem
to be doing anything about it.

I spent last weekend at the world’s
largest gun show in Tulsa—3,000
tables of tens of thousands of guns
and God knows how many people.
The powers that be would have you
believe that I was in peril of my life
around so many gun nuts. In fact I
found thousands of friendly, polite,
considerate, average, hard-working
Americans from all over the country
(and some foreigners) doing what
we’ve done since our founding. I at
no time felt fear or imperilment. In
short I totally enjoyed myself and
dropped a few buckos on the Tulsa
economy in the process.

Keep up the good work. I too
totally enjoy the irreverent jokes and
Mr. Ayoob’s articles. As some writer
said in the letters section: “Don’t
change a thing.”

Michael Harris
Bonne Terre, MO

I have read your magazine from
time to time and found it interest-
ing and informative. I decided to
subscribe after reading your edi-
torial about the “real gun crimi-
nals.” This prompted me to do a
little research for the truth and
open my eyes to what really goes
on. The Feins te in th ing real ly
pissed me off and coincidentally I
came across more Feinstein info
in the NRA magaz ine . Th i s
prompted me to write many angry
letters. I have enclosed copies of
the letter for your perusal.

Thank you for telling it like it
is! Keep up the good work. By the
way, congratulations on your bat-
ting 10 for 10 on the predictions
thing.

Chris Olson, Juneau, AK

Evolution
You exercised your right to express

your evolution theories as fact. You
also took the opportunity to demean
Christians who oppose your view in
the editorial & comments section.
Enough said, although I enjoy the
valid aspects of BHM I will now exer-
cise my right to not renew my sub-
scription and further support your
lambastions of my brothers in Christ.

Richard Day
Travis Air Force Base, CA

Priscilla Dugan writes: “Many true
scientists will admit that they have no
scientific proof of the earth being
more than 6,000 to 10,000 years
old…” This is nonsense. There is
plenty. I would like to see a list of
these “true scientists.”

Richard Whitehead, Hammond, NY

About the evolution article: Holy
cow, what an uproar. I personally
subscribe to the creation version, but
think it is a good idea to know of the
world’s version of things. Just
because I know doesn’t mean I have
to participate!!

Keep up the great work. I really
liked the drugs & legalization article
and I’m thinking seriously about
becoming an “armed female.” O,
boy, now it’s “I am woman, smell my
gunpowder.”

Joyce Mahoney, Magna, UT

Lost in the VA fire/
Rosie and guns

How about considering a heading
for your commentary page (My View,
page 7) using the Samual Adams
quote that ended the July/Aug issue?

I have been around a long time and
find people today have forgotten or
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have been brainwashed to feel gov-
ernment is boss, be it local or federal.
They work for us but act like masters
regardless if it is city or Washington
talking.

The recent “expose” by 20/20 as
big news how the government often
claims to have no records in VA mat-
ters was no surprise to many of us
who were given the “lost in the fire
story” for years.

I took this crap for awhile till I got
mad after being told “a discharge is
not evidence of service.”

Congressmen are a waste of time so
often in getting answers, however
people that work for them often turn
out to be vets also. These folks cut to
the chase and say it is because “the
workers(?) at VA are too damn lazy
to look for the files needed, and the
lost-in-the-fire story is a way to get
your case off their desk.”

Sometimes it takes a little pressure
like a promise to come to the office,
talk to them in person to get the VA to
get back from a day long coffee break
and find the requested items.

If a reader wants a lesson in abuse
of power, just go file for Social
Security Disability or a VA loan. You
will not believe you are still in
America the way the law is ignored
and disregarded. I realize there are
some hard working folks in both sec-
tions but I never had the pleasure to
encounter them.

Now that Rosie O’D has a new view
of the value of guns let’s all work to
see she learns there are uses for guns
that need to be guarded. I see her as
merely someone that perhaps means
well but has never learned the history
lessons in school like she admits she
did not learn Geography. With her
bodyguard now carrying a gun it is a
perfect time to have folks write to her
asking she consider reading the 2nd
Amendment on her show each time
she bashes guns. I think she is just
uninformed and ill advised to date.

It is not just Rosie but untold num-
bers of folk that just do not under-

stand history and the value our
founding fathers placed in firearms.
They are much more needed today
than any other time recently.
Americans today are in warm water
just like the frog that stays in same,
not realizing it is getting hotter and
hotter to the point of cooking his per-
sonality!

Much of the problem today can be
placed upon legal whores that sell
their services merely for the lucre,
like publications that kneel before the
people that have sold out to special
interests instead of having values and
guts! Hang in there Dave, a man must
be able to face the face in the mirror,
do what you know is right just as you
have with BHM. As you know success
is not spelled m-o-n-e-y. Think of it as
an ant and a rubber tree plant.

Thanks for a great magazine and a
strong constitution personally, keep
on keeping on.

Alem Yodr, alemyodr@hotmail.com

Some gun control history
I appreciate your stand on gun con-

trol, especially during this period of
history when such a stand is “politi-
cally incorrect.” We need more peo-
ple to stand up and tell the politicians
they no longer control what we say or
think.

I’m forwarding some historical
information for you and your read-
ers…this should be an eye opener…a
lot of people get upset with Hitler’s
plan to exterminate the Jews…those
folks should also go back and review
the plans of the United States of
America in reference to the Native
Americans in the 1800’s…we beat
Hitler to that process by a hundred
years…and we don’t believe it could
happen again?

Something to think about…
“In 1929, the Soviet Union estab-

lished gun control. From 1929 to
1953, about 20 million dissidents,
unable to defend themselves, were
rounded up and exterminated.

“In 1911, Turkey established gun
control. From 1915 to 1917, 1.5
million Armenians, unable to
defend themselves, were rounded up
and exterminated.

“Germany established gun con-
trol in 1938 and from 1939 to 1945,
13 million Jews and others who
were unable to defend themselves
were rounded up and exterminated.

“China established gun control in
1935. From 1948 to 1952, 20 mil-
lion political dissidents, unable to
defend themselves, were rounded up
and exterminated.

“Guatemala established gun con-
trol in 1964. From 1964 to 1981,
100,000 Mayan Indians, unable to
defend themselves, were rounded up
and exterminated.

“Uganda established gun control
in 1970. From 1971 to 1979,
300,000 Christians, unable to
defend themselves, were rounded up
and exterminated.

“Cambodia established gun con-
trol in 1956. From 1975 to 1977,
one million ‘educated’ people,
unable to defend themselves, were
rounded up and exterminated.”

Defenseless people rounded up
and exterminated in the 20th
Century because of gun control: 56
million.

The next time someone talks in
favor of gun control, ask them
“Who do YOU want to round up
and exterminate?” With guns, we
are citizens. Without them, we are
subjects.

Something to think about…Don’t
let the liberal media control your
mind with their propaganda blitz.
They want to blame crime on gun
ownership to justify eventual gun
confiscation, but they’re soft on
crime law enforcement and they say
pro-violence and an immoral enter-
tainment industry is the real cause.

Most of the politicians in both
parties are controlled by the liberal
establishment. In effect, we have a
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one party system. They deserve
academy awards.

Bill
weshadow@willapabay.org

Septic system
I enjoy your magazine very much.

In fact I go thru as much expense to
get it as you go thru to get it to me.
You send it to my mother. She takes
all the fillers inserted in the magazine
then splits it in half and mails it 1st
class mail to me. I live in Saudi
Arabia and I can receive 1st class
mail up to 11 ounces. That costs me
about $1.80 for each half so you can
see I go thru some trouble to get your
magazine. I thank my mother for her
help. I have some land just about paid
for and I plan on moving to it in the
next 1½ years. I have got a lot of
good ideas from your magazine and
now you know why I subscribe to
Backwoods Home. I have just picked
a couple of sights for a house. My
next project is to get a water witch to
locate some possible locations for a
well so I can place the house. The
information I need now is more infor-
mation on septic tanks. I am really
interested in the design of a rock reed
filter system instead of a standard
drain field. I have the space for this
and I understand the water output
from a rock reed filter is 99% pure.
There was research completed in the
state of Mississippi about 5 years ago
but I can’t find any information on
how to build one with any details on
the layout and design of one.

Otis Andrews
eandrews@sheltonbbs.com

I’m not familiar with the design of
the system, but maybe one of our
knowledgeable readers will either
write in or contact you via e-mail
about it. —Dave

Applause
Keep up the good work as I consid-

er Backwoods Home Magazine to be
the best magazine I have ever read. I

am approximately five years from
retiring to my backwoods home and
enjoy your publication more than
any other magazine I’ve ever read.
And, at 58 years old that is quite a
few magazines.

Also, please give my sincere
regards to your entire staff for a job
well done. All of your honest views
and opinions are a refreshing
change from the usual tradition of,
“vogue-a-phobic-hero’s” and com-
mercialism. Being born and raised in
the back-country, I am anxious to get
back to it. Also to all of you, “contin-
ue following your hearts in back-
country living.”

To the unfortunate who have never
experienced this, “try harder to fol-
low your dreams as this lifestyle is
the only way to live.” Also in my
opinion, there should be a “Surgeon
General’s warning” as we approach
each city in America, as today's city-
life is by far more hazardous to your
health than any brand of tobacco.

John Williams, Frackville, PA

Excellent job on your magazine,
and as always, a realistic view of the
world. We are in a truly sad state of
affairs. It saddens me greatly to see
all of the changes for the worse that
have happened in my lifetime. (I’m 30
yrs old now) I can’t imagine what it’s
like for people like my grandmother
and grandfather. It must be a great
disappointment for them.

I just wanted to write to you and say
thank you for your magazine. It is a
good, sturdy, and dependable service
that has a beneficial and positive
message for your subscribers. Please
keep up the excellent work and may
God bless you richly.

Even though I may not always
agree with you 100% (more like 98%
recently) I still respect your well
thought out and interesting writings.
Although I am still a suburbanite
zombie, I often enjoy day dreaming
about life in the wilds of America, just
off of a two-track, somewhere, peace-

ful and quiet. This day dream usually
follows the one I have about hitting
the ka-zillion dollar lottery, being
declared a national treasure, and
being absolutely tax exempt.

Michael G. Shaum, Elkhart, IN

Thanks for putting out such a great
magazine! I absorb it as fast as I can
get it. I want to say that I miss the
“Critical Thinking” articles. I really
enjoyed reading about O.E.
MacDougal and his “School Circles,
(old Marine Corps term meaning
place to learn).”

I also enjoy the information that
comes from Dave and John. It’s
refreshing to learn things that were
deliberately left out of my public high
school education. Would you please
consider adding more information on
foraging and wilderness survival?

Timothy D. Cadwell
tcadwell1@juno.com

The “Critical Thinking” articles will
return next issue with a sobering arti-
cle titled, The Coming American
Dictatorship. —Dave

Ten years? Hard to believe. May I
join what I perceive to be a big crowd
of your peers, fans and envious others
in saying congratulations. Backwoods
Home, from issue one, is a body of
great work by a good and honorable
journalist who never lost sight of
what he was doing and how it should
be done right. Here’s wishing you
another decade that will be just as
rewarding and helpful to those who
wish to escape the rat race and build
lives rewarding through self-suffi-
ciency.

You wrote; “…I remember far more
times when we got the articles right,
when we published important infor-
mation by writers who had never
been published before, or when we
recruited pros like Yeager, Williams,
Ayoob, Blunt, Thomsen, Fallick,
Geissal, Evangelista, Hooker,
Modeland, Harris, Waterman,
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Shober, Sanders, Clay, Hackleman,
and many others. Great information
couched in great writing.”

Thanks. I appreciate being in this
group and having contributed.

Best regards to you, Annie and all
the rest of the gang.

Vern Modeland
modeland@runningriver.com

Having appreciated his writing for
some time, Hackleman was the bait
that got me to purchase a copy of
BHM at the MREA fair. But the
columns about firearms are what set
the hook. It’s refreshing to find a pub-
licaton that can address independent
living without conforming to the ide-
ologies of either the politically cor-
rect or redneck boneheads.

Steven Mast
Hanover Park, IL

Again your editorial comments in
this month’s issue are right on the
mark. It’s my first read of every issue,
would love to see an anthology with
all your editorials. This issue was
especially relevant as my interest is in
alternative energy methods & sys-
tems. I like your recent section
“Energy Works.” Please don’t
change your magazine.

Dave Saunderson
Outpost@westelcom.com

Issue No. 63
Publisher’s Note

Don’t you realize that you already
have a loyal following? Look at all of
us that read your magazine every
month, that hang upon your every
editorial, that quote you to our less
enlightened friends and neighbors. Of
course, unlike Gary North or David
Icke, you’re a messenger of reason,
hope, and redemption by our own
hands. You see, that’s where the flaw
is. You encourage your followers to
think for themselves, to take com-
mand of their own lives. The doom-
sayers pretty much want to sell their
books, and little more. It’s hard to

fleece folks when you’re giving them
incredible value for their dollar. So
please keep doing what you do, with the
excellent crew you do it with. The team
at BHM is the best in the business.

Larry Cywin
Worthington Springs, FL

Online edition
Thank you very much for providing

the online edition. It’s great to be
able to put it on the laptop and take it
camping with me.

Kimberly Madison
kimberlymadison@hotmail.com

I want to thank you for the archiv-
ing of articles from earlier issues
which you are in the process of doing
on your website. Reading some of
John’s earlier columns from issues
that predate my subscription is a real
pleasure since my decision to sub-
scribe was based on the column, “We
Don’t Need No Steenkin’ 2nd
Amendment.”

Right now, with my subscription
due for renewal, my only problem in
deciding is not whether to resub-
scribe (that’s a foregone decision)
but whether to choose the online sub-
scription or the print subscription.

I appreciate all the work your staff
has done in archiving and right now
I’m leaning toward taking the online
subscription. Thanks, guys. Without
BHM, this country would be a much
less interesting place to live. Tell Mac
that I still think he’d make a great
President, even though he’d probably
only want to serve one term.

Ernie Roberts, Amelia, VA

Rights taken away
I must admit that your magazine is

one of the best investments I’ve made
in a long time. And believe me when I
say that I choose my investments
wisely. Money is tight where I’m at
right now.

At present I’m incarcerated in the
Indiana Department of Corrections
for protecting my family and property

from someone who will always be
able to obtain a firearm, no matter
what laws are passed. Yes, it does
happen!

A person doesn’t realize how valu-
able their rights are until they are
taken away. Be it by the government
or the laws enforcing the government.

We as Americans must do our duty
to insure that our rights remain intact
for our children and all of our family
to follow behind us. We cannot let the
government continue to run
roughshod over us. By standing
together and demanding to be heard,
we will be able to dictate what our
government can and will be able to
do. This is how the system was
designed to work. Whether this is
done by great publications such as
BHM or any other legal means it
doesn’t matter, but it must be done,
and done quickly.

Our rights are being stripped from
us as we speak. Each day we lose a
little more ground. And we all know
it’s a lot harder to stop something
once it gains momentum.

We need to educate ourselves and
those around us and come to under-
stand that what we say can’t happen
to us, can happen. I speak from expe-
rience on this.

I myself am a former member of the
Armed Forces, having served in
Desert Shield and Desert Storm,
obtaining an Honorable Discharge.
Now the government has taken from
me the second and most important
amendment. These are the things I
fought for, at least that’s what I was
led to believe.

Are the bureaucrats actually willing
to stoop to such depths to achieve
what they want? (Gun Control)

How many of our rights have they
already taken while we weren’t pay-
ing attention. I’m scared to learn the
answer.

I don’t want to sound like a radical,
but I do want people to realize what I
happened to learn too late.
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I hope this helps some people real-
ize that life is precious and short. We
have the right, that our forefathers
fought and died for, to pursue happi-
ness and prosperity. We can’t allow
everything they accomplished be
pushed aside.

My time here is up next July and
after this short time away from every-
thing I enjoy and love I’ve come to
respect life a little more. It’s like they
say, “You don’t know what you have
until they take it away.”

Let’s not let them take any more.
If there is anyone wishing to corre-

spond with me about these or other
issues please write:

Jeff Craig #990311
730 E. Washington St.

Indianapolis, IN 46202

U.S. Constitution
Thank you for the copy of

Constitution and Declaration of
Independence.

We are strong supporters of
Constitutional Rights, especially the
right to own, hold, & use property,
and of course the 2nd amendment.
Our answering machine message
reminds callers to support the above.
Your message to subscribers is so
important—by giv ing them the
booklet, maybe they will review it
more often.

Gayle Hanna, Midland, MI

I just received #64 and it is great as
usual.

I have taken your BHM &
Countryside when I’ve had the
money, I think they are both very
good. Due to an injury to my left
hand, I’ll only be renewing one this
fall, it will be BHM because of your
stand on “The Constitution.” I love
the history that “Mac & John” get
into all the time, like the story about
salt and the Presidents’ wives, stuff
like that.

Mr. Smith’s cancelation is unfortu-
nate for him. He thinks it’s better to
bury his head in the sand. The Gov’t

loves sheeple like that. I’m stickin
with you.

How about “Mac & John” do one
on the U.N. taking our National
Parks as “World Heritage Sites” by
executive order from Slick Willy!

Oh guys, I have a question:
“Which college should I go to and

for how long before I’m stupid
enough to believe perjury is not
impeachable?”

Tom Bickel, South Bend, IN

Thumb-hole stock
for Mini-14

In the May/June issue’s Ayoob on
Firearms column, Justine Ayoob is
shown in a picture carrying a Mini-
14 and a CAR-15. The Mini-14 is in
an aftermarket “thumb-hole” stock.
Can I get information on the manu-
facturer of this stock?

Michael Massimi, Tucson, AZ

The thumb-hole stock for the
Mini-14 was made in Australia,
apparently in very small numbers.
I picked it up in the United
Kingdom not long after their
“assault rifle ban.” I brought it
back to the states and it did noble
heavy duty service for well over a
decade. In the spring of 2000,
after countless rounds in the hands
of students as a loaner rifle, the
stock developed a crack that could
not be repaired by epoxy. It appar-
ently is not replaceable. A shame:
it was superbly ergonomic.

— Mas Ayoob

“Why not risk it all”
editorial

We, the American People, are
rapidly losing our freedoms and few
seem to care.

Unlike R. Smith, I wish to thank you
for your commentary of “My View”
in the May/June 2000 and I appreci-
ated your rebuttal in the above refer-
enced issue.

Dixon L. Lowther
Oklahoma City, OK

Dave’s latest commentary, “Why
not risk it all”, is one that everyone
should read. I’m currently a member
of the NRA and am proud to be! I
believe strongly that guns save more
lives than they take. It’s just that the
media never reports those stories;
they focus on what some nut has done
with a gun against citizens. Guns
don’t kill people; people kill people,
whether they use a gun or something
else. I’d like to share something I
read in the June/July 2000 issue of
North American Hunter, the official
publication of the North American
Hunting Club. I shall repeat it here
word for word.

The Heart of the Problem
Editor’s note: On May 27, 1999,

Darrell Scott, the father of Rachel
Scott, a victim of the Columbine High
School shootings in Littleton,
Colorado, was invited to address
the House Judiciary subcommittee.
Here are some of his comments from
that speech.

“Since the dawn of creation there
has been both good and evil in the
hearts of men and women.…In the
days that followed the Columbine
tragedy, I was amazed at how quickly
fingers began to be pointed at groups
such as the NRA. I am not a member
of the NRA. I am not a hunter. I do
not even own a gun. I am not here to
represent or defend the NRA because
I don’t believe that they need to be
defended. If I believed they had any-
thing to do with Rachel’s murder I
would be their strongest oppo-
nent.…Much of the blame lies here in
this room. Much of the blame lies
behind the pointing fingers of the
accusers themselves.

Spiritual influences were present
within our educational systems for
most of our nation’s history. Many of
our major colleges began as theologi-
cal seminaries. This is a historical
fact. What has happened to us as a
nation? We have refused to honor
God, and in doing so, we open the
doors to hatred and violence.
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And when something as terrible as
Columbine’s tragedy occurs, politi-
cians immediately look for a scape-
goat such as the NRA. They immedi-
ately seek to pass more restrictive
laws that contribute to the erosion of
our personal and private liberties. We
do not need more restrictive
laws.…No amount of gun laws can
stop someone who spends months
planning this type of massacre.…”

Further, three cheers for you Dave,
for not abandoning all mention of
guns and politics and swinging over
to environmental activism. We sure
don’t need an ever bigger govern-
ment control that today’s activists
strive for. Please keep up the good
work, Dave. Thanks goes out to all
the contributors to BHM, especially
to Dave’s commentary My View,
Massad Ayoob’s great articles, and
the ever-funny Irreverent Joke Page.

Wade Lawrence, Homer, AK

I just renewed my subscription to
your publication for another year. I
used to renew for three years at a
time but three years ago I was diag-
nosed with terminal cancer. The doc-
tors have said that I have three to six
months to live. Sooner or later one of
them will be right. My days of self
reliance seem to be over and I almost
let my subscription expire. I renewed
my subscription primarily because of
your views on gun ownership and the
second amendment to the constitu-
tion. The first thing I read each month
is your commentary “My View.” This
month Mr. R. Smith canceled his
subscription effectively removing
himself from the debate because of
your stand. On the other hand, I
renewed my subscription because of
your point of view which I feel
should be supported.

Charles K. Scott, Commander USN ret.
ckscott@eznet.net

Yesterday I received the latest issue
of BHM. I read your editorial, which
began with a letter from a (former)

reader who criticized you for your
stand on our Bill of Rights and
specifically our second amendment.
He said he would be canceling
his subscription.

In the remainder of your editorial
you explained your personal stance
and commented on how others have
made themselves rich by kow-towing
to the environmental special interests.

I would like to thank you for your
courage in resisting the urge to
enrich yourself by sacrificing your
principles and our constitution to
those who are willing to make them-
selves servants of an out of control
government.

I can’t believe that such people
would be so willing and foolish to
trade not only their own freedom, but
the freedom of their children and
grandchildren, for a mere promise of
security and full bellies made by the
worthless politicians that inhabit our
federal government. If anyone needs
to see how well a government “takes
care” of people, all they have to do is
visit big-city public housing some day.

Not to mention the multitude of
other countries who have govern-
ments that purport to “take care” of
their people. Cuba comes immediate-
ly to mind, and of course the Soviet
Union. And dare we forget South
Africa, where Nelson Mandela was
arrested and imprisoned for many
years for the crime of smuggling guns
into that country in an attempt to arm
the oppressed, who where denied
weapons under the “gun control”
provisions of their law. Can there be
any doubt that racism would have
ended if the majority of blacks of
South Africa had been allowed to
possess arms?

Furthermore, it should not be for-
gotten that gun control laws in this
country had their origin in the
attempt to prevent former black
slaves from possessing firearms,
which those former slaves might use
to defend themselves and their fami-
lies against racist violence by the

likes of the KKK and other white
Americans, which violence was con-
doned and at times even supported by
many local, state, and dare I say even
the federal government. We would all
do well to look with grave suspicion
upon any suggestion that we give up
our right to keep and bear arms.

I’ll hang on to my firearms, thank
you, and I am going to print your
final quote from John Adams in
large font, frame it, and display it in
my living room, to be read and
pondered by all who visit, citizens
and subjects alike.

Al Pion, Keno, OR

Removing ticks
I love your magazine. Thanks espe-

cially for the handy copy of the con-
stitution. Tip: To remove ticks that
have already taken hold, just cover
entire tick with a glob of vaseline,
grease (heavy), lard or any like sub-
stance. Wait 5 minutes and wipe
away. The tick will have died and
turned loose—no leaving a part of the
tick in the wound. Clean wound and
apply antibiotic. No tweezers to make
kids cry!

Sylvia Hanneken
Verona, MO

Snake bite advice
As some one who has always had

an interest in critters and worked
professionally with reptiles for 12
years, I’m always amazed by the
seemingly endless and usually awful
articles that appear in outdoor and
back to the land magazines every
spring about poisonous snakes and
snake bite treatment.

What you should know about rat-
tlesnakes in the May/June Issue of
BHM is better then many but it still
contains a lot of things you shouldn’t
know. If Marjorie had confined her
comments to the treatment of bites
this would be a short letter. In that
area her information was generally
good. I might have said a few things
slightly differently or stressed various
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items more or less but my only real
complaints about this part of the arti-
cle are the handling of the cut and
suck issue, the failure to deal realisti-
cally with the relative risks of snake
bite in North America and a lack of
detailed information about the risks
and proper handling of antivenin.

The main reason that cut and suck
has been done incorrectly so often is
that there isn’t a good way to do it.
Marjorie mentions that hemotoxins
destroy red blood cells and that is
true enough. But it isn’t the end of the
story. Hemotoxins (sometimes called
cytotoxins) attack and break down
body tissue in general. Hemotoxic
venoms are actually modified and
highly active salivas or digestive
juices that not only kill small prey
animals but also help to digest them.

Scarring and crippling, not death,
are the real dangers from North
American viper bites. Cutting an x
into the site of a bite only adds dam-
age to an area that is already under
attack and almost always results in
considerable scarring and in fact it
takes far less then 30 minutes for the
venom to disperse into the surround-
ing tissue and you are unlikely to
recover much of the poison. I’ve
heard of cases where shallow bites
resulted in injections just under the
skin. Lancing in such a situation
would be appropriate but in most
cases you can do a great deal of
harm and probably not much good.
Even without increasing tissue
destruction there are many areas
where a quarter inch incision can
reach arteries, veins, or tendons.
Immediate suction without cutting
may remove some venom and do little
harm. Hemotoxic venoms actually are
quite digestible and oral suction does
not pose a very great risk to anybody.
Neurotoxic venoms if swallowed
might have some nasty side effects
but even they pose little risk in a
healthy mouth.

The suggestion that little rattlers
can be as deadly as big rattlers is

overstated and certainly misses the
point that big rattlers aren’t very
deadly. Snakebite isn’t something that
I’d recommend to my friends but even
the most dangerous bites in North
America are not going to kill you.
Even without medical attention the
fatality rate is less then 10 percent
and with treatment almost no one
dies. In an average year there are
1500 to 1800 snake bites in the U.S.
and 6 or 7 deaths. Most deaths result
from untreaded bites and allergic
reaction to the serum. In a few cases
the venom is injected directly into an
artery or vein. Such bites are often
fatal.

But let’s get back to the horse
serum. Antivenin is able to counteract
venom and if applied properly and in
a timely fashion it practically elimi-
nates a fairly slight chance of death,
reduces the risk of permanent dam-
age and turns a horrendous experi-
ence into one that is merely awful. If
you are allergic it can kill you when
the venom would not. So keep your
wits about you and make sure it is
done right. This isn’t something you
can safely leave to the doctor. Even
in areas with large populations of
venomous snakes, snake bite is rela-
tively rare. One tenth of one cc is the
prescribed skin test but I know of at
least one case in which a doctor who
had not treated a bite for some time
used 1 cc. Not a hard mistake to make
but had Jeff been allergic it probably
would have been a lethal one. So
make sure both you and the doctor
read and follow the directions that
come with the kits. And don’t think
you can skip the test because you pre-
viously had no reaction. Rates of
reaction increase greatly after an ini-
tial exposure to horse serum.

To me the rattlesnakes and their
relatives symbolize wilderness in a
way few other creatures do. And it
annoys me when someone writes
about these fascinating creatures and
doesn’t take the trouble to get it right.

Marjorie does not give enough
details: pattern, where the red is
located and so on for a positive ID
but it’s safe to say the little red
snakes are not baby rattlesnakes
which are simply slightly more vivid
miniatures of the adults.

Now I realize Arizona has eleven
species of rattlesnakes, more than
any other state, and that most of them
are somewhat variable, others very
much so, and although I’ve handled
or observed virtually all of the North
American poisonous snakes at one
time or another but in the field, par-
ticularly without some time to
observe them, I might not always
make a positive identification.
However I would not place the timber
rattlesnake, an eastern species, in
Arizona. If I knew what area the
Burris family lived in it would be a
little easier to figure out which
species she means since some have
rather restricted ranges in the state.
Several species, particularly if they
haven’t shed recently, can look quite
dark as adults. The Massasauga pro-
duces a fair number of melanistic
individuals and these are normally
the only truly black rattlesnakes
found in Arizona but this species only
rarely reaches three feet in length.
While people often overestimate the
length of snakes, black specimens are
not typical of the Massasauga popu-
lation. Therefore I suspect she is talk-
ing about black tailed or western rat-
tlesnakes. Both species have a fair
number of individuals with black
markings. If I had to guess I’d go
with the western since it usually has
the overall darker appearance, and
dark individuals tend to be common
in wooded parts of the range which
may give us the timber tie-in.
Marjorie seems to garble the identifi-
cation of the western diamondback
and the Mohave also. Other species
like the blacktailed and western could
be involved also since the 1st is often
greenish and the second is some-
times, but the Mohave and western
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diamondback are the only species
with actual diamond markings in
Arizona. The two species are often
confused. They overlap to some extent
but the big difference is size. The
western diamondback is the 2nd
largest poisonous snake in North
America. A five foot specimen is a
fairly typical adult. The record is 89
inches. The average Mohave is two or
three feet. The record is 51 inches.
They never reach five feet. The only
other Arizona species to reach five
feet is the western and that would be
a nearly record specimen.

I have to give Marjorie some credit
for trying to dispel the myths that rat-
tlesnakes always rattle before they
bite and that snakes swallow their
young to protect them.

But then she falls victim to some
other myths. Rattlesnake courtship is
interesting but short lived. They don’t
form lasting attachments. A number
of individuals may be attracted to the
same area for food, water, or shelter
but they do not travel in pairs. And
the estimate of 50 little snakes is a
shade high. Over the years when I
talked to groups I often asked them
how many babies a rattlesnake had at
one time. The answer was almost
always the same as Marjorie’s 50 to
100. This story is so common that I
suspect that it affects the perception
of naturalists. I’ve often seen 10 or 12
suggested as the average litter but
having watched a good many births
in captivity and one in the wild I sus-
pect that 6-8 is more typical and 4 or
5 as common as 10 or 12, even 20
would be exceptional. The 50 to 100
figure is probably based on the
exploits of garter snakes. One female
established a record of 126 births
and I kept a female who had 79
but even with garter snakes 20 or 30
is more typical.

Finally I don’t know what to make
of the hose story. I suspect it was
included for the entertainment value.
This is the serpentine equivalent of an
urban legend. I’ve heard this story a

hundred times. But it does not add up.
Snakes bite for only two reasons: to
get food and defend themselves. A
garden hose laying on the ground
isn’t a likely candidate for either rea-
son. Besides, while a rattler striking
from the classic coiled position can
hit with tremendous force and may
leave a bruise even if it does not
inject venom, they are not likely to
have the power to pierce a hose by
simply raising their head and biting.
When I worked at Reptiland we had
an outdoor pit with hundreds of rat-
tlesnakes and copperheads and one
hose. The hose was never bitten or if
it was we didn’t see it and they cer-
tainly never caused any leaks.

I know this letter is harsh and this
article actually was better than many
I’ve seen, but you folks should have
higher standards.

Ratt lesnakes don’t need false
drama. These are incredible critters.
Rattlesnakes and all other pit vipers
are basically nocturnal with elliptical
pupils (cat like) for night vision. Pit
vipers are distinguished from true
vipers (found only in the old world)
by loreal pits heat sensitive organs.
They look sort of like extra nostrils,
located on each side of the face
between the eye and the nostril. These
organs are so sensitive that pit vipers
can locate prey on the darkest of
nights, in fact in a zero light environ-
ment. While chiefly nocturnal, activity
for most members of this group center
around dawn and dusk but under cer-
tain circumstances they may be
encountered during daylight hours.
This is most common late and early in
the season when the nights are too
cool for much hunting or movement.
Sometimes they are encountered after
a rainstorm, perhaps because flash
flooding has washed them out of their
shelters or because the rain has
increased the activity of prey species,
or both. But just as some snakes with
good day vision may be active at
night, some with night vision exploit
opportunities during daylight hours.

In Arizona the black tailed and tiger
rattlesnakes are the species most like-
ly to be encountered in the daytime
during normal conditions. The other
rattlesnake species found in Arizona
are the rock, speckled, sidewinder,
twin spotted, and ridgenosed.

As a point of fact there are three
other venomous snakes in Arizona:
the rear fanged Sonora lyre and night
snakes and the Arizona coral snake.
Despite having by far the most toxic
venom in North America, coral
snakes are small with short fixed
fangs, rarely bite, and when they do,
seldom inject much venom. You
almost have to handle them to be bit-
ten at all. The truth is most bites
occur when some one is trying to
catch or kill the snake in question.
Carelessly stepping on them is the
second most common cause of bites.
Bites of the rear fanged species are
not considered dangerous, but little
research has been done on toxicity of
the venom and this may be due simply
to the poor delivery system.

Despite a common belief that poiso-
nous snakes are out there laying for
people, nothing could be farther from
the truth. None of these species are
truly aggressive although some will
stand their ground, particularly if
caught in the open. However, if you
leave them alone they are more than
happy to return the favor.

If you are bitten by a hemotoxically
venomous snake you will know almost
immediately if venom was injected
(dry bites are fairly common). The
venom causes a burning sensation
very much like a very bad bee sting.
Swelling also starts rapidly. Limbs
may eventually reach 3 or 4 times
their normal size, sometimes more. In
the worst cases skin and flesh may
split from the pressure. Secondary
infections may be a problem.

If you are alone and must travel,
walk, don’t run and stay calm. This is
real life, not the movies, so while you
may soon wish you were dead, in the
end you will recover. As bad as snake
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bite is you can treat them badly and
still live, one reason that really bad
treatments have remained popular for
long periods of time. The patients
mistakenly believe they were living as
a result, not in spite of them.

Finally, I think I said that before,
I’d like to teach the tender hearted
George and his instructor the proper
way to catch and handle rattlesnakes.
Noosing is not only likely to injure or
even kill the snake, it makes them
frantic which can be bad for the han-
dler if he loses control. And only
idiots put snakes on ice. Remember
Marjorie mentioned that it can cause
frostbite in people. Even when that
doesn’t happen or isn’t serious, spec-
imens handled in such a way often
develop pneumonia. Ice does not help
while you are confining the animal
and once properly boxed or bagged
isn’t required to keep them confined.
Rattlesnakes aren’t monsters but part
of our wild heritage. And one of our
earliest American symbols.
Remember the “don’t tread on me”
flag from the Revolutionary War.

Thanks for letting me vent.
Craig Russell, Middleburg, PA

More than 90,000 people look to
Backwoods Home Magazine for self-

reliance information. Our new 16-page Energy
Works section features articles on solar, wind,
hydro, and more.

If your interest is energy, this magazine will
open up a whole new world for you.

Call 1-800-835-2418
www.backwoodshome.com

Backwoods Home Magazine
welcomes letters from readers

Please send letters to:

P. O. Box 712
Gold Beach, OR 97444
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Backwoods Home Magazine assumes
no liability for problems arising with
orders to advertisers. Any complaints
must be taken up with advertisers
directly.

ADVENTURES/RETREATS
NATURE AWARENESS SCHOOL teaches
primitive living skills, wild edible and medic-
inal plants, the art of animal tracking, natu-
ralist observation methods, and ancient
methods of contemplation. FREE
BROCHURE: PO Box 219BW, Lyndhurst,
VA 22952 540-377-6068 or
www.nature.valleyva.com
Alternative energy advertisers know
Backwoods Home Magazine is an effec-
tive marketplace.

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY
WATER PUMPING WINDMILLS FOR
SALE. Send $10.00 for catalog. Muller
Industries Incorporated, 1102 West 21,
Yankton, SD 57078. 605-665-1924.
SOLAR, GREENHOUSE, AQUACUL-
TURE AND ENERGY SAVINGS CATA-
LOG! 35 pages for do-it-yourselfers,
builders, designers. America’s energy sav-
ing source since 1972! $2.00 postpaid.
Solar Components, Dept. BW, 121 Valley
St., Manchester, NH 03103. 603-668-8186.
www.solar-components.com
NEW! BUILD AMAZING LIQUID PISTON
ENGINE from pipe fittings. Free informa-
tion. ABCO, Box 306-Y9, Seminary, MS
39479 rphillips@megagate.com

YOUR OWN ELECTRIC COMPANY.
Costs 60% less than grid power. Use any-
where. Imperial Diesel generators - Trace
inverters. Auto-start panels. Complete sys-
tems. Specialists in remote and alternative
power generation since 1987. Free
brochures. Imperial-B, 8569 Ward North
Rd., Kinsman, OH 44428-9536. 1-800-830-
0 4 9 8 / 3 3 0 - 8 7 6 - 8 7 0 9 .
CHEAP POWER! HERE’S HOW! 3000-
watt rotating airfoil. New wind power con-
cept. Low wind speed output. Easy low-
cost construction. From local parts and
hand tools. Complete simple step-by-step
plans with charging circuit. Only $10.95.
Owen Publications, PO Box 32172-BH,
Charleston, SC 29417.

CLASSIFIED ADS

RATES: $1.50 per word. Minimum: $30. Write your ad in the form below (or a facsimile). One word per space. We'll print up to the first four
words in bold capital letters. Additional capitalized words cost $2 each. Payment (check, M.O., cash in U.S. funds only) must accompany ad.
Mail to: Backwoods Home, P.O. Box 712, Gold Beach, OR 97444. See below for fax & charge card orders.

DISCOUNTS: Run your ad in three consecutive issues, and prepay it, and receive a 10% discount.

*SPECIAL RATE FOR PERSONALS: To encourage those seeking mates or jobs, individuals (as opposed to companies)
advertising under the “PERSONALS” category will be charged half price.

CLOSING DATES: Sept. 1 for the Nov./Dec. issue; Nov. 1 for the Jan./Feb. issue; Jan. 2 for the March/April issue

SUGGESTED HEADING:________________________________

Insert this ad in the next ____ issues (10% discount if run in three consecutive issues).
Enclosed is my check or money order for $__________

Fax in your ad, using your credit card, to (541) 247-8600 or
place your ad on our website: www.backwoodshome.com

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
$1.50 $3.00 $4.50 $6.00 $7.50 $9.00

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
$10.50 $12.00 $13.50 $15.00 $16.50 $18.00

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
$19.50 $21.00 $22.50 $24.00 $25.50 $27.00

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
$28.50 $30.00 $31.50 $33.00 $34.50 $36.00

(add more words as needed)

Classified ad order form

HEADINGS:
(Circle one)

❑❑ Visa ❑❑ MasterCard No.__________________________________________ Exp____________

Signature & phone number required for credit card orders___________________________________

ACREAGE
ALTERNATIVE ENERGY
BOOKS/MAGAZINES
BUILDING/SUPPLIES
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
DO-IT-YOURSELF
DOMES AND TIPIS
EDUCATION/INSTRUCTION

ELECTRIC VEHICLES
EMPLOYMENT
ENVIRONMENT
FOOD
FOR SALE
GARDEN/FARM
HEALTH & BEAUTY
HERBS

MISCELLANEOUS
*PERSONALS (special rate)
PETS/PET SUPPLIES
POULTRY
REAL ESTATE
RECIPES
VIDEOS
WATER
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HYDROELECTRIC SYSTEMS Pelton and
Crossflow design. Turbines or complete
systems. Sizes from 100 watts to 5
megawatts. Manufacturing turbines since
1976. Free brochure. Canyon Industries,
Inc., P.O. Box 36BW, Deming, WA 98244,
360-592-5552.
HYDROELECTRIC SYSTEMS AC/DC
COMPONENTS 200 watts to 5 megawatt.
Send $15.00 for Engineering Guide/cata-
log. Free brochure. Water Power Machinery
Company, c/o Box 9723, Midland 08,
Texas. 915-697-6955. e-mail: wpm@tech_
center.com
WOOD FIRED STEAM ENGINES, use
your fireplace to produce electricity. 1/2 to
40 horsepower engines starting at $199.
Parts, plans. Catalog only $5.00 U.S. to:
The Steam Outlet, PO Box 1426,
Thonotassassa, FL 33592-1426.

BOOKS/MAGAZINES
FREE BOOKLETS: Life, Death, Soul,
Resurrection, Pollution Crises, Hell,
Judgment Day, Restitution. Bible Standard
(BH), P.O. Box 67, Chester Springs, PA
19425.
“THE DIVINE PLAN OF THE AGES”. An
Aid to Bible Study. FREE: Tucson Bible
Students, P.O. Box 36811, Tucson, AZ
85740.

HOME FOOD PRESERVERS
MAGAZINE—Your natural alternative to
the supermarket. Published bimonthly. We
cover canning/freezing to herbs/grains.
$4.95 recent issue; $26.95 year. PO Box
719, Brooklyn, MI 49230-0719. Credit card
subscriptions: 517-592-3905.
FREE SECRET HIDING PLACES, a 63
page illustrated booklet, an $11.95 value
plus a 64 page color catalog FREE! Send
$3.00 for shipping to Survival Press, Box
1751, Dept BH417, El Dorado, AR 71731-
1751.
BEST “HOW-TO’ BOOKS on
Homesteading, Building, Energy, Food pro-
duction, Backpacking, Outdoor Survival,
Nature, Health, Tools, Crafts, Social-Legal,
various information to help you exercise
your Freedom, Independence and Strength.
Catalog $2. EUREKA RESOURCE, Box
2356-BWH, Martinez, CA 94553.

BIBLICAL AROMATHERAPY. Natural
healing from Bible Plants. $23.95 postpaid.
Robert Bike, PO Box 2162-W, Eugene, OR
97402.
DIRT CHEAP HOUSEBUILDING BOOKS,
VIDEOS - Amazing two hour Alternative
Housebuilding Video - $35.00, Books:
Papercrete-$24.00, Strawbale-$30.00,
Catalog 250+ Building Books-$1.00.
Taylor Publishing, Box 6985, Eureka,
CA 95502. • 1-888-441-1632.
• www.northcoast.com/~ tms
FIND YOUR RURAL HOME! 52 page
monthly magazine features rural real estate
and small town businesses for sale nation-
wide. $16/year; $3/sample. Rural Property
Bulletin, PO Box 608-T, Valentine, NE
69201.
LIVING FREE NEWSLETTER. About self-
reliance, lifestyle alternatives. Sample
$2.00, 6 issues $12.00. Jim Stumm, POB
29-B, Buffalo, NY 14223.
NATIONAL POULTRY NEWS, Box 1647-
BHM, Easley, SC 29641. Sample $2.00.
Subscription $10.00/yr. Books poultry,
waterfowl, goats, gamebirds, peafowl, Send
for list.
GOT A WILDERNESSMIND? Free trip
planning maps, survival tips, wilderness fic-
tion. Below list on books, videos. Visit
wildernessmind.com

BUILDING SUPPLIES
CROSSCUT SAWS. Saw tools, knives,
firewood-cutting, people-powered tools.
Free catalog. Crosscut Saw Company, PO
Box 7874, Seneca Falls, NY 13148. 315-
568-5755.
SURPLUS INSULATED GLASS! Great for
solar homes. Greenhouses! Catalog $2.
Arctic, 565 County Road T, Hammond, WI
54715. 800-428-9276.
SAVE MONEY, MAKE MONEY - sawmills,
sharpeners, bandsaw blades, electric
motors, starters, engines, hydraulic compo-
nents, free catalog, call Cook’s
Saw & Machine, 800-473-4804,
www.cookssaw.com

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
SEW BABY BIBS at home. Have fun and
receive up to $506.25 weekly! For informa-
tion send SASE to: Stuff-4-Kids, PO Box
1060, El Toro, CA 92630.
GET PAID $268.20 ROLL taking easy
snapshots at home! Photowealth, Box
3706-BH, Idyllwild, CA 92549.
Recorded information: 909-659-9757
www.photowealth.com

$25,000 YEARLY POSSIBLE raising earth-
worms for us. Free information. Earth
Friendly Enterprises, 18098 N. Liberty Rd.,
Fredericktown, OH 43019 877-694-0234.
HELP WANTED TAKING PICTURES.
$60.00 per photo! Photogenics, Box 2457-
d, Pinecove, CA 92549. 714-647-2322
Extension: 1 http://www.photocash.com
MAKE $25.00 TO $60.00 from one junk
tire, as is! Great business! Free information!
TireScope, Dept.BH, Box 682468, Park
City, UT 84068.
$400 WEEKLY ASSEMBLING PROD-
UCTS FROM HOME. For free information
send SASE: Home Assembly-BH, PO Box
216, New Britain, CT 06050-0216.

CAMPING EQUIPMENT
CIBYCLE ENGINES, MINIBIKES, MOPE-
DS and Folding Scooters! Catalog $2 or
visit website; www.fiveflagsmotorbikes.com.
Five Flags Motorbikes, 7621 Pineforest,
Pensacola, Florida 32526-8768. 850-941-
2080.

CLOTHING PATTERNS
AMISH AND PLAIN CLOTHES PAT-
TERNS. Dresses, headcoverings, chil-
drens, bloomers, broadfalls and more.
Catalog $1.00. Friends Patterns, PO Box
56-BH, Bradford, OH 45308-0056.

DO-IT-YOURSELF
BRAKEDRUM WINDMILL PLANS. 300 to
400 watts from junked truck parts! Proven
design by Hugh Piggott used the world
over. www.picoturbine.com
MASONRY INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO
SERIES. PO Box 70, Athens, OH 45701.
“The Wishing Well.” “Klayman-Moneypenny
Brick Sculpture Front.” “Judge
Bennett/Renz Brick-Block Sculpture
Retaining Wall.” “Brick Solar Outhouse.”
“House Brick, Slip-Foprm Stone, Stucco.”
$19.95 plus $3.05 shipping. 740-592-3649.
kdobo@frognet.net. www.dogstarvideo.com

EDUCATION/INSTRUCTION
HERBAL HEALER ACADEMY INC -
Global Leader in natural medicine corre-
spondence education. Herbology, Nutrition,
Reflexology, Massage, Acupressure, Basic
Business, Vibrational Medicine, Flower
Essence Practitioner, Hypnotherapy practi-
tioner and more...All credit to our board cer-
tified ND (naturopathic doctor) program -
ANMCAB approved. Study now, so you will
be prepared to help yourself and others,
naturally!!! Call 870-269-4177
(http://www.herbalhealer.com)

LEARN AT HOME
with approved home study course.

American School of Piano Tuning
1-800-497-9793

Visit our website: www.piano-tuning.com
Tools included - Diploma Granted

Piano Tuning

RURAL HERITAGE, the HORSE
FARMING AND LOGGING

bimonthly journal since 1976
covering draft breeds, modern

equipment, and techniques used by
today’s farmers and loggers who use

horse, mule or ox power:
$24.00/year 6 issues

(US $29.00 Canada); free catalog of
draft animal books and videos.

RURAL HERITAGE
281-W Dean Ridge Lane
Gainesboro, TN 38562

931-268-0655
www.ruralheritage.com
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EDUCATIONAL WINDMILL KIT. Unique
kit really makes electricity. For fifth grade
through adult. Perfect for science fairs,
homeschools, hobbyists. Available only
from www.picoturbine.com
LEARN TO BUILD DEBT-FREE “Hands-on
Instructions in tradit ional building
with logs.” Visit our website
www.LogBuildingSchool.f indhere.com
LogSmithy@AOL.com Request free info 1-
800-222-6000 ext.# 765 339-000
DIPLOMA IN NATUROPATHY by corre-
spondence. Study at home for self-develop-
ment or an exciting career. Free prospec-
tus. The Catskil l School of Natural
Therapies, Box 202, Barryville, NY 12719.

FOOD
ALPINEAIRE, BACKPACKER’S PANTRY,
Mountain House, 7 different grains, much
more, $5.00 for catalogue, discount prices.
Trinity Provisions, PO Box 4475, Wichita
Falls, TX 76308, 940-691-1600.
www.trinityprovisions.com
BULK PRICED SPICES, herbs, teas,
soups & candies. FREE CATALOG. Send
one stamp. My Store, 25203 Malchine Rd.
Dept. 300, Waterford, WI 53185. 262-895-
2127.

GARDEN/FARM
UNCLE JIM’S WORM FARM. Necessity for
any farm, homestead or country home. We
sell individual Orders or Worm Kits to raise
your own worms. Great for gardens, com-
posting, wild birds, pond fish, fishing.
Mastercard/Visa free brochure 1-800-373-
0555. www.UncleJim.com
THE LAND SABBATH. DOUBLE YOUR
YIELDS; Native earthworms do your com-
posting: Small/Large acreage. Manual—
$20.00. Juan Rains, PO Box 1082,
Andrews, NC 28901.
NATIONAL PIGEON ASSOCIATION, Pat
Avery, Sec., PO Box 439, Newalla, OK
74857. 405-386-6884. Fancy Pigeons.
Bands, books, membership, magazine.
CATTLE -- SMALL, HARDY, VERSATILE;
For information contact; American Cexter
Cattle Association, 26804 Ebenezer Road,
Concordia, MO 64020. 660-463-7704
www.dextercattle.org

GOATS
NIGERIAN DWARF GOATS! - Same great
milk, just a smaller package. Dinner Bell
Farm, RR #1 Box 83, Lexington, IL 61753.
309-365-8341.
AVALON, Dolly Hanchett, 9900 190th
Ave., Reed City, MI 49677, 231-832-3840.
Nigerian Dwarf milk goats.

GOVERNMENT LAND
GOVERNMENT LAND BARGAINS!
SOURCE GUIDE for locating farmlands,
homesites, buildings, others. An inside look
at where to get what others don’t know
about! Only $10.95! Owen Publications,
POB 32172-L, Charleston, SC 29417.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS AVAILABLE in
government surplus, foreclosures, drug
seizures, auctions and zero down real
estate for pennies. www.doitforless.com or
send $1 to Doitforless, PO Box 2949-bw,
Port Angeles, WA 98362.

HEALTH/BEAUTY
HERBAL HEALER ACADEMY INC -
Colloidal Silver 500ppm (the best in the US)
pharmaceutical grade, Essiac™,
Glucosamine/Chondroitin, Yew Tips, Olive
Leaf Extract and hundreds of safe, effective
medicinals...Global leader in supplying the
best! Correspondence course in natural
medicine and ongoing research. Mention
this ad for a FREE lifetime membership -
You will get our 85 page catalog/newsletter
and a copy of the Nature’s cure for Cancer
story ($20.00 value) Act now, your health is
your most precious possession -
Naturopathic doctor support for
our members! 870-269-4177
(http://www.herbalhealer.com)
MAKE EAR CANDLES IN YOUR
KITCHEN - Inexpensive and easy.
Instructional video, mold, wax included.
Send $39 to: Purchase Group, 745 East
Market Street, Harrisonburg, VA 22801.
YOUR CELLS AND YOUR BLOOD-
STREAM will rejoice with our products
(888) 424-5291, FAX (360) 832-8457.
http://www.globalhealthtrax.org/9523 and
http://virginwaters.com
RAVENCRAFTS - Below retail, free ship-
ping, homeopathic and herbal medicines,
oil essences, herbs, lotions, flower reme-
dies, visit www.ravencraftsenter.com or
send $2 for catalog. 1042 East Fort Union
Blvd. #387, Midvale, Utah 84047.

HERBS
NATURAL VITAMINS AND HERBS health
fitness products. All natural approach to
good health. For a free catalog, write to
Boxholder, PO Box 15235, Marmet, WV
25365.
BULK HERBS, SPICES, Essential Oils,
Homeopathics, Supplements, Accessories.
Stony Mountain Botanicals, 155 N Water,
Loudonville, OH 44842-1250, 888-994-
4857, http://www.wildroots.com. Free
Catalog.
NATURAL MEDICINE & SUPPLY AUC-
TION on-line!!! Books, correspondence
courses, supplies, medicinals, herbals and
more...Have fun! Bidding
sign-up FREE! Log on at:
http://www.herbalhearlerauction.com

HERBAL TINCTURE PRESS. Quickly pays
for itself in increased quality and quantity of
production. Two sizes from $89.95.
Fruit/cheese presses also.
209-286-1232. Fax: 209-286-1368.
http://www.mathrespresses.com Rich Gulch
Products, 486 Rich Gulch, Mokehill, CA
95245-9746.

LEATHERCRAFT
LEATHERCRAFT - NEW 84 PAGE
WHOLESALE CATALOG includes
Leather, Furs, tools, Kits, belts, buckles, fin-
ished Products etc. $2 Leather Unlimited,
Dept. BH0200, P.O. Box L, Belgium, WI
53004-9990.

MAIL ORDER
WORLD’S MOST DANGEROUS BOOKS!
Never before revealed freedom, wealth, pri-
vacy & underground secrets
written by professionals. Visit:
http://www.dangerousbooks.com

MISCELLANEOUS
AUTOGRAPHS, BANNERS, POLITICAL
PINS, leathers, baseball cards, sports
memorabilia wanted. Highest prices paid.
Write: Stan Block, 128 Cynthia Rd.,
Newton, MA 02159.
A CATALOG OF EARTH-FRIENDLY
ALTERNATIVES www.friedman-sun.com
or call 1-800-586-4602.

MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
“PLAY GOSPEL SONGS BY EAR!” 10
lessons $8.95. “Learn Gospel Music”—
chording, runs, fi l ls $8.95, both $16.
Davidsons, 6727BH Metcalf, Shawnee
Mission, KS 66204.

PACK GOAT GEAR
CAMO GOAT PANNER, 6-COLOR
DESERT, lined, plastic tray, 16”x11”x6½”,
under 2½ lbs., Delrin hardware, $32.95
postpaid. Photo and information $2.00.
Mil i tary Surplus, 3570 Hwy 97 North,
Klamath Falls, OR 97601.

PERSONALS
SLIM, SWF, 33 ASPIRING WRITER, great
cook, seeking mature male, 35-50, non-
smoker in touch with God, hopeless roman-
tic, health conscious, looking for feminine
lady to share love, laughter and life with.
Write to: Memory Scott, 3020 Legacy Dr.,
#355, Plano, Texas 75023.
LDS SWM SEEKS TRIM pretty blonde for
eternity. Box 1131, Falling Waters, WV
25419 (photo please.)
LIFETIME MATE: RETIRED, ENERGETIC,
DWM, 6’ 180 lbs, NS/ND. If you want a per-
manent relationship and are adventurous,
bright, fit, 45-55, write Charlie, PO Box 796,
Wrangell, AK 99929.
SINGLES: Meet single people throughout
rural America. Confidential. Reputable.
Free details. COUNTRY CONNECTIONS,
PO Box 406BH, Superior, NE 68978.

Let the power of the
internet

sell your product
with a banner or trading post ad.

www.backwoodshome.com
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TALL HANDSOME EASYGOING QUIET
SWM 45 seeks SWF NS who loves the out-
doors, is willing to move to Ohio, fall in love
and hopefully live happily ever after. John
Othmar, 2307 Seminary Road, Milan, Ohio
44846.
SWM 42 LOOKING FOR SWF 26-35 for
friendship, possible marriage. Hunt, fish,
paint, play guitar, own business. Financially
secure. 6’1” 235 lbs., weightlifter. Mike,
1580 Grassy Knob Rd., Rutherfordton, NC
28139-6364.
MEET LATIN WOMEN! Mexico-South
American introductions. Magazines, videos,
tours. FREE brochures! TLC Worldwide;
Box 924994BW; Houston, TX 77292-4994.
713-896-9224. www.tlcworldwide.com/
ULTIMATE HUGE SINGLES DIRECTORY
including photos! Call, write directly! No for-
warding fees, no 900 numbers. Save!
Razzmatazz, Box 891-BH, West Jordan,
UT 84084.
OUTDOOR PEOPLE AD-VENTURE lists
60-word descriptions of active outdoor-ori-
ented singles and trip companions
NATIONWIDE. $5/Issue. $12/ad. Outdoor
People-BH, PO Box 600, Gaston, SC
29053.
RUSSIAN LADIES, beautiful, educated,
seek romance. Exciting tours, videos. 1,500
marriages since 1992. Free color
catalog --- 400 photos! 770-458-0909
www.euroladies.com

PONDS
POND AERATION WINDMILL. 12 ft.
Tower, 100 ft. Air Line, Aeration Stone:
$560. Electric Aerator: $350. Air Powered
Water Pump: $180. Septic
Aeration Kit; $800. 800-470-4602.
www.MalibuWater.com

POULTRY
DISCOUNTED PRICES ON POULTRY and
supplies. Guaranteed lowest prices on
equipment! We are THE incubator source!
Chicks (chicken, duck/goose, pheasant,
quail, turkey, chukar & peafowl). Catalog on
line at www.dblrsupply.com or write Double
R Discount Supply, Dept BHM, 4036 Hield
Rd NW, Palm Bay, FL 32907.

PROPERTY CARETAKING
PROPERTY CARETAKERS/HOUSESIT-
TERS enjoy rent-free living. Salaries & ben-
efits too! 700+ caretaking opportunities!
The Caretaker Gazette, PO Box 5887-B,
Carefree, AZ 85377. 480-488-1970.
$27/year. www.caretaker.org

RABBITS
UNIQUE, PRACTICAL RABBITS. Good for
meat, fur, pet. Show quality Silver Fox.
ARBA member. Carmen, PO Box 252,
Greenville, CA 95947. revfrank@psln.com
You gotta have the new CD-ROM from
Backwoods Home Magazine. It covers
24 issues and has 1497 pages. Only
$39.95. www.backwoodshome.com

REAL ESTATE
160 ACRES IN WYOMING THE COWBOY
STATE. OWN PART OF THE OLD WEST.
RANCH LAND LIQUIDATION. $29,995
with $195.00 down 9 3/4% interest just
$256.03 per month. 40 acre parcels at
$13,500, just $200 down and $133.73
monthly. Hunt on your own land, antelope
and deer - off I-80 in Sweetwater or Carbon
County. Leave it to the kids. Bill Steen. 1-
800-800-8446. www.rurallands.com
OZARK MOUNTAIN OR LAKE
ACREAGES. No Down Payment. 9%
Financing. Buy online at
www.Ozarkland.com or call toll-free
1-877-335-LAND. Woods & Waters,
1133 W Bus Hwy 60-63, Willow
Springs, MO 65793.
SMALL FARMS, WOODED ACREAGE,
many with creek or river frontage, no zon-
ing restrictions. Low prices, free brochure.
Cumberland Realty, Box 804B, Burkesville,
KY 42717. 502-864-5188.
NORTHWEST FLORIDA MOUNTAINS (No
Gimmicks!) Buckhorn Creek, Tumble
Creek, Country Road Acres, Lakeview
Acres, Highview Acres, other acreage avail-
able. Country living, Beautiful, utilities.
$1500-$2500/acre. Total down $200/parcel.
Owner financing. Frank A. Pierce, P.O. Box
277, Chipley, FL 32428 or call 850-638-
7606. Free Brochure.
NEVADA - NO MONEY DOWN. 40 acres
+$30,000. Reno 20 miles. Trees, springs,
mines. WSP, 319 Freeport, Sparks,
Nevada 89431. 775-359-0406.
FREE BROCHURE!! Rural, quiet, & peace-
ful farms & acreage. Low taxes, abundance
of water & wildlife, changing seasons.
Central Kentucky. Hart County Realty, PO
Box 456BH, Munfordville, KY 42765. 270-
524-1980. www.hartcountyrealty.com
NORTHERN IDAHO. 5-10-20 ACRES.
Trees, meadows, creeks, springs, clean air,
wildlife. Northwest forest and lake country.
Hunting, fishing, recreation. Easy terms.
Free package. NATIONAL ASSOCIATED
PROPERTIES, 1111-B Sherman, Coeur
d’Alene, Idaho 83814. 208-664-8161.
www.napland.com
EAST TENNESSEE homes, farms, moun-
tain lake and river properties available.
Free brochure. Appalachian Real Estate,
374 Hwy 25 E, Bean Station,
TN 37708. Phone 865-993-4000.
appalachianrealestate@worldnet.att.net
MONTANA MOUNTAINS 40 ACRES
spring, two guest cabins 4 bdrm cabin
needs help. No power. No phone. Saleable
timber. $110,000. 1-406-825-3828.
32.5 ACRES WITH 750 SQUARE FOOT
new cabin. Remote location in Nelson
County Virginia off the grid. Southern expo-
sure, beautiful views. $95,000. Call 540-
456-7302.
Got an overseas friend? They’d like
Backwoods Home Magazine’s internet
subscription. $10.00 U.S. funds.
www.backwoodshome.com

NEW MEXICO HOMESTEAD SITES
Private. Remote. Accessible. Tillable.
Excellent wells. Minimal Restrictions.
Deming 15 miles. $600. Believe it. Dennis
Mack 505-536-3813.

RECIPES
OLD-FASHIONED SAUSAGE RECIPES.
Include $3 with SASE to Joe, PO Box
770254, Miami, FL 33177-0254.
POWER CAKES, DELICIOUS HOME-
MADE OUTDOOR SNACK and survival
food. Send for recipe. $3.00, SASE: to
Bloomingdale, PO Box 412, Akron, NY
14001.
FRUIT CAKE RECIPE - Even if you hate
fruit cake you’ll love it once you’ve tried my
recipe. Send $3.00 plus SASE to Nathele
Graham, PO Box 1440, Gold Beach, OR
97444. Check out our web site at
www.grahamsmarketplace.com

SELF-RELIANCE
BIG PROFIT TRAPPING NUISANCE ani-
mals. Learn how www.buckshotscamp.com
or call 906-482-2831 BTS, PO Box 482,
Houghton, MI 49931.

VACATION RENTALS
OFF-GRID HAWAIIAN VACATION.
Secluded mountain cabin south slope
Mauna Loa. Solar electricity, catchment
water $400/wk, $1400/mo. SASE Brochure
117 Cross Dike Rd., Cathlamet, WA 98612.

WATER
DEEPROCK WELL DRILLING SYSTEM.
Heavy duty Hydra-Drill 2001. 200’ stem and
4” casing. Paid $4200. Asking $3000. 816-
358-9974 or RSTOUT@AOL.COM

90,000 people read
Backwoods Home Magazine’s

classified ads.

At $1.50 per word, it is one of the
best buys you can make.

Call 1-800-835-2418

or send your ad and check to:
Backwoods Home

P.O. Box 712
Gold Beach, OR 97444

www.backwoodshome.com
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A lesson in respect

When I was 10, Dad lived on a farm in New
Hampshire with my stepmother and two of my sis-
ters, and I went to stay with them that summer.

There were no neighbors nearby and little else for me to do, so
I stalked the woods around our farm with a .22 rifle. It was just
a matter of time before I became a dead-eye shot.

Late in the summer an older cousin came up from Boston. He
brought two friends and they all brought rifles and shotguns.
They had come to hunt woodchucks, porcupines, barn rats, and
whatever. Good luck, I thought. There weren’t many left, not
the way I shot. But there were other places, deeper in the
woods, where I could take them, where I could strut my stuff
with the big boys and show ‘em what I could do.

But I had just finished the fifth grade, while they were old
enough to drive and I soon discovered they didn’t want a little
kid hanging out with them. Dad understood this even if I
didn’t, but I hung close by hoping they’d change their minds.

They showed Dad their guns, which he dutifully admired.
But I, the best shot in the room, was only allowed to look from
afar because I was a kid.

Their plan was to camp in the woods and hunt first thing in
the morning. But it was too early to go to sleep, so Dad, the
great raconteur, invited them in and regaled them with his sto-
ries. Even I sat and listened, though I’d heard them all before.

Hours passed and, though they hadn’t come to sit around a
living room, soon it was too late to look for a place in the
woods, so they decided to “camp” in the barn. I pointed out
that the barn wasn’t camping, it was a slumber party. They just
stared at me, then left. Once they were gone, Dad took excep-
tion to my comment.

About half an hour later the boys were at the door again.
They’d set up camp in the top loft, but it was still too early to
go to sleep. They’d discovered what campers always discover:
there’s nothing to do when camping except eat and sleep. So
Dad invited them back in, delighted to resume his twice-told
tales, and I, of course, hung around still hoping they would
reconsider and invite me along.

The room darkened, the lights came on, and my father con-
tinued the evening’s entertainment. Finally, it was very dark
and the hunters decided they had to go out to their camp. It was
my last chance. I waited, but I was still uninvited. I sulked.

They left and Dad turned to me. My sulking and wisecrack-
ing hadn’t gone unnoticed. He started a lecture on my lack of
deference to my elders—an adjunct to his ongoing lecture
about my lack of respect for authority and position. Though my
cousin and his friends were teenagers, they were my elders.
This led to a tirade about my nascent skeptisism which he and
other adults considered to be a fault. I hated these lectures.

But about then he was cut off by a loud scream from the
barn. It was followed by another. Then there was a shot. Dad,
who was rarely unsettled by events, stood slack-jawed in the

middle of the living room. The screaming escalated and a bar-
rage of gunfire ensued. Then a sickening silence followed.
Suddenly, the boys burst through the front door, my cousin
clutching a now empty shotgun, his friends empty-handed.

“What in the name of Jehoshaphat is going on?” Dad yelled.
Breathless and trembling my cousin said “Something’s in our

sleeping bags...”
“What?”
“I think we shot it.”
“Shot what?” Dad yelled.
They didn’t know, but my cousin and one friend explained

how they’d clambered down from the loft in the dark. “I
jumped,” the third boy said—15 feet to the floor of the barn in
total darkness. They didn’t know what had happened to their
flashlights. None of them remembered yelling. The other two
had no idea where their guns were.

I wanted to take our rifle and go out to see what it was. Dad
said no. He still didn’t know what it was in the loft. Ashen-
faced, he took our .22 and a flashlight and stepped out into the
night. The rest of us waited.

The minutes dragged until, suddenly, Dad came back through
the door. He had their discarded weapons and broken flash-
lights. He dragged their sleeping bags behind him. It was the
first and last time he ever climbed into that loft.

“What’s out there?” my cousin asked.
Dad didn’t answer at first.
“What was it?” my cousin persisted.
“Bats got into your sleeping bags.”
“Bats?”
Dad nodded.
I started to laugh, “You almost killed each other ‘cause of

bats?” Dad cut me off with a scowl I can feel to this day.
We all sat in the living room. They seemed relieved, but none

of them made eye contact with me. Every once in awhile I
started to laugh again and Dad gave me that look again.

They now decided not to go back out to their “camp.”
Besides, I don’t know if you’ve ever seen what a 12-gauge
does to sleeping bags. It’s not pretty. Dad wouldn’t have let
them go out there again with their guns, anyway. They spent
the night on our living room floor.

But before the sun came up I heard them out in our driveway.
Their engine was running. From my window I watched their
car quietly coast down to the dirt road. They left and never
came back.

The events of that night were the first solid evidence I had
that I may be right about respect. Some 35 years later, after an
incident on a job, a supervisor told me I should respect the
position even if I didn’t respect the man.

I asked, if those who put that man in the position didn’t
respect it enough to put a better person in it, why should I
respect it? He didn’t provide an answer.

Dad could have taken the gun away from me that summer.
As it was, he spoke frequently about the older boys and said he
would never again let them hunt our property. But the fact is, I
always had use of our gun after that, until Dad bought me my
own. I guess we know who he respected. ∆

— John Silveira

The last word
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408 pages of solar electric how-to,
from A to Z. Good for the novice as
well as the experienced PV person.
It’s the most comprehensive book on
PV we’ve seen. If you read no other
book on photovoltaics, read this one.
408 pages; 6 x 9" ppbk. $21.95

THE NEW SOLAR ELEC-
TRIC HOME This book gives an overview of the

burgeoning use of wind energy
around the globe, describing and ana-
lyzing the most affordable small wind
generators, including the new genera-
tion of highly
practical micro turbines.
122 pages; 8 x 10" ppbk. $22.95

WIND ENERGY BASICS

This is the story of how one man
used local resources, ingenuity, imagi-
nation, and patience to create a
homestead powered and heated by
the sun. Author Jeffrey Fowler is an
authority on remote solar electric
homes.
254 pages; 8 x 10" ppbk. $24.95

EVOLUTION OF AN
INDEPENDENT HOME

Solar electricity is the direct conver-
sion of sunlight into electricity by
solar photovoltaic cells. It is a truly
elegant means of producing electricity
on site, allowing you to take control
of your energy destiny and create your
own lifestyle without concern for ener-
gy supply or environmental harm. No
pollution, no by-products, no deple-
tion of resources.
276 pages; 8 x 10" ppbk. $24.95

THE SOLAR ELECTRIC
HOUSE

This book is an excellent introduction
to the study of Native American crafts
and outdoor skills, including tanning
leather to create authentic clothing
and moccasins, the basics of the
“kitchen,” including utensils, cookery,
and foods, and games, musical instru-
ments, and jewelry.
216 pages; 6 x 9" ppbk. $17.95

NATIVE AMERICAN
CRAFTS & SKILLS

272 pages of EV technology, 500
photos and drawings, and more than
175 design and technical sidebars.
Meet the individuals and teams who
have converted or built EVs. There is
detail on 65 EVs—ranging from free-
way machines to bicycles, motorcycles,
and neighborhood EVs—to help you
select an EV of your own.
272 pages; 8 x 11" ppbk. $27.95

T H E N E W E L E C T R I C
VEHICLES

Country Self-Sufficiency describes how
to find and build a homestead, com-
plete with a garden, greenhouse,
crops, and animals for all of North
America. Chapters include home-
schooling, finding and selecting a
country home and living off nature.
272 pages; 8½ x 11" ppbk. $22.95

COUNTRY
SELF-SUFFICIENCY

Included here is everything you need
to know about staying alive in the
wild. Organized by climate and terrain
(desert, sea, arctic, mountain, and jun-
gle), this book is packed with over 200
line drawings that provide step-by-step
guidance to mastering survival situa-
tions.
192 pages; 7½ x 9½" ppbk. $22.95

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
SURVIVAL TECHNIQUES

Learn how to make and use hunting
tools and utensils, wild game traps,
mountainman clothing, tents, and
much more. Wilderness survival
skills are also covered, with instruc-
tion geared at both novice and expert.
Learn how to trap wild game, tan
hides, shoot with black powder, make
a fire, and cook a hearty meal with
only the barest of essentials.
240 pages; 6 x 9" ppbk. $17.95

MOUNTAINMAN CRAFTS
& SKILLS

BBBBOOOOOOOOKKKKSSSSTTTTOOOORRRREEEE
Backwoods Home
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SS41

SS29

Originally published in 1922, this
work represents years of observation
and experience in the wilderness.
Learn to distinguish edible plants
from poisonous ones, start a fire using
a jackknife, build a four-story bird-
house out of a wooden box, tie a vari-
ety of essential knots, identify trees,
wildflowers, animals, birds, and con-
stellations, and much more.
590 pages; 7 x 10" ppbk. $22.95

BIG BOOK OF
COUNTRY LIVING

SS31

This complete, no-nonsense guide,
published originally at the turn of the
century, dispenses invaluable tutelage
on both the history and craft of this
grand tradition. J. M. Drew begins
with the basics, including how to set
up a blacksmith shop, identify and use
various essential tools, and select mate-
rials with which to work.
100 pages; 4½ x 7¼" ppbk. $15.95

FARM BLACKSMITHING

SS32

Anyone who has had mice invade
their home knows that nothing is as
unnerving as hearing mice scurry
across the linoleum in the middle of
the night or finding droppings on the
kitchen counter in the morning. From
mice in the pantry to rats on the
rafters, Adler provides dependable,
practical advice and innovative meth-
ods to help you get rid of your rodent
problem for good.
224 pages; 6 x 9" ppbk. $17.95

OUTWITTING MICE

SS35

The bestselling author of Deer
Proofing Your Yard & Garden helps
homeowners battle one of nature’s
most wily and persistent creatures—
squirrels—with a storehouse of envi-
ronmentally responsible techniques
that really work.
153 pages; 6 x 9" ppbk. $15.95

SQUIRREL PROOFING
YOUR HOME
& GARDEN

SS36

This book is for people who need to
live on a lot less money. If you have
been fired, demoted, retired, divorced,
widowed, bankrupted, or swindled—or
you just want to quit your job and
remain financially self-reliant—this
book is for you. In it are hundreds of
tips, secrets, and necessary skills for
living well on little money.
153 pages; 8½ x 11" ppbk. $24.95

LIVING WELL ON
PRACTICALLY NOTHING

SS33

Backwoods Home Magazine’s very
own Jackie Clay revised and updat-
ed this classic on veterinary care.
Included are methods to diagnose
and treat diseases and injuries in
livestock and pets. This is the book
to have when you have to treat your
own animals or to check before you
call the vet. Illustrated.
432 pages; 8¾ x 57/8" hdbk. $22.95

A VETERINARY GUIDE
FOR ANIMAL OWNERS

SS34



Free yourself from the world of rush-
hour traffic and office politics with
these easy-to-digest ideas and tech-
niques for establishing and running
your own home office. With authority
and wit, Gould covers it all—from set-
ting up your workspace to setting up
record-keeping systems. Nearly 50 mil-
lion Americans work from their
homes. Why not you?
171 pages; 4½ x 8" ppbk. $12.95

WORKING AT HOME

Here is a banker’s worst nightmare, a
book that tells you how to live without
being enslaved to financial institu-
tions. Rob Roy offers a series of
escape routes from indentured servi-
tude, underscored by true stories of
intrepid homeowners who have put
their principles into action.
353 pages; 6 x 9" ppbk. $27.95

MORTGAGE FREE
The whole-body approach of noted
herbal clinician David Hoffmann
offers a practical, natural way to
prevent heart disease and ease the
symptoms of hypertension, congestive
heart failure, angina, varicose veins,
arteriosclerosis, and other cardiovas-
cular conditions. Discover how herbs
can help you live a longer, healthier,
more vital life.
122 pages; 5½ x 8½" ppbk. $15.95

HEALTHY HEART

This easy-reference guide offers an
overview of common respiratory ail-
ments, with preventive strategies and
healing herbal formulas suggested for
each condition. The author uses a
holistic approach to respiratory care,
with a combination of herbal medi-
cines and lifestyle changes.
122 pages; 5½ x 8½" ppbk. $15.95

EASY BREATHING

Healthy Digestion is your complete
guide to tapping into the power of
herbs to maintain a healthy digestive
system—with a full directory of useful
herbs, preparation instructions and
dosage information, and a chapter on
simple ways to make your own teas,
tinctures, powders, and capsules.
122 pages; 5½ x 8½" ppbk. $15.95

HEALTHY DIGESTION

This book includes clear explanations
of how herbs can be used in daily regi-
mens to help prevent bone and joint
diseases, a thorough overview of com-
mon musculoskeletal conditions, with
a wide variety of preventive strategies,
and a directory of herbs that are most
helpful for the musculoskeletal sys-
tem—along with preparation instruc-
tions and dosage guidelines.
122 pages; 5½ x 8½" ppbk. $15.95

HEALTHY BONES &
JOINTS

BBBBOOOOOOOOKKKKSSSSTTTTOOOORRRREEEE
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This book is filled with a history of
sugaring from Native American to
modern times, with practical tips on
how to tap trees, process sap, and mar-
ket syrup. Fifty years after its original
publication in 1950, The Maple Sugar
Book is as relevant as ever to the home-
stead or small-scale commercial practi-
tioner.
306 pages; 5¼ x 8" ppbk. $19.95

THE MAPLE SUGAR BOOK

FP32

This book provides a creative answer
to preserving fruits and vegetables in
times of abundance, making them
available on your pantry shelf in
times of need. The new, exciting,
fully-tested recipes are all described in
easy-to-follow steps. From freezing to
drying to canning (bottling), together
with seasonal tips and gift-giving
ideas, this book is the perfect guide
for the adventurous cook.
96 pages; 6 x 8½" hdbk. $19.95

PRESERVING FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES

FP36

Pruning is one of the best things you
can do for your plants, if it’s done the
right way. Learn when, how, and why
plants should be pruned, artistic prun-
ing techniques used to make topiary,
espalier, and cordons, and methods of
using and caring for pruning tools
and equipment. More than 300 step-
by-step illustrations demonstrate the
proper techniques for pruning vari-
eties of trees, shrubs, bushes, hedges,
vines, and flowers.
218 pages; 8½ x 11" ppbk. $22.95

PRUNING MADE EASY

FP37

Whether you’re new to gardening or
an experienced pro, you’ll find Lee
Reich’s advice and practical techniques
to be invaluable. Packed with informa-
tive tips and illustrated with clear line
drawings and color photographs, The
Pruning Book shows every gardener
how to prune with great results.
234 pages; 8 x 10" ppbk. $22.95

THE PRUNING BOOK

FP35

Saving seeds is a time-honored tradi-
tion—one that more and more garden-
ers are rediscovering. This book will
tell you all you need to know about
how to raise, harvest, and store seeds
for the easiest-to-grow and most popu-
lar vegetables and ornamental plants.
Each vegetable and flower is discussed
in detail.
186 pages; 6 x 9" ppbk. $15.95

SAVING SEEDS

FP38

With this delightful book, you can gar-
den with hardly any labor except
planting and picking. The Stout
System of mulch gardening will allow
you to throw away your weeding tools,
pesticides, and fertilizers, and will con-
serve and replenish the soil to make
plants thrive.
214 pages; 6 x 9" ppbk. $17.95

GARDENING WITHOUT
WORK

FP39

Finally, a book on making liquid
soaps at home. Using a simple dou-
ble-boiler technique, you can create
inexpensive moisturizing hand soaps,
revitalizing shampoos, invigorating
shower gels, soothing bubble baths,
and much more. And all tailored to
your skin type, to your hair’s needs,
or even to your mood.
134 pages; 7 x 10" ppbk. $21.95

NATURAL LIQUID SOAPS

SS37

With clear instructions and step-
by-step illustrations, expert
Helen Hiebert covers every
aspect of creating one-of-a-kind
papers and using those papers in
fun, creative, and beautiful ways.
This essential handbook is sure
to be one that paper crafters
return to again and again.
219 pages; 8 x 8" ppbk. $21.95

THE PAPERMAKER’S
COMPANION

SS38

Grace your table year-round with an
array of fresh, nutritious vegetables—
straight from your garden. This fully
revised edition includes advice on how
to select, cultivate, and harvest the veg-
etables best suited to this region.
Whether you want to grow a few toma-
to plants or aspire to self-sufficiency,
you’ll find this bible of Northwest veg-
etable gardening indispensable.
356 pages; 7 x 10" ppbk. $21.95

GROWING VEGETABLES
WEST OF THE CASCADES

FP40



Based on the model of a healthy nat-
ural woodland, a forest garden incor-
porates a wide variety of useful plants,
including fruit and nut trees, perenni-
al herbs, and vegetables. The princi-
ples of “backyard permaculture” can
be applied in every temperate zone of
North America, helping to transform
even a small cottage garden into a
diverse and hospitable habitat.
234 pages; 6 x 9" ppbk. $20.95

FOREST GARDENING
Turn your love of plants into an enjoy-
able and profitable business. Learn
how to start a nursery in your backyard
with virtually no capital investment. In
an area of only 1,000 sq. ft. it is possi-
ble to generate over $5,000 worth of
plants in a single growing season. A
backyard nursery is a wonderful busi-
ness for the person who wants to make
a living from self-employment at home.
216 pages; 5½ x 8½" ppbk. $20.95

GROWING PROFITS

This one-of-a-kind book will save you
money, labor, time, and materials in
building a small home, barn, or
other structure. It is illustrated with
plans, drawings, and photographs,
and carefully explains construction
techniques.
182 pages; 8½ x 11" ppbk. $17.95

LOW-COST
POLE BUILDING
CONSTRUCTION

Nothing can rival stone for its beauty
and durability. This book educates
the novice and inspires the seasoned
artisan. A stonebuilder at any level
will learn how to evaluate each stone
and undertake each step in the proce-
dure with an eye toward aesthetics
and useful permanence.
192 pages; 8½ x 11" ppbk. $20.95

BUILDING WITH STONE

In this book, there are over 900 indi-
vidual listings from more that 400
companies. Most of the products, and
or, services, focus on natural, tradition-
al and sustainable building techniques
and systems.
141 pages; 8½ x 11" ppbk. $22.95

THE ALTERNATIVE
BUILDING SOURCEBOOK

This practical classic, first published
in 1872, is filled with handy advice
on the best ways to plan and con-
struct dwellings in any location, using
wood, earth, and gravel. Includes no-
nonsense instructions on erecting log
cabins, slab houses, farm houses, and
many others, as well as outdoor
ovens, cellars, gates, furniture, and
more.
145 pages; 4½ x 7¼" ppbk. $15.95

THE HOMESTEAD
BUILDERFirst published more than 75 years

ago, this book is filled with a wealth of
labor- and money-saving projects,
including a portable chicken coop, a
small truss bridge, an easy fence-post
and stump-puller; gates that don’t sag,
and much more. It is a combination
of nostalgic Americana and helpful
instruction.
288 pages; 4½ x 7¼" ppbk. $15.95

HANDY FARM DEVICES

Straw Bale Building guides the reader
through every stage of the design and
building process and is heavily illus-
trated with both architectural quality
drawings and photographs of on-the-
job action. With its extensive listing of
further resources, it provides all you
need to plan and then create the
building of your dreams.
238 pages; 8 x 9" ppbk. $27.95

STRAW BALE BUILDING

BBBBOOOOOOOOKKKKSSSSTTTTOOOORRRREEEE
Backwoods Home

FP33
FP34

BU18
BU19 BU20

BU22BU21

BU23

Enhance your life with the great
versatility and healthful benefits of
this tea of the ancients. From bath
salts to ice cream, this traditional
Asian beverage can be used in
dozens of ways to relax the mind,
strengthen the body, and soothe
the soul.
156 pages; 7½ x 7½" ppbk.
$19.95

THE BOOK OF GREEN
TEA

CR20

This book is a combination how-to
manual and cookbook. This edition
includes new poultry and fish chapters.
All recipes have been re-written to
reflect lower fat and salt content. Learn
dozens of ways of combining fresh,
healthy homemade sausage with other
ingredients to prepare many
dinner treats.
168 pages; 8½ x 11" ppbk. $17.95

HOME SAUSAGE MAKING

CR32

A unique cookbook by the former
food columnist for Outdo o r Life
Magazine. Included here are dozens of
outstanding recipes, many of which
have been neglected by standard cook-
books—venison moussaka, shark
tetrazzini, trout with cucumber sauce,
broiled goose in mustard sauce, and
curried fried squirrel, to name just a
few.
272 pages; 6 x 9" ppbk. $17.95

THE FISH & GAME
COOKBOOK

CR33

Wild Rice Cooking is a total guide to
wild rice: an introduction to harvesting
and cooking, as well as a fascinating
history of the plant and the cultures
that have thrived on it for centuries.
This book will appeal to all those inter-
ested in getting back to the land, as well
as anyone who likes to cook.
160 pages; 4½ x 7¼" ppbk. $19.95

WILD RICE COOKING

CR34

Over 150 delicious, authentic, and tra-
ditional dishes from five North
American regions. From delicacies
such as Zuni green chili stew and roast
pheasant stuffed with grapes and nuts
to simple favorites including baked
acorn squash with honey and
Chippewa wild rice, The Art o f
American Indian Cooking is a sensual
journey of color, scent, and flavor
across the regions of North America.
215 pages; 6 x 9" ppbk. $17.95

THE ART OF AMERICAN
INDIAN COOKING

CR35

You know when it’s time to mow the
lawn, but do you know when and
how to prune the tree that is starting
to block the view? Move shrubs that
are overcrowded? Liven up an over-
grown perennial bed? Fertilize and
aerate your lawn? Let Lewis and
Nancy Hill show you how easy lawn
and garden care can be.
188 pages; 8½ x 11" ppbk. $24.95

THE LAWN & GARDEN
OWNER’S MANUAL

FP41

Mention “foraging” and many people
think of tramping through soggy
swamps of trackless wilderness, bat-
tling mosquitoes and briars to reap a
tiny harvest of nuts or berries. Yet, for-
aging for wild edibles doesn’t have to
be difficult, or require expeditionary
gear to have surprising and tasty
results.
280 pages; 8 x 10" ppbk. $27.95

THE NEIGHBORHOOD
FORAGER

CR31



This book traces the history of liber-
tarian thought and provides a concise
yet thorough treatment of the subject.
The writer discusses why libertarian-
ism is morally just, efficient, and
practical, and how it would affect
public policy in America by leaving
decisions in the hands of the individ-
ual, creating a freer and more effi-
cient society.
314 pages; 6 x 8½" hdbk. $26.00

LIBERTARIANISM:
A PRIMER

BBBBOOOOOOOOKKKKSSSSTTTTOOOORRRREEEE
Backwoods Home

TH5

Science has been a major contributor
to the health and wealth we enjoy
today, but not everyone is happy with
it. Science can get in the way of social
and environmental activists, politi-
cians, lawyers, and government regu-
lators. This book is a tongue-in-cheek
“how-to” manual for the concerned
citizen annoyed by “pesky” science.
61 pages; 5½ x 8½" ppbk. $11.00

SILENCING SCIENCE

TH14

America’s moral claim is staked in its
commitment to civil rights. Yet, by
promoting race and gender prefer-
ences in jobs, government contracts,
and college admissions, our current
policies promote racial hostility and
undermine our commitment to indi-
vidual rights while producing few tan-
gible benefits.
176 pages; ppbk. $13.95

THE AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION FRAUD

TH13

Directly challenging common percep-
tions about gun control, legal scholar
John Lott presents the most rigorously
comprehensive data analysis ever
done on crime statistics and right-to-
carry laws. In this edition, Lott has
expanded the research through 1996,
incorporating new data available from
states that passed right-to carry and
other gun laws since the book’s first
publication.
280 pages; 6 x 9" ppbk. $15.00

MORE GUNS, LESS CRIME

TH26

Don’t fork over all your hard-earned
cash to the IRS! Beat the system and
do business tax-free. This book shows
you how to join the growing under-
ground economy, how the barter
economy works, how to run a busi-
ness off the books, how to stay clear
of the IRS, and how to practice free
enterprise in an unfree economy.
172 pages; 5½ x 8½" ppbk. $17.95

GUERRILLA CAPITALISM

TH1

Our Founding Fathers ordained that
jurors had the right to vote “not-
guilty” if a law is unjust or unjustly
applied. This allows us to hold the
government to the principles of the
Constitution and prevent oppression.
But American courts now systemati-
cally deny us this right. Read this
book and realize your real power as a
juror.
311 pages; 6 x 9" ppbk. $25.50

JURY NULLIFICATION

TH2

Cynthia Lair is a certified health and
nutrition counselor and member of
the nutrition faculty at Bastyr
University. This is an excellent guide
book for families interested in whole,
organic, natural foods. Chapters run
the gamut from starting your baby on
whole foods to including vital vegeta-
bles in your diet to making whole-
some desserts and natural drinks.
282 pages; 7 x 10" ppbk. $21.00

FEEDING THE WHOLE
FAMILY

CR36

This book is a delightful work in
which historians Redon, Sabban, and
Serventi rescue from dark obscurity
the glorious cuisine of the Middle
Ages. Medieval gastronomy turns out
to have been superb—a wonderful
mélange of flavor, aroma, and color.
The recipes are expertly reconstructed
from fourteenth- and fifteenth-century
sources and carefully adapted to suit
the modern kitchen.
285 pages; 6½ x 9½" ppbk. $21.00

MEDIEVAL KITCHEN

CR37

Your right to trial by a randomly
selected jury—not one stacked with
jurors who swear to convict in
advance—is gone. The IRS can now
seize your bank account, paycheck,
and house—without so much as a
judge’s order. Is there any peaceful
way back from the toboggan ride to
tyranny? The answers are here, by
America’s syndicated Libertarian
columnist, Vin Suprynowicz.
516 pages; 5½ x 8½" ppbk. $24.95

SEND IN THE WACO
KILLERS

TH10

For the concerned citizen who wishes
to keep a low profile, protect his or
her rights, and survive in the “inter-
esting times” which are sure to come,
this book is essential reading. Wolfe
lists the supplies you should be laying
in and activities you should be engag-
ing in before stuff starts spraying off
the fan. She also lists some interesting
web sites you should look into.
200 pages; 5½ x 8½" ppbk. $18.95

101 THINGS TO DO ‘TIL
THE REVOLUTION

MS1

The clodhoppers of Tyranny stomp
on the toes of innocent people every
day, from flat-out prohibitions of
peaceful activities, to flagrant inva-
sions of privacy, to the not-so-subtle
erosion of Constitutional freedoms.
Author Claire Wolfe has come up
with another batch of ideas to follow
up the wildly popular 101 Things to
Do ‘Til the Revolution.
238 pages; 5½ x 8½" ppbk. $18.95

DON’T SHOOT THE BAS-
TARDS (YET)

MS4

This is everything you should know
before you consider acquiring a gun
for self defense. Covers technical, tac-
tical, and legal issues. Author Massad
Ayoob, a police officer of many years’
experience, is a nationally respected
authority on firearms.
132 pages; 5½ x 8¼" ppbk. $12.95

IN THE GRAVEST
EXTREME

MS2

The Making o f th e American
Constitution has been a continuous
process ever since the eighteenth cen-
tury, but this book is concerned solely
with the origins of the Constitution
and with its writing and adoption;
only incidentally is there any reference
to the evolution of the Constitution
since 1789.
191 pages; 4½ x 7½" ppbk. $16.50

THE MAKING OF THE
AMERICAN
CONSTITUTION

TH24

In this new collection of thoughtful,
hard-hitting essays, Walter E.
Williams once again takes on the left
wing’s most sacred cows with
provocative insights, brutal candor,
and an uncompromising reverence
for personal liberty and the princi-
ples laid out in our Declaration of
Independence and Constitution.
264 pages; ppbk. $21.95

MORE LIBERTY MEANS
LESS GOVERNMENT

TH27

Reinterpreting our country’s rise to
world power, Oliver Zunz shows how
American elites appropriated the twen-
tieth century. Policymakers, corporate
managers, engineers, scientists, and
social scientists promoted a knowl-
edge-based economy, a social contract
of abundance, and a controversial the-
ory of pluralism. Their efforts created
a model of middle class behavior for
America and for the rest of the world.
254 pages; 6 x 9" ppbk. $18.00

WHY THE AMERICAN
CENTURY?

TH31



145 pages; 8½ x 11” ppbk.

$21.95

HOUSES TO GO

Backwoods Home Magazine

BU8

145 pages: 5½ x 8½” ppbk.

$18.00

HEAVEN’S FLAME:
A GUIDE TO SOLAR
COOKERS

CR3

134 pages; 5½ x 8½” ppbk.

$15.95

15 MINUTE STOR-
AGE MEALS

CR8

188 pages; 8½ x 7¼” ppbk.

$15.95

GLORIOUS GARLIC

CR9

166 pages; 6 x 9” ppbk.

$12.95

DIRT CHEAP GAR-
DENING

FP8

314 pages; 6 x 9” ppbk.

$21.95

GUIDE TO RAISING
PIGS

FP14

278 pages; 6 x 9” ppbk.

$15.95

RAISING SHEEP
THE MODERN WAY

FP15

344 pages; 6 x 9” ppbk.

$22.95

KEEPING LIVE-
STOCK HEALTHY

FP19

8½ x 11” ppbk.

$32.95

DON’T GET
CAUGHT WITH
YOUR PANTRY
DOWN

SS28

155 pages; 6 x 9” ppbk

$15.95

DEER PROOFING
YOUR YARD AND
GARDEN

FP20

114 pages; 5½ x 8½” ppbk.

$13.00

HOW TO DEVELOP
A LOW-COST FAM-
ILY FOOD STOR-
AGE SYSTEM

SS5

217 pages; 8½ x 11” ppbk.

$15.95

MODERN HOME-
STEAD MANUAL

SS9

287 pages; 5¼ x 8¼” ppbk.

$15.00

TURN YOUR TAL-
ENTS INTO PROF-
ITS

SS10

564 pages; 8½ x 11” ppbk.

$27.95

STOREY’S BASIC
COUNTRY SKILLS

SS17

156 pages; 8½ x 7¼” ppbk.

$15.95

APPLE COOKBOOK

CR10

170 pages; 83/8 x 7¼” ppbk.

$15.95

NEW ZUCCHINI
COOKBOOK

CR11

138 pages; 8½ x 11” ppbk.

$12.95

WIND AND WIND-
SPINNERS

EN20

194 pages; 8¼ x 10¾”

$12.95

HOMEBUILT, WIND
GENERATED ELEC-
TRICITY HAND-
BOOK

EN21

210 pages; 8 x 9¾” ppbk.

$27.95

PASSIVE SOLAR
HOUSE

EN8

8½ x 11” ppbk.

$19.95

SOLAR ELECTRIC
INDEPENDENT
HOME BOOK

EN9

358 pages; 6 x 9” ppbk.

$19.95

DAVE MILLER’S
HOMEBREWING
GUIDE

FP3

132 pages; 5½ x 8½” ppbk.

$17.95

BACKYARD MEAT
PRODUCTION

FP6

1111////2222----pppprrrriiiicccceeeedddd DDDDiiiissssccccoooouuuunnnnttttssss!!!!

1/2 off
To order, call

1-800-835-2418
or send money to

Backwoods Home Magazine
P. O. Box 712

Gold Beach, OR 97444
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$9.00
$15.48 196 pages; 6 x 8¼” ppbk.

$17.95

COUNTRY BEANS

CR7

413 pages; 6 x 9” ppbk.

$38.00

WIND POWER FOR
HOME AND BUSI-
NESS

EN2

224 pages; 7¾ x 9½” hdbk.

$35.00

FROM EARTH TO
SPACE

EN22

230 pages; 6½ x 9” comb.

$19.95

THE BREAD BOOK

CR5

196 pages; 6 x 9” ppbk.

$15.95

WOODSTOVE
COOKERY

CR2

262 pages; 6 x 9” ppbk.

$13.95

A NEW DEAL FOR
SOCIAL SECURITY

TH4

203 pages; 6 x 9” ppbk.

$15.95

SCHOOL CHOICE

TH6

$19.00
$11.48

$20.50$10.48

$9.48

$8.48$9.48



TTTThhhhiiiissss iiiissssssssuuuueeee’’’’ssss pppphhhhoooonnnnyyyy ddddoooooooommmmssssaaaayyyyeeeerrrr pppprrrreeeeddddiiiiccccttttiiiioooonnnn::::
The Gaia Hypothesis is an intriguing speculation about how

the inanimate part of the earth and the plants and animals that
inhabit it may form a complex system that regulates the envi-
ronment and stabilizes it to permit life to exist. E.g., if the earth
heats up due to global warming, the earth’s plants will increase
the amount of water they transpire into the atmosphere and
some will even produce chemicals that cause the excess water
vapor to condense into clouds that reflect more sunlight back
into space, thereby cooling the earth off again.

But the doomsayers have stretched this hypothesis to say that
as man alters the planet, the earth itself and the other life
forms are going to conspire against us and we will have more
earthquakes, superstorms, plagues, famines, and other good-
ies until humanity is either obliterated or gets back in line. New
Agers and environmentalists love this philosophy.

BBBBHHHHMMMM

BBBBaaaacccckkkkwwwwooooooooddddssss HHHHoooommmmeeee MMMMaaaaggggaaaazzzziiiinnnneeee’’’’ssss eeeexxxxppppllllaaaannnnaaaattttiiiioooonnnn::::
The Gaia Hypothesis has been argued in the scientific

community by its adherents and detractors. However, nei-
ther side believes there is any scientific evidence that the
earth is some giant “living entity” that seeks vengeance,
and even James Lovelock, the scientist who first pro-
posed Gaia, has rejected that concept.

True scientists are willing to debate merits of the Gaia
Hypothesis, but the “vengeful earth” theory is straight
from the horror films of the 1950s, and it has become a
new and powerful weapon in the arsenal of the doom-
sayers who seek political power, money, and fame. As
adopted by the doomsayers, Gaia is just a bunch of
bunk.

OOOOuuuurrrr ssssppppeeeecccciiiiaaaallll ssssaaaalllleeee ooooffffffffeeeerrrr ttttoooo cccceeeelllleeeebbbbrrrraaaatttteeee tttthhhheeee ttttrrrruuuutttthhhh::::
TTTToooo cccceeeelllleeeebbbbrrrraaaatttteeee tttthhhhiiiissss iiiissssssssuuuueeee’’’’ssss EEEEnnnndddd ooooffff tttthhhheeee WWWWoooorrrrlllldddd SSSSppppeeeecccciiiiaaaallll,,,, wwwweeee’’’’rrrreeee ooooffffffffeeeerrrriiiinnnngggg aaaannnnyyyy oooonnnneeee ooooffff oooouuuurrrr ssssiiiixxxx aaaannnntttthhhhoooolllloooo----
ggggiiiieeeessss ffffoooorrrr $$$$11110000.... BBBBuuuuyyyy aaaassss mmmmaaaannnnyyyy oooorrrr aaaassss ffffeeeewwww aaaassss yyyyoooouuuu’’’’dddd lllliiiikkkkeeee,,,, bbbbuuuutttt nnnnoooo ooootttthhhheeeerrrr ddddiiiissssccccoooouuuunnnnttttssss oooorrrr ccccoooouuuuppppoooonnnnssss ccccaaaannnn
aaaappppppppllllyyyy ttttoooo tttthhhhiiiissss ooooffffffffeeeerrrr.... TTTThhhhiiiissss iiiissss tttthhhheeee cccchhhheeeeaaaappppeeeesssstttt oooouuuurrrr aaaannnntttthhhhoooollllooooggggiiiieeeessss hhhhaaaavvvveeee ssssoooolllldddd ffffoooorrrr iiiinnnn tttthhhheeee 11111111----yyyyeeeeaaaarrrr hhhhiiiissssttttoooorrrryyyy ooooffff
tttthhhheeee mmmmaaaaggggaaaazzzziiiinnnneeee.... TTTThhhheeee aaaannnntttthhhhoooollllooooggggiiiieeeessss aaaarrrreeee sssshhhhoooowwwwnnnn oooonnnn ppppaaaaggggeeee 99993333....

OOOOffffffffeeeerrrr ggggoooooooodddd oooonnnnllllyyyy uuuunnnnttttiiiillll OOOOccccttttoooobbbbeeeerrrr 11115555,,,, 2222000000000000————oooorrrr wwwwhhhheeeennnn tttthhhheeee wwwwoooorrrrlllldddd eeeennnnddddssss,,,, wwwwhhhhiiiicccchhhheeeevvvveeeerrrr ccccoooommmmeeeessss ffffiiiirrrrsssstttt....

1-800-835-2418
Or send check to: Backwoods Home Magazine, P.O. Box 712, Gold Beach, OR 97444

Keep up-to-date on End of the World scenarios, as they occur, at the BHM website: www.backwoodshome.com
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